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Abstract 

Jacques Arcadelt (ca. 1505-1568) was one of the originators of the madrigal 

in the 1530s. Arcadelt's Prirtzo libro di rnadrignli (1538) became the most frequently 

reprinted book of the Renaissance with at least fifty-eight editions between 1538 

and 1654. The printing history of the Prirno libro indicates that economics played 

a crucial role in shaping consumer taste. This, together with evidence from 

intabulations and the anthologization of kcadelt's madrigals and chansons 

suggests that the classicization of Arcadelt occurred primarily as a result of the 

popularity of the Prirno libro. This classicization was mediated by the periodic 

revi\pal of Arcadelt's works, particularly several madrigals from the Prirno libru. 

This repertory was considered classic bv a substantial segment of the consuming 

public and did not assume a primarily pedagogical role until the end of the 

sixteenth century. These data also shed light on the historiographv of the 

madrigal and identify inaccuracies perpetuated in the secondary literature. 
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Arcadelt as "classicist" is the password, to be uttered or written with the 
strains of 12 binnco e dolce cigno sounding-gently, evenly, and rather 
slowlv-in the background. 

James Haar, "Towards a Chronology of the Madrigals of Arcadelt." 



Chapter One 

Biography and Sources 

Introduction 

The Italian madrigal arose early in the sixteenth century, at about the 

same time that instrumental music was being recognized as an autonomous, 

learned discipline in its own right. Coinciding with these developments was the 

rise of music printing, commencing in 1501 with Petrucci's Odhecafo?~ A. Perhaps 

the most important of the early madrigalists was Jacques Arcadelt (ca. 1505- 

15683, a Burgundian or Frenchman1 who, like many northern composers, was 

actii-e in various centres throughout Italy. Arcadelt wrote approximatelv 300 

madrigals and 200 chansons, most of the latter during the second half of his life 

after rc:urr.ing to France. Arcadelt is unique amongst the early madrigalists in 

that his works continued to circulate in print and in practice for over a century 

after their creation. His Prirrro libro di  madrigali a quatro uoct (First Book of Madrigals 

,&I,. Fcur if'oicfi) was one of the most frequently reprinted books of the 

Renaisance with at least fifty-eight known editions between 1538 and 1654.2 

There is nc doubt that, bv the seventeenth century, Arcadelt had achieved classic 

This thesis examines the classicization of Arcadelt from his first 

appearance in Florentine manuscripts in the 1530s through to the printing of the 

final edition of his Pn'mo libro in the mid- seventeenth century. In this period of 

more than one hundred years, Arcadelt must have transformed in public 

perception from a fashionable young composer to a classic one far beyond 
1 Thomas M'hihey Bridges, "The Publishing of Arcadelt's First Book of Madrigals" (W.D. 
diss., Harvard Unisersitv, 1982). 11-16. Bridges gives the most complete review of the 
disparate and circurnstjttial evidence that Arcadelt was more likely from France than from 
Burgundy. 
2 hid., passim. 



anyone's living memory. He would have stood temporally to a young musician 

of the 1650s as Puccini and Mahler stand to one at the start of the twenty-first 

century. While the polarities of contemporary and classic are simple to grasp, 

understanding and documenting the process of classicization is not. By 

examining the publication history of Arcadelt's Primo libro, and continuing to 

trace it as it  enters the hands of Renaissance instrumentalists, we can see why 

Arcadelt proved to be more durable historically than most of his ephemeral 

contemporaries, whose music was not substantially different. 

Chapter One is a short introduction chronicling Arcadelt's life. Particular 

attention is paid to his Florenhne period, as this is when the earliest manuscript 

sources of the Primo libro were copied. Since Arcadelt's popularity is vitally 

linked ts the printing history of the Primo libro, Chapter Two examines music 

printing. I focus not onlv on its importance in the dissemination of music, but 

consider the role economics plays in determining which music was disseminated. 

Chapter Three discusses the instrumental versions of Arcadelt's vocal works. 

Inrahula tions-instrumental arrangements of vocal music-are particularly 

interestinr u in that they can tell us which Arcadelt pieces were most popular with 

instri~mentnlists. This is especiallv illuminating in the case of Arcadelt as we find 

that the "favorite" pieces of Renaissance instrumentalists (which includes 

amateurs) are often different from what is presumed by modem historians. 

Lntabulations, therefore, offer a wealth of perspectives beyond their traditional 

use as evidence of how ficta was applied. Chapter Four examines the 

representation of Arcadelt in madrigal and chanson anthologies. I show that the 

anthology repertory was very distinct from that of the numbered madrigal 

books and that they probably consisted of newer works, some of dubious 

authorship. Second, anthologies are shown not to have been primary marketing 



vehicles, but rather were sold on the coattails of single-composer prints such as 

Arcadelt's Prinio libro. 

The sum of this data provides evidence on how a composer might have 

made the transition from a current composer in elite, private circles, to a classic 

composer disseminated en masse in the public market. This process involves 

elements of revival of older repertory alongside newer works, thereby 

undermining the linear, neo-Darwinian model of the evolution of musical style. 

Musicians of the late 1520s would doubtless be annoyed to learn that Einstein 

had consigned them to a period of "artistic pause" out of his necessity of having 

the frottola el-olve seamlessly, and inevitably, into the Florentine/Roman 

madrigal, an evolutionary line that no longer holds up.3Also emerging from this 

stud1 is the neglected role played by economics in the process of classicization. 

I q L k i t  m this is the suggestion that the "culture industry" exerted an influence 

on m u s i c ~ l  taste from the inception of music printing. 

Part of the model for this study comes from contemporary popular music, 

~ : . h ~ i h  offers a fertile source for questions pertaining to how a classic repertory is 

sh; ipe~!~ h a v  tremendous fame can be rapidly eclipsed by total obscurity, and 

b'314.- ~ e r i o m e r s ,  or composers, slowly come to dominate their numerous 

cor. ttmroraries in the perception of later generations. Such processes of 

inon)iLmonization are sought in the publication history of Arcadelt. 

Arcadelt's Life  

The most extensive biography of Arcadelt was assembled by Thomas 

Bridges.4 Arcadelt's birth date is believed to be between 1498 and 1505. Little is 

known of his early life, and even his professional career can  only be 
3 Alfred Einstein. Tlrr Ilulian Madrigal, 3 vols. (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1949). I, 
139-151. See lain Fenlon and James Haar. The Italian Madrigal in the Early Sixtenith Centzt y 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 1988), chap. 2, for their synthesis of the separate 
development of these genres. 
4 Bridges, 10-53. 



approximatelv sketched. He may have begun his musical training in Namur.5 

Based on a ca. 1530 manuscript source of Arcadelt motets, Edward Lowinsky 

determined that Arcadelt must have been composing works of high quality by 

the end of the 1520s.6 Literary sources suggest that he was in Florence by this 

time.7 He relocated to Rome no earlier than 1535 and no later than 1538.8 His 

name appears in the records of the Sistine Chapel choir in December, 1540, 

where he remained for slightly more than a decade until June, 1551.9 Aftenvard, 

he joined the court of Charles de Guise, Cardinal of Lorraine, in whose service he 

remained until his death in Paris on October 14, 1568.10 

Arcadelt's latest possible date in Florence-1538-is the same year that 

Venetian printer Antonio Gardano first published Arcadelt's Primo libro. Einstein, 

in his seminal Tllr ltnlinrt Mndrignl, assumed that Gardano's interest in Arcadelt 

indicated a personal acquaintance,ll but Bridges can find no evidence for this.c 

In ract, the multitude of errors and variants in the Arcadelt madrigal books 

suggests that Xrcadelt did not provide his music to Gardano directly. Also, the 

absence of dedications by Arcadelt to patrons is typical of prints undertaken by 

t!?c rrir,ter alone. In Chapter TWO, it is suggested that Arcadelt's nbset~ce was far 

more enticing to Gardano than his presence. 

Little is known about the cultural circles in which Arcadelt moved. One of 

the primany manuscript sources of Arcadelt's madrigals displays the shield of the 

5 Paul klorer, "Jacques Arcadelt musicien namurois (1507-1568)" Bulletin de b Socirte liegeuise 
Lit' tlrti~icoIogie 83 (1993): 12-16. 
b Edward Lorvinsky, "A Newly Discovered Sixteenth-Cenhrry Motet Manuscript at the 
Bibliotcca Vallicelliana in Rome" lorrmal of the American Musicological Society 3 (1950): 196. 
7 Bridges, 17. Cosimo Bartoli, in his Ragiotrammti accademici, Libro trrzo, f. 36 (Venice: 1567). 
describes Arcadelt as resident in Florence at this lime. 
3 Ibid., 48. 
9 Ibid., 10. 
10 Franqois Lesure, "Arcadelt est mort en 1568" Rmrre de Mxtsicologie 47 (1961): 195-196. Lesure 
discavered Arcadelt's death certificate. 
11 Einstein, ltnlinn Madrigal, I ,  165. 
12 Bridges, 26-27. 



Strozzi,ls a noble Florentine family who were agents for poets, printers, and 

composers, including Arcadelt.14 Several poems written by the Strozzi were set 

to music by Arcadelt, as were verses by Lorenzino de' Medici (1514-1548)) one of 

Florence's ruling Medici, and the assassin of Duke Alessandro der Medici in 

1537.15 However, there is no evidence that Arcadelt was politically active in any 

way, or that he partook in any sojourns during this period.16 

Arcade1 t's Reputation 

Literary and iconographical sources suggest that Arcadelt enjoyed 

substantial fame as early as his Florentine period.17 In Italy, Arcadelt was 

apparently so highly esteemed that he could be named in non-musical works 

with the expectation that the reader would recognize him. In Andrea Calmo's 

Pkc~col i  iiscorsi (Venice: 1547) and Imocenzo Ringhieri's Cento giz~ochi libernli 

(Bologna: 1551) Arcadelt is named as one of the few finest composers, along with 

Verdelcrt, Willaert, Rore, and the lutenist Francesco da Milano. Florentine writer 

Francesco Grazzini (I1 Lasca) named both Arcadelt and Verdelot in his Le cene 

rvhere a group of boys sought to regain the attention of several ladies by singing 

"certr\in five-voice madrigals of Verdelot and Arcadelt."lg 

Arcadelt was one of the most famous composers in France by the end of 

the 1550s. h 1559, poet Olivier de Magny named Arcadelt in one of his 

laudatorv odes as the finest composer known to him: "Arcadelt ne peult refuser, 

Ce qu'il luy plaist de cornposer."l9 in 1560, poet Pierre Ronsard praised Arcadelt 

13 Fenlon and Haar, 58. 
14 This is discussed in detail in chap. 2. 
15 This led same scholars to believe that Arcadelt had to flee Florence in 1537, possibly to 
Venice, where several of the Stroui also fled after falling out of favour with the Medici after 
the assassination of Duke Alessandro: see Bridges, 27, n. 61, for a summary. 
16 Bridges, 27. 
17 The most thorough review of the literary references to AradeIt is in Bridges, 5447. 
18 Translated in Einstein. II, 823. "Si dierono a cantare certi madrigali a cinque voci di 
Verdelotto e d'Arcadelte." 
19 Quoted in Bridges, 54. See Olivier de Magny, Odes (Paris: Lemerre, 1876), IX, 111-114. 



in the preface to his collection, Lizlre de meslanges, where he described Arcadelt as 

one of many "disciples" to Josquin.20 No later than 1552, Franqois Rabelais, in the 

revision of the Prologue to Le Qunrt Livre of the Pantagn~el, listed Arcadelt fourth 

after Willaert, Gombert, and Janequin as among the famous modem composers 

in France21 

There are no known portraits of Arcadelt, but at least four paintings 

include illustrations of partbooks open to Arcadelt pieces. An undated work in 

the Miinster Landesmuseum by Hermann tom Ring (1521-1595) depicts a 

musician seated at a table on which lies an open partbook titled Di verdelotto di 

arcllnlidt tu t t i  l i  nrndriynli lie1 prinzo et second0 libro n quarto, a book not known to 

have ever been printed.= 

Caravaggio's Lzlte Player (Hermitage Museum: St .  Petersburg, ca. 1596) 

depicts an open bassus partbook containing three pieces from Arcadelt's Prinlo 

libru.2' .A copy of this painting executed by Carlo Magnore in 1612 replaces the 

three pieces with two others, also from the Prirno libro.24 Slim has determined 

that while both Caravaggio and Magnore chose their portrait accessories from 
zc Ibld. 
21 Frnnqoi.; Rabelais, Ortic7rr.s conrpl2tts (Paris: Bibliotheque de la PlCiade, 1951)) 553-554. 
22 The title 1s simllar to some of the Verdelot editions published by Gardano and Scotto (see 
chap. 4, and  RISM 15.10/10: Di Vtrdelotta t l l t t i  li nradrigali del prinzo, et secundo libro a qtrntru 
7 ~ : ; )  It \\.as, hoivet'er, a common practice for owners of music prints to have them custom bound, 
so i t  lvuuid not be surprising to see an Arcadelt madrigal book bound with one by Verdelot: see 
chap. 2. 
'3 The!. are Clii pltri dir,  Sr la rllrra dlrrezla, and Voi sapetr. These pieces do not appear 
together in any of the known editions of the Primo libro. 
2.1 ironically, two of the three madrigals in Caravaggio's version and both from Magnore's 
version are not unequivocally by Arcadelt. There were no composer attributions in Arcadelt's 
Pnnto libm until the ninth edition in 15-46 (RISM 1546/17), thus owners of books printed before 
1546 would assume that all the pieces in the Prirno libro were by Arcadelt. After 1546, several 
pieces, such as Voi sapete, are variously attributed, thus it is impossible to generahe as to 
when attributions become accurate. There are three later editions of the Pn'mo Iibro which 
would lead one to believe that the three pieces in the Caravaggio painting were by Arcadelt: 
NS%I 1553 / 27 (Venice: Sco tto), 1557/21 (Venice: Pietrasanta), and 1566/26 (Milan: Moscheni). 
This latest edition is still thlrty years before the painting was executed. The pieces in the 
Magnore copy were never attributed to Arcadelt after 1546: see chap. 2, and Bridges, Table 3, 
359-360. 



the possessions of the patron commissioning the portrait, possibly in order to . 

reflect the patron's tastes, the madrigals were not selected for any particular 

textual references.25 

One of the most significant portraits is one of Francesco da Milano (Milan, 

Biblioteca Ambrosiana, n.d.) by an unknown artist in which Francesco is holding 

a cantus partbook open to Arcadelt's madrigal Quand'io pells a1 martire. Francesco 

was the first to make an intabulation of this piece, possibly inspiring the 

seventeen versions to follow, making it Arcadelt's most frequently intabulated 

tvork.26 

The iconographical evidence is persuasive that Arcadelt was a symbol of 

sophistication and refinement to at least the turn of the seventeenth century. 

Similarly, the fact that Francesco da Milano posed conspicuously with one of the 

first Arcadelt madrigals he arranged conveys the esteem in which Arcadelt was 

held hv the great court lutenist. The Caravaggio painting may be the most 

revealing in that both the original and the copy display unattributed works from 

Arcadelt's Prinro libro, which suggests that Caravaggio had access to an edition 

from before 1516.27 Regardless whether Caravaggo or the patron provided the 

Arcadelt took, it is significant that it  was still a prized possession, and that a 

~ a t r o n  wished to be associated with Arcadelt's music fifty years after it was 

printed,28 and a full century later in the Magnore copy. 

25 H. Colin S h ,  "Musical Inscriptions in Paintings by Caavaggio and his Followers," in Music 
atrd Context: Essaysfor john M. Ward, ed. Anne Dhu Shapiro, 241-63 (Cambridge: Harvard 
Lrniversip Department of Music, 1985). 247. A contrary view is presented by Barry Wind, in 
"More than Bagatelles: Observations on Caravaggio's Lute Player and Calling of St. Mattherrf' 
Source: Notes on the History of Art 2/1 (1982): 30-32. 
26 Ln chap. 3. evidence is presented that this was Arcadelt's most popular work in his Lifetime 
and for some time afterward. 
7-  
-1 See n- 24. 
2s See also Barbara R. Hanning, "Some Images of Monody in the Early Baroque," in 'Con che 
sonoitli:' Studies i r l  Italian Opera, Song, and Dance: 2580-1740, ed. Iain Fedon and Tim Carter, 
(Oxford: CIarendon Press, 1995)' 4. 



Manuscript Sources 

Primary evidence of Arcadelt's presence in Florence in the 1530s comes 

from the large number of concordances between Gardano's early editions of the 

Primo libro and several of the important Florentine madrigal manuscripts29 This 

suggests that Gardano chose works for the Primo Iibro which were already well- 

known and widely circulated; the four remaining Arcadelt volumes have very 

few manuscript concordances.3o 

There exist four principal manuscript sources for four- and five-voice 

madrigals in the 1530~~31 all of which include significant numbers of Arcadelt 

madrigals. Perhaps the earliest is Florence 122-5 (ca. 1528-31), professionally 

copied in a single, unidentified hand and consisting mostly of Arcadelt and 

Verdelot pieces.32 Possibly later is an elaborately bound set of partbooks known 

as the Strnzzi Partbooks.33 This manuscript is in two sections, the first of which 

was prcjbably completed around 1530. The second section is in a separate hand 

and consists entirely of Arcadelt pieces which were probably added around 

15.75.34 The Brussels manuscript is an incomplete canto partbook from the 

!53Os.-73 It consists of three layers of repertory, as late as the 1570s, but the first 

laver, which includes approximately thirw Arcadelt pieces out of seventy-four, 

dales from the 1530s. The final major source is Florence 99-102'36 which consists 

of thirtv-three Arcadelt pieces out of fifty-nine, dating from the mid- 1530s.37 

29 Fenlon and Haar, 58-65. 
30 bid., 240. 
31 hid., 58. 
32 Florence, Biblioteca Nationale Centrale, MSS Magl XIX. 122-5. See Haar, "Madrigals From 
the Last Florentine Republic," in Essays Presented to Myron P. Gilmore, ed. S. Bertelli and G. 
Ramakus, 383403 (Florence: Nuova Itaiia Editrice, 1978). 
33 Florence, Biblioteca del Conservatorio, MS Basevi 2495. 
34 Fenlon and Haar, 60. 
35 Brussels, Bibliotheque du Conservatoire Royal de Musique, M S  27.731. 
36 Florence. Biblioteca Nationale Centrale MSS Magl XIX. 99-102. 
37 Fenlon and Haar, 64-65, 16-4-167. 



It is clear that -4rcadelt madrigals were widely circulated in Florence at 

least three or four years before being published by Gardano in 1538, and that 

thev were in the possession of Florentine nobility, thereby representing an elite 

repertow. Together with the literarv and iconographical evidence, it is obvious 

that Xrcadelt enjoyed considerable fame while in Florence and that this fame 

followed him to France as well. What is not clear is why his fame came to eclipse 

that of c~ntemporaries such as  Verdelot and Festa, both of whom were also 

cocposers of great repute in Florence and Rome in the 1530s. 



Chapter Two 

The Impact of Printing in the Classicization of Arcadelt 

Jacques Arcadelt and music printing entered the world within a few years 

of one another, and any examination of the making of a musical canon in the 

sixteenth century, and Arcadelt's inclusion in it, must take into account the 

impact of music printing. The importance of the new printing technology on 

music production and consumption has been remarked upon by numerous 

scholars. Ho~vever, as Elizabeth Eisenstein pointed out in her seminal studv on 

the effects of printing,l many histories have stated the importance of printing as 

an agent of "change" without discussing exactly what those changes might have 

been. Indeed, the literature concerning this period remains saturated with 

standard one-line statements that the rise of printing increased the volume of 

2r.n ila ble music and the geographical range over which it was consumed. 

However, contrarv to one's intuition, "the effects produced by printing are by 

no means self-evident."? Fenlon agrees, reminding us of Francis Bacon's 

jeventeenth-century advice to "take note of the force, effect and consequences of 

priziing," advice rarely followed by historians of sixteenth-centurv music.3 

The goal of this chapter is to review what is known about the impact of 

p i n  ting in contributing to the establishment of recognized "classic" composers 

2nd works. How, out of the abundance of newly available material, did some 

publications enjoy but a single edition while others were reprinted dozens of 

times? Both may thank print technology for their creation in large numbers and 

the corresponding potential for wide dissemination, but how do we account for 

I Elizabeth L. Eisenstein, The Printing Press as an Agent of Clutnge, 2 vok. (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1979). These volumes are distinguished by a nearly complete 
absence of discussion of music printing. 
2 bid., 4. 
3 Iain Fenlon, Mzrsic, Print and Clrlture in Early Sixteenth-Century Italy (London: British 
Library, 199S), 1. 



grossly different reception histories as measured by such phenomena as reprint 

rates and reputation? This chapter will also provide the music-printing 

background against which will be assessed the course of the publication and 

dissemination of Arcadelt's Primo libro. 

One of the difficulties in chronicling the history of music printing is the 

relatively high attrition rate among music prints. Unlike many other printing 

products, particularly presentation volumes of literature or treatises, music 

books had a practical, utilitarian function resulting in a much higher degree of 

wear and tear and a loss rate much greater than the estimated 20% occurring for 

books printed before 1600.4 We know of many music books listed in catalogues 

or inventories that do not survive in even a single copy. Similarly, newly 

discovered editions continue to come to light. Arcadelt's Pn'rno libro is itself an 

example: Seav's Arcadelt edition describes forty-three known editions in 1966, 

while Thomas Bridges' 1982 dissertation augments this number to fifty-eight, 

fifty-six of which sunrive in at least one voice part.5 

Another problem is the diverse ways music might come to reside in 

various Iocales.6 Some examples are: 1) a manuscript tradition still thrived, 2) 

musicians were forced to flee religious and political persecution or 

inconvenience, 3) a homogenization of musical style permitted greater migration 

of musicians across national or political boundaries, and 4) some musicians were 

even employed as spies.' In short, the picture of musical migration and 

4 Fenlon, M~ts i c ,  Print and Culture, 2-4. The loss rate means that 20% of the editions printed 
before 1600 do not survive in even a single copy. F d o n  acknowledges that such an estimate is 
cmde owing to the widely divergent types of publications considered. Music was unique, 
however, in that it could be sold page-by-page rather than as a bound book Printed music was 
always shipped unbound, probably to reduce shipping weight: see BSc, 124. 
5 Bridges, 1. BSc, published in 1998, does not add any editions, thus Bridges is probably close to 
being a complete catalogue. 
6 Fenlon, "Production and Distribution of Music in 16th- and 17thCentury European Society," 
Actn ntrisicologia 59 (1987): 14-17. 
7 Fenlon, "Production and Distribution," 14-15. 



dissemination is potentially highly complex and possibly capricious. 

Nonetheless, scholarly attention has focused on the rise of music printing and 

retailing as the most important agent for the dissemination of music in the 

sixteenth century. 

Earlv Music Printing 

The printing of written works began in the 1440s, but it was almost a half 

century before the first prints of music began to appear. In the late 1400s, 

several theoretical music treatises included short segments of printed polyphonic 

music. Francesco Niger's Gran~nzntico of 1480 contained a discussion of 

contemporary music theory, including polyphony, which was illustrated with six 

pages of musical examples. Carolo Verardi's Historia Baetica of 1493 included a 

single four-voice piece, and Franchino Gaffurio's Practica mztsicae from Milan in 

1196 contained numerous musical examples.8 There was, however, no full-scale 

printing of polvphonic music until Petrucci's Odhecaton, printed in 1501 in 

Venice? Bv the 1520s, the music publishing industry was exploding throughout 

Europe, particularlv along an axis running from Antwerp to Venice.10 

The first composer to enjoy international fame-perhaps partly as a result 

of ha\-ing his works printed-was Josquin des Prez, six of whose compositions 

were included in the Odlrecaton. The possible relationship between Josquin's 

fame and the printing of his music has recently been discussed by Jessie AM 

O~vens: "The resulting changes in rhe way music was transmitted and 

information about composers was recorded put Josquin in a far different 

position from that of his equally illustrious predecessors."ll She suggests that 
8 Summarized in Fenlon, Music, Pn'rrt and Culttrre, 15-18. 
9 bid., 2. 
10 Daniel Heartz, Piene Attainpant:  Roynl Printn of Music (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1969). 
11 Jessie Ann Owens, "How Josquin Became Josquin: Reflections on Historiography and 
Reception," in Mzrszc in Renaissance Cities and Courts: Studies in Honor of Lewis Lockwood, ed. 
Jessie AM Owens and Anthony M. Cummings, 271-81 (Warren, MI: Harmonie Park, 1997). 271. 



printmg becomes one of the most important factors in the hstoriographv of 

music in that the early music historians of the eighteenth century focused on the 

composers whose music was most accessible. Prints of Josquin's music would 

have been available in numerous libraries while the works of earlier composers 

were generally scattered among unstudied and uncatalogued manuscripts.lz 

While this may explain why Josquin's fame is greater than the "finest" 

composers of earlier generations, it does not necessarily explain how certain 

cornposeis came to dominate their contemporaries. There is no doubt that 

Josquin is presented in all modem histories as the single most important 

composer of the High Renaissance. Howard Brown's Music in the Renaissance, 

still one of the leading texts, organizes the entire High Renaissance from 1490 to 

1560 in rela tion to Josquin in four consecutive chapters: "Italian Music," "Josquin 

des Prez," "Josquin's Contemporaries," and "The Post-Josquin Generation." Is 

there incontrovertible evidence, objective analyses, and contemporary accounts 

establishing the artistic superiority of Josquin? Certainly there is, but Patrick 

 mace^ has suggested that manv of the motets and chansons in the Josquin 

CVrrkc~: are not by Josquin.13 Similarly, Nuremberg music editor Georg Foster 

remarked in the preface of the SeZectisjimnn~m mtctetnrrim (Nuremberg: Petreius, 

1540) that, now that he was dead, Josquin was putting out more works than 

when he was alive.14 Owens suggests that the fame of Josquin may have been 

partly an artifact of his having been mentioned in one of the first small-scale local 

histories of music-Swiss humanist and music theorist Heinrich Glarean's 

Doiircncl~ordo~z.l~ Glarean makes clear his opinion that Josquin was the greatest 

12 Ibid., 274. 
13 Patrick Macey, "Josquin as Classic: Q I I ~  habitat, Memor esto, and Two Imitations 
Unmasked," Jorirnal qf the Royal Musical Association 118 (1993): 1-43. 
14 Quoted in Macey, 1. Translation from Edgar H .  Sparks, The Music of Noel Bauldeweyn 
(unpublished, 1972), 95. 
'5 Published 1547, possibly written in the 1530s? See Owens, 273. 



composer of the preceding generation and had achieved the perfection of music: 

contemporarv music was treated with contempt. Glarean included numerous 

anecdotal accounts of Josquin and reproduced several of his pieces. His 

obsen~ations were repeated faithfully in most subsequent accounts of music of 

the early 1500s, particularly Andrea Adami's 1711 description of the Papal 

Choir.14 Adami described Josquin as "the most famous composer of his time . . . 
of whom Glarean speaks . . . . He was the most important light in this great 

science."l: Adarni in turn was widely read and quoted in subsequent accounts.ls 

We shall see a similar scenario in Chapter Three where uncritical observations by 

Charles Burney regarding the reputation of Arcadelt were perpetuated into the 

modem literature. Similarly, I show that one of Arcadelt's most popular pieces 

in his own time was, in fact, composed by Berchem, although those who 

acquired, edited, printed, purchased, performed, and intabulated it probably 

belicvcci it to be by Arcadelt. 

The Business of Music Printing 

The importance of the rise of music printing has attracted a great deal of 

interest in the last two decades. The majority of scholarly attention has been 

det:oted to typographical, bibliographical and repertorial issues with very little 

attenricn paid to the economics of music printing.19 Heartz succinctly states: 

"Eariv mubic publishing affords an unusual view of the interworkings between 

art and comrnerce."?O While the artist may have been concerned with composing 

16 Ossr~~nr io?~ i  per be11 regolare if coro de i canton della cappella pontifcia (Rome: Antonio 
de' Rossi, 1711). See Owens, "How Josquin Became Josquin," 273. 
17 Quoted and translated in Owens, 273. 
1s Adami's treatise contains other apocrypha including the story of how Paleshina "saved" 
church music. 
19 Jane Bernstein, "Financial Arrangements and the Role of Printer and Composer in Sixteenth- 
Century Italian Music Printing," Actu rnusicologica 62 (1990), 39. 
20 Daniel Heartz, Pierre Attningnant, Royal Printer of Music (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1969), 107. 



good music, the publisher had other concerns: editorial copy, financing, 

distribution, publicity, and consumer trends.21 The daily business concerns of the 

printing industry and the vagaries of entrepreneurship may have had as 

profound an effect as purely artistic factors upon how music history has 

unfolded. 

Ii is clear that music printing was both labour- and capital-intensive, and, 

therefore, a highly speculative and risky venture.22 The greatest expense was 

paper, which usually equalled or exceeded the cost of labour. The initial outlay 

for typographical equipment also must have been very high. Additional 

monthly expenses would have included rent for the shop, wages, and room and 

board for the workers.23 

Finaiiii n y 

Tnere were as manv methods of financing the publication of a music book 

as  there were entrepreneurs, but two distinct categories of arrangement 

creneral!\. existed. First, printers could finance their publications themselves or as b 

part of a consortium with others in the book trade, such as other printers, 

rcta !!crs. g: distributors. Second, printers could act on commission from various 

partics interested in having music published, such as music patrons, or 

corrposers themselves who wished to market their music on a larger scale, or to 

obtain presentation copies of their own works. 

Since financing one's own printing operation meant taking a risk, this was 

on l~ .  undertaken by the larger firms such as Scotto and Gardano who had both 

the capitol resources and contacts to facilitate the venture.24 They not only issued 

prints themselves, but often acted as underwriters for prints by other firms. 

21 hid., 107. 
1) 3 -- Jane Bernstein, "Financial Arrangements," 39, regarding the expenses involved in printing. 
23 bid., 45, n. 37. 



Thev also operated as retailers and distributors. Many editions of Arcadelt's 

Prinzo Zibro may have been produced under such an arrangement, though we lack 

clear documentary evidence. It is highly likely that the numerous nearly 

identical prints issued by the firms of Scotto and Gardano were produced under 

such arrangements and were not, as sometimes suggested, examples of mutual 

plagiarism and piracy .zs 

There is a distinct possibility that printers who appeared to be 

underwriting their own activities received financial support from silent partners. 

Evidence for these relationships is often found in print dedications. The 

dedications from Gardano's earliest prints, including the first three editions of 

Arcadelt's Prinro libro and the Vmticinqzde cnnzonifrancesr (1538), to Count Leone 

0r;ini suggest that Gardano received assistance early in his career from the 

0rsir.i. In fact, Gardano's printing mark is a rebus, or "pictogram," on the name 

Leone Orsini: it features a lion (leone) and a bear (orso) holding between them a 

rose, the Orsini symbol.26 

Consortia between several companies in the book trade were another 

cummcn kind af partnership.21 Such cooperative ventures may have been 

iztended to spread the risk, as well as the work-load. One such partnership was 

bet ivren rhe Roman firms of Ottaviano Scotto, Andrea Antico, and Antonio 

Glt~nta i\-herein Scotto undenvrote the enterprise, Antico edited the book, and 

Gimta printed it. Giunta was paid a flat fee as printer while Scotto and Antico 

25 Heartz; Attnrngttant, 159-60, and Bridges, 129-32, were the first to realize that the 
relationship between Gardano and Scotto was much more complex than one of bitter 
competition. The traditional view of Gardano and Scotto as rivals can be found in Einstein, 
ItirliL7?l ~Mrtdrigal, 1, 166: "Scotto was essentially a pirate. . . "; and Samuel P o p e ,  lacques 
Morlznre: Lyorrs' Music Printer of the Sixteenth Centu y (Ph.D. diss., Princeton University, 
1966). 94, who notes that Moderne and Attaingrant did not have "the krnd of plagiarizing 
riva1r)- that existed between Gardano and Scotto." 
26 Bems tein. "Financial Arrangements," 11; LG, 20-21. 
7 -  
- I  BerrLstein, "Financial Arrangements," 41. 



split the profits.28 

Even though the fifty-eight editions of Arcadelt's Primo libro were 

undertaken by twentv-five different printers, it appears that there were 

transitorv business dealings between firms operating in the same area. For 

example, Scotto's publications of Jachet Berchem's and Giovanni Battista Melfio's 

books of madrigals of 1555 and 1556, respectively, demonstrate some connection 

between the Scotto firm and Venetian printer Francesco Rampazetto. The title 

page indicates Scotto as the printer, but the music type fonts belong to 

Rarnpazetto.29 Bemstein surmises that Rampazetto, the younger and less 

experienced printer, was subcontracted by Scotto to print these editions. 

Similarly, some of Rampazetto's non-musical publications contain typographical 

el~ments such as ornamented initials that were owned by Scotto.30 In 1556 and 

1558, Rampazetto became one of the first printers other than Gardano or Scotto 

to print -4rtadelt's Prir~lo libro, raising the possibility that he did so in 

cullahoration with one, or both, of the Gardano and Scotto firms.31 If t h s  is the 

case, we begin to see the monopoly of Gardano and Scotto extending further 

than originally thought. There is now general agreement that Gardano and 

Scotto were not bitter rivals, although the only concrete evidence of any 

association between them is a 1541 edition of Ihan Gero's popular I2 pn'mo libro de' 

rlr,~d?-igci/i i ta l in~i  et ca~zzo~~francese a due voci, which was printed by Gardano but 

2s Man!. of these arrangements were short-term and may have covered only one or two prints. 
Actual contracts detailing such arrangements are rare, but evidence of consortia may also be 
gleaned from the explicit naming of the underwriter in the dedications, colophons or title pages 
of the prints themselves. Unfortunately, the practice of naming the underwriter became much 
less common after 1540, thus such arrangements with regard to most of the Arcadelt madrigal 
books must be inferred. Summarized in Bemstein, "Finanaai Arrangements," 4143. 
29 Bernstein, "Financial Arrangements," 43. - 
30 hid. "In collaboration" may mean any of a number of possible associations, ranging from 
partnership, to subcontracting, to the point where either Gardano or Scotto merely suffer the 
printing of the Primo iibro by another firm. 
37 RISM 1566/25,1568/ 15. 



which contains a dedication by Scotto.32 

The second major form of financing a music book was through a 

commission. There were many occasions where composer and printer might 

collaborate. In 1532, Elzear Genet (known as Carpentras) became the first 

composer to commission the printing of his entire works.33 The circumstances 

were unusual in that the printer, Jean de Channey, was already indebted to the 

composer so that the printing arrangement was intended to discharge that prior 

obligation. Much more typical was an arrangement by which a printer was 

retained for a flat fee paid by the party commissioning the print. The attraction 

of such an arrangement was that it guaranteed the steady influx of cash for the 

printer and may have enabled printers to engage in more speculative ventures. 

Again, the details of the commission varied enormously. In some cases, the 

printer was obligated to deliver all but a small number of prints to the composer. 

In other cases, the printer was entitled to print a large number of additional 

prints but was obligated not to sell them for a specified period so that the 

composer would have the first opportunity to recover his expenses without 

undue competition from the printer. There may have been cases where printers 

ran off prints far in excess of the agreed number and sold them through some 

kind of black market.34 

Edition Size 

One of the more vexing questions, and one whch has serious implications 

for any accurate consideration of the impact of printing, is the size of a printing 

run. Because so few contracts are extant, scholars have had to estimate the size 

32 Lawrence Bemstein and James Haar, ed., Ihan Gero. I1 pn'rno libm de' madrignli ltaliani et 
Canzon Francese A D ~ i e  Vod (New York: Broude Bros.. 1980). This book had fewer reprints than 
Arcadelt's Pn'mo libro, but was continuously reprinted for a longer period, making it another of 
the most popular Renaissance publications. See Bridges, iii. 
33 Heartz. Attaingnan t, 110. 
3 Bernstein, "Financial Arrangements." 46. n. 40. 



of print runs by a number of circumstantial methods, but it is impossible to 

know with certainty how many copies of each book were produced in a single 

printing run. The consensus is that the average run in Venice during this period 

was between 500 and 1000 copies,35 but the range of variation is quite large. 

Heartz states that the normal edition size was about 1000 for general interest 

books but often smaller for speciality publications.36 While one might expect 

music printing to constitute a specialty market, this was apparently not the case. 

In 1516, Antico printed 1108 copies of the qilindecim missantm. In 1552, lutenist 

Guillaume blorlave obtained a privilege to print the works of his teacher Albert 

de Rippe, and he executed a contract with Michel Fezandat who was to print 1200 

copies, half of which were to be kept by Fezandat, the other half by Morlaye.37 

In 1578,1200 copies of Cabezon's Obras were printed and 1,023 copies of 

Dowland's Second Book of Ayres were printed in 1600.38 The largest known runs 

were iur 1500 copies each of Tomds de Santa Maria's Libro llamando by the 

Spanish publisher Francisco Ferniindez de CBrdoba in 1563, and vihuelist 

Esteban Daza's EZ Pnnlnsso by Diego Fernandez de C6rdoba in 1576.39 

Smaller runs were also possible. In 1587, the Neapolitan bookseller 

Scipione Riccio arranged for a Venetian printer to have 200 copies of sacred 

music by Giovami Battista Racchiano printed9 As early as 1526, one Matteo 

Bosca arranged to have 500 copies of a music book printed with Bosca and the 

33 Heartz, Attaingnant, 121-2; Bridges. 323-324. 
36 Heartz, At tnin.qnnnt, 121. 
37 The contract is referred to by Heartz G ~ t t a i n ~ n a n t ,  122. but he does not provide a source. 
These publications by Morlaye wdl surface in chap. 3 as items 1554/7 and 1554/8 (Browd) in 
Appendix B. Each contains an intabulation of a different Arcadelt chanson. 
38 Heartz, Attoingnant, 121. 
39 John Gnffiths and Warren E. Hultberg, "Santa Maria and the Printing of Instrumental Music 
in Sixteenth-Century Spain." in Limo de lrltonrenagenl a Macario Santiago Kastner, ed., Maria 
F. Cidrais, et al, 347-360 (Lisbon: Fundaqao Calouste Gulbenkian. 1992), 352. 
40 Bemstein, "Financial Arrangements," 47. 



printer splitting the costs and profits.4 In 1544, Cristobal Morales agreed to pay 

the Roman printer Dorico half the cost of printing 525 copies of his book of 

masses, of which Morales would receive 275 copies (52%) to sell on his own. It is 

estimated that he would have tripled his investment had he sold all his copies.42 

Richard Agee has concluded, based on the ten surviving printing contracts from 

before 1600, that the normal edition size was closer to 500.43 He believes that the 

runs of 1000 cited by Heartz are anomalies explainable by the great popularity of 

the composers or by their solo format. For publications of partbooks, he 

suggests that the market was much smaller. He cites the example of a monk 

from S. Giorgio Maggiore in Venice who arranged in 1565 to have Scotto print 

500 copies of Pauletto Ferrarese's Lnmentationes-u 

R e  limiting factor in determining the size of a print-run seems to have 

beer, financial. For the commissioner of a print, the amount of money they were 

able to pav was the determining factor while, for the self-financing printer, the 

question was how long they could afford to leave capital tied up in w o l d  

prints-a question, ultimately, of cash-flow. 

Some of the best evidence of edition size comes from contemporary 

so.;:ces. The Florentine printing firm Giunta petitioned the local authority for an 

esciusi-i-e music printing privilege in 1563 and complained that they had to 

compete with Venetian publishers, for whom "the normal practice is to print 

41 Bonnie Blackburn, "The Printing Contract for the Libro p r i m  de musicn de la salumundra 
(Rome, 1526)" lormta! of Mzrsiculogy 12 (1994): 345-356. The printer was Niccolo de Giudici, a 
relatively unknown printer, other than for a co-venture with Antico. Boxa remains entirely 
unknorvn-whether he was the composer or just the owner of the pieces remains a mystery. 
4' Susan Cusick, Valeriu Dorico. Music Printer in Sixteent?l-Century Rome (AM Arbor: UMI 
Research Press, 19811, 98. 
43 Richard Agee, "A Venetian Music Printing Contract and Edition Size in the Sixteenth 
Century," Studi musicali 15 (1986): 63. 
44 hid., 60. 



1,000 copies of every book."45 This corroborates the figures suggested by 

Heartz. 

Distribution 

The distribution of prints is a matter that is often treated in a perhnctory 

manner; there is an assumption that printing resulted in the dissemination of 

prints over a wide area. This is a common-sense assumption, but precise details 

regarding actual distribution patterns are rare. Carter makes this point 

fo rie fully: 

"In particular, we scarcely yet know enough about how music was distributed from its 
place of printing to the public at large . . . .[W]e still know far too little about even the 
most fundamental aspects of the business of music-selling in late Renaissance Italy, 
despite the evident importance of such knowledge for any assessment of the influence of 
printkg on the circulation of musical repertories in the period."ib 

The dissemination of a book of music more accurately breaks down into 

C L ~ , ~  -- .. ., t,, but related, categories: distribution (i.e. the physical movement of 

the hook from the press to the bookshop), market identification, and selling. 

These are the aspects of printing for which there are the fewest surviving 

doiun~ents.  Nonetheless, much progress has been made in the last decade in 

ei.;ii&itinl; some of the practices involved in marketing a book of music. 

Owing to the lack of documentary evidence, there are few detailed studies 

of Renaiss~nce book distribution. The distribution of books is similar to other 

Rerlaissance wares in that they seemed to have followed the regular, well- 

established trade routes.47 The other most often used method for offering books 

for sale was for printers to issue catalogues of available works. These catalogues 

were made available at the various fairs, particularly in Lyons and Frankfurt. In 

45 Quoted and translated in Carter, "Music-Printing in Late Sixteenth- and Early Seventeenth- 
Cen t~ r !~  Florence: Giorgio Marescotti, Cristofano Marescotti and Zanobi Pignoni," Enrly Music 
Histat?/ 9 (1989), 34-5. 
46 Carter, "h.1usic-Selling in Late Sixteenth-Century Florence: the Bookshop of Piero di 
Giuliano Morosi," Mrrsic & Letters 70 (1989), 483-4. 
-47 Heartz, At taingnan t, 124. 



some cases, the catalogues listed more than one cenire in which particular titles 

might be found, or from which they might be ordered.48 By 1564, trade 

bibliographies listing the selections from several printers were available at the 

Frankfurt Book Fair.49 

Printers must have found that they were able to sell enough stock at these 

fzirs to justify print runs of approximately 1,000 copies. The fairs likely served as 

centres a t  which agents for book retailers placed orders, resulting in the 

distribution of books to relatively distant markets. Selling such large volumes of 

books makes it likely that the fairs were the most important link in well- 

established trade networks carefully fostered by each printer30 

The major printing centres seem to have operated within ill-defined 

spheres of influence. The markets for the Parisian printers were Northern 

Fr anie, Germanv, and Northern I t a l ~  via Lyons. Similarly, Lyons dominated 

northern Italy, southern France, Germany (via Switzerland) and the Iberian 

pcni?~suia The Venetian printing houses, as part of the Venetian maritime 

legacy, had ready access to a number of distant markets-in some cases, better 

iiice>. than to centres such as Florence which were reached strictly by more 

expensive overiand routes.= 

The overland route may have been expensive, but it could be very 

efficient. ..\n interesting case study is that of the late sixteenth-century Danzig 

collector Georg Knoff, who had a predilection for Italian madrigals of the most 

modern kind.33 The majority of his collection consisted of items from the presses 

-16 Ibid., 123. 
49 Ibid. 
50 bid. 
57 Ibid., 124. 
52 Carter describes the difficulties in reaching Florentine retailers in "Music Selling," passim. 
53 Martin Morell, "Georg Knoff: Bibliophile and Devotee of Italian Music in Late Sixteenth- 
Century Danzig," in Mzrsic in the Geman Renaissance, ed. John Kmetz (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1994), 103-126. 



of Gardano. It is not known how he acquired his collection, but most of the 

items were not available from the Frankfurt book fain. The catalogue kept by 

Knoff suggests that he was regularly in receipt of new partbooks which he then 

combined into large volumes containing the works oi several composers. Many 

of these items were less than a year old when he received them. This was 

probably too short a time for the circuitous and risky sea-route, suggesting that 

he received these books from a reliable overland route which probably ran 

through innsbruck, Vienna, Kracow, and ultimately to Danzig.9 These items 

could haire been ordered by post, and it is entirely possible that this was the 

primary mechanism by which music circulated in this period. 

Jane Bemstein, recognizing the dearth of attention paid to this crucial 

aspect of music printing, has recently investigated the distribution of Venetian 

music books.jj She has found many documents detailing the complex 

relationship between the Scotto firm and its agents in various cities throughout 

Italy. success of the system depended on familial relationships. Scotto was 

the patriarch of a network of numerous nephews, second cousins, and one 

brother who ran the operation abroad in such centres as Naples, Mantua, and 

kIilan.j& Tl~e "family" was heavily supported by a well-maintained syndicate of 

contacts with other professional publishers and retailers throughout Europe. 

The nature of the relationship depended on the prominence of the contact. For 

example, the Giunta firm of Florence acted as agents for Scotto on various 

occasions, both as distributor and bill collector. 

As was the case with Attaingnant, the trade routes for books were the 

54 Ibid., 114. 
55 BSc, chap. V. LG does not address this issue. Bemstein begins her chapter with the succinct 
observation: "Real money in music publishing lay not with the printing of books, but with their 
distribution," 121. 
56 Ibid., 121-2. 



traditional ones for that region37 Scotto's trade with northern Europe was via 

the more expensive overland route because the sea route to Flanders was 

abandoned in 1530 for fear of war and piracy. Access to Germany was by barge 

u p  the Adige, Piave, Brenta, and Tagliamento rivers, and then through the 

Bremer and other passes-5s In order to eliminate intermediary agents, and as a 

testimonial to the scope of Scotto's operation, there is evidence that he purchased 

barges, or at least an interest in a seafaring company, in order to minimize his 

expenses in shipping to the main overland distribution centres.59 

If there were difficulties in obtaining new music in centres such as 

Florence, it does not appear to have been related to problems of distribution: 

new literature from Venice was appearing in Florence within a year.60 Some 

collectors resorted to ordering directly from the printer to obtain new music. 

The Florentine Jacopo Corsi returned from a visit to Ferrara in 1585 and 

imrned ia tel y ordered forty-one sets of partbooks from Venetian printers.61 

There is no doubt that Florentine booksellers stocked these items by normal 

trade routes, but thev mav have been reluctant to leave this kind of stock lying 

around unsold for too long. Some booksellers complained, however, that they 

often had large amounts of unsold stock on hand which eventually was good for 

nothing else other than "wrapping groceries."62 

In short, there is an element of randomness infiltrating what is 

paradigmatically described as uniform diffusion outward from a centre. Studies 

of individual collectors, retailers, and printers alert us to unique sets of 

57 Ibid., 124. 
58 Ibid., 125-226. 
59 Ibid., 122. 
60 Carter, "Music Selling," 492. 
61 bid., 493. 
62 Ibid., 35, n 11. This quotation comes from the same petition wherein the Giunta indicated 
that the normal printing run was 1000 copies, 20-21 above. 



circumstances which help explain why there may have been more prints of new 

Italian music in places like Danzig than in centres such as Florence.63 While such a 

result is contrary to intuition, it serves as a warning that the question of diffusion 

requires case-by-case documentation. 

The Book Market 

The ultimate goal of the Renaissance music publisher was the same as for 

anv other business venture-to make a profit. In undertaking the very costly 

task of printing a volume of music, publishers must have been guided primarily 

bv what they believed would be a popular item-that is, popular amongst those 

who comprise the market, even though the notion of the Renaissance market is 

somewhat difficult to pin down. This remains perhaps the greatest mystery in 

Renaissance music printing, and is absolutely crucial to any true understanding 

of contemporary notions of popularity and the impact of printing on the 

dictating of musical taste.a Case studies provide some of the most penetrating 

insights into the Renaissance market beyond the expected consumption by 

patrons and the church. Most of these are assembled from merchants' 

annotations in stock lists or from the inventories of estates. h a few cases, 

bibiio~hiles kept records of their collecting activities, with varying levels of 

diligence. 

One of the more interesting studies concerns the activities of small book 

retailers in Florence which, while not exactly provincial, was not a major music 

printing centre in the mid-sixteenth century. Carter found that there was an 

overall predilection for older music and that music books in small shops sold 

rather slowly; some of the titles purchased were in the range of twenty years 
63 Because music printing did not become firmly established in Florence until the I580s, much of 
the transmission of new music was probably through an internal Florentine manuscript tradition 
(Victor Coelho, personal communication). 
64 Stanley Boorman, "What Bibliography Can Do: Music Printing and the Early Madrigal," 
Music and Letters 72 ( 1991), 258; BSc, chap. 5. 



old. An examination of the stock list from the small shop of Piero de' Giuliano 

Morosi from around the late 1580s or early 1590s indicated that books of music 

made up a larger percentage of the total holdings than for some of the larger 

retailers, such as the Giunta and Marescotti, who were more inclined toward 

books of philosophy, law, and classics, befitting a more patrician clientele. 

blorosi's catalogue included 950 items of which 175 were music books. Of these, 

the vast majority (146=834L) were secular, and 80% of these were madrigals, 

mostlv for five and six voices. The percentage of secular works exceeds the 

average for the Venetian presses at this time suggesting that Morosi was 

responding to a market consisting more of private individuals than institutions 

which mav have patronized the larger retailers.65 According to Carter, almost all 

the music prints which name the printer come from Venice, primarily horn the 

presses of Gardano and Scotto. This is an observation frequently made with 

regard to Italian collections, one which might not be accorded enough 

The most notable feature of Morosi's holdings, was the chronological 

spread of the titles, the earliest from 1537 (Festa), the most recent from 1585, but 

the vast mdjority from the 1550s to 1570s. At most, only one or two copies of 

axT; title were in stock. Of considerable interest is the record of three purchases 

noted by Murosi: a leather worker bought an unidentified second-hand book of 

three-part pieces, a customs officer bought a set of Petrarch settings for four 

voices,67 and a cleric bought a collection of five-part spiritual madrigals by Felice 

Xnerio. As Carter points out, this is scant evidence, but it does provide some 
63 Carter, "Music Selling," 190. 
66 In chap. 4, after consideration of all the Arcadelt editions, intabulations, and anthologies, it 
will be suggested that the near monopoly of Gardano and Scotto in Italy may have contributed 
to the dictating of musical taste in various social strata. 
67 Probably ~am~o i l i n i ' s  11 primo libro. . . canzoni del. . . Petmmz (Lyons: 1554). Although 
printed by Modeme in Lyons, there was a signrficant Florentine element in that both 
Rampollini and the dedicatee were Florentine; see Carter, "Music Selling," 495. 



details about the spread of music literacy as well as music as an indicator of social 

stratification. Major institutions also showed a tendency toward the acquisition 

of older repertory. In the mid-1590s, Fra Tommaso Minerbetti, who was 

responsible for organizing music for Santa Maria Novella in Florence, purchased 

music by Animuccia and Lassus that ranged from thirty to forty-two years old@ 

The cost of an unbound or cardboard bound set of partbooks was 

between one and two lire.69 This remained the case in Venice and Florence 

regardless of substantial differences in the value of their lire or the effects of 

inflation throughout the sixteenth century.70 For a consumer such as Minerbetti, 

who had an annual income in 1597 of approximately 550 lire as organist at Santa 

Maria Novella, a cost of one lira would be on the order of a half-day's wages.71 

Lewis arrives at a similar cost estimate for sets of Gardano partbooks in the 

Is-los 72 

Stanlev Boorman cautions that the Renaissance consumer, particularly of 

partbooks, was not able to preview the music very effectively, and may have 

ended up purchasing music speculatively after having been attracted by, for 

example, "a skillfully constructed initial point of imitation . . . . This was, after all, 

the vnlv way that a prospective collector, if he was not a part of the oral tradition 

surrounding a given piece, could find out how he liked it or any work of a new 

composer . . . . Many sources therefore reflect their owner's taste much less 

closely than we might wish."73 This is probably particularly true of anthologies, 

68 Frank D'Accone, "Repertory and Perfomance Practice in Santa Maria Novella at the Turn of 
the 17th Century," in A Festschrift lfor Albert Seay: Essays by his Friends and Colleagues, ed. 
Micheal Grace, 71-136 (Colorado Springs: Colorado College, 1982), 94-103. 
69 See ibid.; BSc 177; Carter "Music Selling," 493; LG 1.89. 
'0 Carter "Music Selling," 493; LG I, 89 
71 The income estimate for Minerbetti is derived from D'Accone, "Repertory and Performance 
Practice," 74.84. Minerbetti had an m u a l  income of 777 lire, 210 of which was a family legacy 
thus 550 lire is approximately the difference. 
72 She estimates the cost as a half-day's wages "for the average labourer." LC I, 89. 
73 Stanley Boorman, "What Bibliography Can Do," 266-7. 



especially those published under the name of one composer but featuring the 

works of others? 

The Morosi catalogue contains two Arcadelt entries: "Arcadelti a. 4.," and 

"Arcadelti a. 3.," the latter having been sold. The three-voice Arcadelt print 

would most likely have been the Primo libro di rnadrigali drArchdelt a tre ooci 

irlsitlnle ~Iclrni di Constan20 Festa . . . printed by Gardano in 1542.75 Several 

anthologies contain three-voice madrigals by Arcadelt, but this is the only one 

naming him in the title. The four-voice Arcadelt book could have been any of 

the books oi Arcadelt madrigals, or even some of his sacred works, many of 

which were for four voices. 

There is doubtless a wealth of undiscovered documents in archives all 

over Europe which, in their entirety, will ultimately provide a clearer picture of 

music co~sumption patterns. The recent work just discussed suggests that the 

simplistic outline wherein "the rise of printing led to the dissemination of music 

throughout Europe" will be filled in further as we consider real people making 

music in an endless variety of circumstances. With regard to the dissemination 

u i  madrigals in Italy, the facts are that we can only detail the chain of possession 

ior a few .Arcadeit books out of tens of thousands that were printed. 

The Publication History of Jacques Arcadelt 

Printers did not issue at least fifty-eight editions of Arcadelt's Primo libro 

for any other reason than that it must have been tremendously profitable. Two 

factors made the book so lucrative to printers: 1) guaranteed sales, 2) none of the 

profit had to be paid to the composer. A great mystery is how Gardano 

74 Some of the later versions of Arcadelt's Primo libro consisted of fewer than 50% Arcadelt 
pieces. Chap. 1, concerning anthologies, will discuss many more examples of this. 
75 NSM 1542/18. This publication is mother example of the kind referred to in note 74. There 
are only six ArcadeIt madrigals, five more by Festa, twelve "canzoni francesi," and six motets 
by several prominent French composers. The presence of these other works is indicated on the 
title page, but Arcadelt is clearly the primary named composer in the collection. 



managed to obtain so many Arcadelt madrigals, enough to publish four books 

of madrigals in quick succession. It is generally accepted that Arcadelt did not 

commission the printing of these madrigal books. None of the dedications were 

written bv him, and the large number of mistakes in the earliest versions 

strongly suggest that Arcadelt had no role at all in their production.76 Lewis 

states that, "As far as we know, the printers, and only the printers, made  

handsome profits from the bonanza that was the Arcadelt madrigal."T 

Five books of Arcadelt madrigals were published, the vast majority by the 

Venetian firms of Antonio Gardano and Girolamo Scotto. The first four books of 

madrigals were published in rapid succession within approximately nine months 

in 1539 while the Qzrinto libro was first printed in 1544 by Gardano. The earliest 

survi~-ing Prinro libro is from May 1539,'s but Gardano's dedicatory remarks to 

Count Leone Orsini make it clear that it was the second edition by him, an earlier 

editior,, now lost, having been printed in December 1538. He also mentions that 

the book had already been "pirated" by a firm in Milan.79 in the dedication, 

Gilrdano took pains to point out that the Milanese pirates had failed to correct 

: ! ~ e  errnrs from the first Gardano edition, and that the errors were not the fault 

of Gardano himself but of his type-setters. "Here, my Monsignor, are ten more 

madrigals to add to the fifty, although this second printing must seem to you 

considerablv improved already, since it comes to you with a better order (of 

pieces) and more correct."ao It is not known what the order of the original 

edition was and, therefore, why the new order was better. This will be discussed 

in greater detail regarding the question of how the popularity of compositions 
76 There were more textual than musicai errors. Various spelling and musical errors between the 
parts make it unlikely that the first extant Pnmo libro (1539/22 ) was authoritative. See 
Bridges, 73. 
"3 

LG, I, 16. 
78 IUSM 1539/22. 
79 This version was published by the Mlanese firm of Giovan Antonio de Castehone. 
80 Bridges, 67. 



may be influenced by their order within a collection. 

There is a standing assumption that this spate of publishing must have 

been in response to an already high demand for Arcadelt's works by 1538.81 

Einstein assumed that Gardano's apparent enthusiasm toward Arcadelt bespoke 

a personal relationship between the two, but there is no evidence for this.82 

Moreover, the initial Arcadelt edition contained many errors, as Gardano 

complained in the dedication to Orsine mentioned above. It is unlikely that 

.Arcadeit himself would have supplied Gardano with corrupt sources. It 

therefore appears that the demand for Arcadelt books was not generated by 

Gardano on commission from Arcadelt in the hopes of finding a market, but 

rather was Gardano's response to his perception of the market.83 

One possibilitv not often considered is that the popularity of Arcadelt was 

F:-:!Y " i~~pased , "  or at least facilitated, because of the monopoly that Gardano 

and scotto had in Italian music printing. The ease of performance and inherent 

aesthetic appeal of Arcadelt's Pn'nro libro made it an obvious candidate for 

aggressive marketing. Gardano and Scotto may have found the Arcadelt 

r ~ p ~ r t u r \ -  attractive from a business standpoint precisely because they did not 

hare to Fav any of the profits to Arcadelt, unlike, for example, Costanzo Festa, 

ivho was very aware of the commercial potential of printing.& If there was 

a i r e ~ d v  a demand for Arcadelt as a result of his fame in the 1530s, and a steady 

supplv of his madrigals as a result of the activities of Gardano's agents such as 

51 SeavA, xvi; BSc, 167-268; Fenlon and Haar, 72, inter alia. 
82 Bridges, 2?. Bridges' analysis of the circumstantial evidence regarding sojourns in Venice by 
Arcadelt, and his rejection of the hypothesis, has been widely adopted. 
83 See n. 81. It would be interesting to know whether Gardano printed Arcadelt knowing he 
would be a sure seller or if it was merely a speculative venture, much like Parlophone who 
signed the Beatles as unknowns. 
84 Festa tried on several occasions to obtain a privilege for the printing of his works. Once he 
obtained a privilege. he appears to have driven hard bargains with the printers and, as a 
result, failed to publish large numbers of his works. See Richard Agee, "Filippo Strozzi and the 
Earlv Madrigal," Iorrnzal of the American Musicological Society 38 (1985). 234. 



the Strozzi, then an absent composer would represent a major reduction in 

The sudden outburst of Arcadelt publications has led some scholars to 

conclude that Arcadelt may have spent a short time in Venice before relocating 

to Rome around 1540.86 The publishing of Arcadelt by a Venetian printer is the 

most obvious of circumstantial factors. Further "evidence" included the 

specula tion that Arcadelt may have been forced to flee Florence on occasion, 

especially after the assassination of Alessandro de' Medici by Arcadelt's 

acquaintance Lorenzino de' Medici, the author of Ver' inferno, set by Arcadelt and 

published in the Prinzo libro. Florentine exiles, known asfiiorusciti, frequented 

Venice from the fifteenth century. Such aristocrats as Ruberto Strozzi and Neri 

Capponi were often in Venice in 1530s, especially after the Strozzi were banished 

from Florence in 1534.97 There is no evidence that Arcadelt suffered from such 

ouilt by association or that he suffered the consequences of courtly intrigues. b 

Bridges concludes that there is no real evidence for a Venetian sojourn. 

Uniortunatelv, none of the printers left logs regarding the number of 

Xrcadelt books produced. Of the fifty-eight known editions of the Primo libm, 

t\venh'-se~-en were printed within Arcadelt's lifetime. An edition size between 

5L70 and 1,0051 results in between 13,000 and 27,000 copies during this period. 

When we take into account five editions of the Secondo libro, five of the Terzo 

l i b r ~ ~ ,  four of the Qunrto libro, two of the Quinto libro, and three of the three-voice 

madrigals, we arrive at a total ranging from 22,000 to 45,000 copies. Thirty-one 

85 Mre have seen that composer-sponsored prints reduced the printer's profit in the range of 
509;. 
36 See, for example, Einstein, I, 161-165. 
8; Martha Feldman, City Cullrrre and the Madrigal at Venice (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1994)' 21. See also James Haar, "The Florentine Madrigal, 1510-60," in Music 
in Rnmisslrncr Cities and Courts, 143-115, for a non-partisan summary of the circumstantial 
evidence in support of Arcadelt possibly not wishing to remain in Florence after the 
assassination of Duke Alessandro. 



iurther editions of the Pn'rno libro were printed after his death@ Using Bridges' 

estimates of average print runs, the total number of Arcadelt prints could be 

anvwhere from around 40,000 to as high as 80,000. If one includes the madrigal, 

chanson, and motet anthologies containing various numbers of Arcadeit works, 

we are left with a massive volume of printed music by Arcadelt. 

One is tempted to conjecture whether the success of the Arcadelt books 

encouraged the printers to increase the size of their print m s .  As we have seen, 

the limiting factor in the number of prints, particularly for the larger firms, was 

the amount of capital that the firm could afford to tie up in unsold prints. If 

Gardano and Scotto were in an advantageous financial situation, then there 

reallv does not seem to be any reason that they could not have printed beyond 

the normal number of prints in order to further increase their profit. 

.~-r.=i?del t's Prim0 libro 

In 1970, Albert Seav89 was aware of at least forty-six reprints of the Primo 

i .  81.1982, Thomas Bridges had uncovered a total of fi fty-six editions 

between 1538 and 1654 making it, in the words of Jerome Roche, "a genuine 

best-seiler-and in an age of essentially disposable music."w Seay's suggestion in 

1970 that more editions are likely to surface was true then and may well remain 

true today. 

RIShl fails to list many editions of the Primo libro and makes several errors 

such as assigning to the same edition part-books which are now known to be 

from different editions. Such errors were unavoidable at the time, but they point 

out the risks of relying too heavily on NSM. It is also likely that similar 

omissions govern the publication data regarding books of other composers, 
88 LG, 16, n. 68. 
S9 SeayA. xvii. 
90 Jerome Roche, 77ze Madrigal. 2nd ed., (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1990), 14. Roche 
states that Arcadelt's Primo libro was printed "no fewer than --three" times, zn 
extremely low figure given the state of knowledge in 1990. 



although thev were reprinted, if at all, in much smaller numbers.91 In short, it is 

impossible to precisely assess the volume of Arcadelt material that was 

generated, sold, and subsequently copied and disseminated in a manner other 

than by the sale of prints. 

In addition to the madrigal books of Arcadelt, there were numerous 

collections of madrigals bv various composers published prior to 1538 which 

contained at least one work by Arcadelt, usually a madrigal a tre. Most of these 

collections were published by Scotto in Venice. Similarly, publishers in France, 

particularly Attainpant in Paris and Modeme in Lyons, were publishing small 

numbers of Arcadelt chansons, also in collections of diverse composers. There is 

no evidence of German publications containing Arcadelt compositions until 

1539." Around the time Arcadelt left Rome to take a position at Paris, 

approsimatelv in 1551, there is a large increase in the publishing of his chansons 

by French publishers. He continued to compose chansons virtually up to his 

death in 1568. 

I t  is clear that Arcadelt did not burst upon the scene in 1539 with his four 

books of madrigals, but had been performed for several years prior to this. 

Also, the works of Arcadelt circulated in manuscript at this time as well. Since 

Arcadelt had no apparent role in the publication of his works in Venice, the 

Venetian publishers must have come into possession of his music somehow. It is 

not well understood how publishers got hold of their music, but it was probably 

either bv pirating versions from other publications, or by having their agents in 

fl One such example is R I S M - ~ S ~ ~ /  11, the undated first edition of the Di Verdelot le doite et 
rccrllorte compositioni de i rnadrignli a cinque voci ...( Venice: Gardano), which contains 
several Arcadelt madrigals (see chap 4). Lewis has determined from typographical evidence 
that this edition is from 1544, making it the second edition of this work, the first having been 
printed by Scotto in 1540. Thus the Gardano edition is an altered edrtion which is important to 
our understanding of the editorial process 
92 RISM 1539/8. Can tiones qzcinque uoclrm selectissinroe (Strasbourg: Schoffer, 1539). 



various locales furnish them with manuscript copies.93 

The Role of the Strozzi 

Some of the most tantalizing clues about the nature of the "madrigal 

pipeline" were discovered in the 1980s by Richard Agee in the Florence State 

.Archives. These were letters to and from various members of the Strozzi family, 

particularly Roberto Strozzi and his father Filippo Strozzi. In one letter from 

1534, Roberto Strozzi thanks the poet Benedetto Varchi for sending him several 

poems and epigrams and undertakes to try his best to arrange to have one of 

them set bv "Adriano" (Adrian Willaert). Strozzi promises, "I'll do everything I 

can, but I won't promise vou for certain, because it is a game of patience to get 

him to do anvthing."gl Strozzi then requests that Varchi write a poem to a 

specific set of criteria honouring the famous Venetian singer Pulisena. Arcadelt's 

madrigal Qzmrt~fo co'l dolce szrono from the Primo libro exactly fits the criteria 

specified by Strozzi. The significance of t h s  letter is that it offers insights into the 

creation of music and of the social circles which may have been partly 

respcnsible for music finding its way into the hands of printers in the absence of 

direct involvement of the composer. Persons such as Roberto Strozzi may have 

been agents in the commissioning of madrigal verse and of musical settings of 

such verse. 

In another item of Strozzi correspondence, Costamo Festa makes the 

request of Filippo Strozzi "that one of your [agents] search in Venice for 

someone who prints music (although I have been asked I do not know the 

name). Have him understand that if he wants my works, . . . I do not want less 

than 150 scudi. . . ."95 This is the earliest known example of a composer trying to 
93 James Haar, Italian Poetry and Mcrsk in the Renaissance, 1350-1600 (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1986), 100. 
9.4 Quoted and translated by Richxd Agee. "Ruberto Strozzi and the Early Madrigal," journal 
a f  the American Musicological Society 36 (1983): 1. 
45 Richard Agee, "Filippo Strozzi," 23. 



sell his works outright. It is unknown whether they would have become the 

property of the printer or if there were implied conditions rendering the 

agreement more in the nature of a licence? 

We have seen that some of the manuscript sources of Arcadelt, which 

probably date from the same period as the correspondence above, were likely 

propertv of the Strozzi, thus it is possible that they were in some measure 

responsible for these madrigals finding their way to Gardano, and that this was 

one of the main methods of transmission from composer to printer. Although 

the composer may not have made any money off the sale of his music under 

these conditions, the patron might have by essentially standing in the place of 

the composer as the "owner" of the music. 

Further evidence of the Strozzi as patrons of the early madrigal comes 

frem 2 !cttzr of 1534 where Lionardo Strozzi, based in Lyons, writes to Roberto 

Strozzi: "We halve manv new things from Florence. Let me know whether you 

~ v i s h  me to send them to you. 1/11 do it often because I have a friend in Florence 

I\-ho, as soon as Arcadelt writes any pieces at all, is always the first to have them, 

and h2 =ends them to me. But I think you still get them there [Rome], and 

perhaps before we do."w The letter above gives some indication of the scope of 

the networks which existed to keep various patrons of the arts supplied with 

net\* muaii. Other correspondence links the Strozzi to Willaert, Cipriano de 

Rore, and Francesco Layolle, who was assisting Jacques Modeme in Lyons.98 It 

rvould be helpful to know how Lionardo Strozzi's "friend" in Florence was 

obtaining Arcadelt pieces so quickly after they were composed. The letter 

indicates, however, that Lionardo recognized that Arcadelt works were 
96 Festd did not obtain a privilege for the works named until 1538, and most of these were never 
published; others, such as his Magnificats, were not published until after his death. See Agee, 
"Filippo Strozzi," 235-6, and "The Privilege and Venetian Music Printing," 76-78. 
97 Agee, "Roberto Stroui," 9. 
9s See the discussion regarding Modeme in chap. 3. 



circulating rather quickly in Rome as well, thus the Arcadelt underground may 

have been rather extensive and competitive. It is possible that new works were 

written in response to commissions, after which they circulated quite freely in 

the aristocratic rnilieu.99 The correspondence above suggests that large amounts 

of music were regularly being sent over a considerable part of the Italian 

peninsula and southern France. It is probably no coincidence that the Rome- 

Lvons axis, with references to Venice by Festa, and with Florence roughly in the 

middle, were the sites of the growing music printing and distributing industry. 

The Editions of the Prinzu libro 

Regardless how Antonio Gardano obtained the music of the most 

fashionable composers, he was faced with organizing this material in a saleable 

edit I un .  Little is known of how the editor of a music book viewed his task, but 

the  changes made to succeeding editions of the Primo libro offer insights into the 

t r  0 1  Gardano tended to organize the pieces in his books by mode, a 

tendcncv tvhich became more marked over time.100 Within the strictures of this 

organization, the editor had to arrange the pieces in the most convenient order 

FO a; ti, avoid awktvard page turns or empty staves. The norm was for two 

~ i e c e r  to occupv an opening, or three pieces if they were short enough.101 it was 

not common for a piece to cross from one opening to another. In other words, 

the number and length of pieces had to be such that they would fully occupy 

99 Haar speculates that few pieces were written in the Renaissance without a commission or a 
potential patron in mind, see "Florentine Madrigal," 151. 
100 Bridges, passim, and Table 3,359-361; Haar, "Le Muse in Germania: Lasso's Fourth Book of 
Madrigals," in Orlandtrs Lassrrs and His Time, ed. Ignace Bossuyt, et a1 (Opglabbeek: Alamire 
Foundation, 1995), 53; LG, II, passim. The organization could be by clef (ambitus), final, system 
(nrulli. [one flat], or dunis) or mode (major versus minor, or by mode number). Gardano made 
different elements the primary means of organization. The Primo libru was organized according 
to a system/final priority. 
101 Boorman, "Some Non-codcting Attributions, and Some Newly Anonymous Compositions, 
from the Early Sixteenth Century," Early Music History 6 (1986), 111-113. 



however many gatherings comprised the book.102 

Gardano states in the dedication of the 1539 edition of the Primo libro that  

the order of the pieces had been improved upon compared to the first edition.103 

Since this first edition is lost, we have no way of knowing what that order was, 

and how the 1539 edition improved upon it. In spite of the "improvement," 

both Gardano and Scotto continued to change the order of the Primo libro 

throughout the 1550s, greatly altering its contents from edition to edition. 

The revision of the Prima libro proceeded in discrete steps with certain 

editions emerging as models for groups of subsequent editions. Five main 

incarnations of the Prinlo libro can be identified from the multiplicity of editions, 

providing some insight to how publishers hoped it would function in the market. 

I t  also becomes clear that these incarnations are regionally determined and that, 

tvithin particular regions, there are connections between the publishers of 

separate editions of the Prinla libro. Thus in spite of the large numbers of 

editions, thev are the creations of surprisingly few individuals or organizations. 

As mentioned earlier, Gardano's dedication in the 1539 edition of the 

Prirrlo librv states: "Here, my Monsignor, are ten more madrigals to add to the 

r'iA)*." We do not know which ten madrigals were added, nor do we know why 

Gardano claimed that the order was better. This was the largest edition of the 

Prirrio libro, consisting of sixty madrigals on fifty-six pages. The next edition, in 

15-11, was reduced by four madrigals but failed to save any space, remaining at 

fiftv-six pages.104 This book of fifty-six madrigals was the first version of the 

Prinlo libro to serve as a model for later editions, surviving in this form in terms 
102 Books were printed on iarge sheets of paper which were then folded and cut. One sheet 
constituted a "gathering." The addition of extra pages was not possible without going to 
extreme expense. See LG, 63-77, for one of the best discussions of the mechanics of music printing. 
103 RISM 1539/22. 
10.1 RIShI 1541/9. See Bridges, 73-1. Even though four pieces were dropped, the standard "con 
nuova gionta" ["with a new addition"] remained on the title page, proving that you cannot 
judge a book by its cover. 



of content until 1558 (although, in 1566, Moscheni of Milan revived this version 

of the book). The next three editions (Gardano, 1541; Scotto, 1541 and 1543) 

were identical to 1541/9. Subsequent editions until 1558 contained the same 

madrigals but ordered them differently. 

The second major version of the book was printed by Scotto in 1544. 

Scotto placed the fifty-six madrigals in a new order which was followed by 

Gardano and Scotto in their editions of 1545 and 1546. The modal ordering of 

the pieces was more consistent than that of the earlier Gardano editions. One of 

the most significant results of the new order was that the opening piece was no 

longer I1 binricv e ~iolce cigrzo. The honour went instead to Se'l tuo partir, foilowed 

bv Fm yiii beifior, and Qzmi por~li mni, all of which appear inconspicuously in all 

other editions in the middle or toward the end. These anonymous texts appear 

together % - because they are in the C or G modes which Scotto uses to open this 

edition rather than the F-mode madrigals which open every other edition of the 

Pr i~ t r~ l  libro. Only after nine of these C and G madrigals does Scotto insert the 

fourteen F-mode madrigals. Buried in position fifteen is 11 bianco e dolce cigno. 

Interestingly, the final piece is still Quand'io pens nl nmrtire, which closes almost 

every edition of the Prinzo libro-105 

The third major version of the book came in Gardano's 1548 edition. The 

modal order was virtually perfected and it remained stable in this format from 

1548 to 1557 in eight editions by Gardano (5), Scotto (2), and Pietrasanta (1) of 

Venice.lo6 Gardano adopted much of the order from the 1544 Scotto edition. A 

large group of twenty-seven madrigals appears in the same order in both 

editions, although commencing at different points within the collection, and the 

same six madrigals close both editions. Gardano clearly approved of Scotto's 

105 E~ridence will be offered in chap. 3 that this may have been Arcadelt's most popular 
madrigal in his lifetime. See also Bridges, 29. 
106  his information is summarized in Lbular form in Bridges, Table 3,359-361. 



order within several of the modes, but he chose to completely rearrange the 

order of the F-mode madrigals and, significantly, placed IZ bianco e dolce cigno at 

the beginning of the colleciion once again. Possibly because of his desire to 

return I1 bianco e dolce cigno to the beginning of the collection, Gardano moves the 

F-mode madrigals to the beginning of the book rather than the C and G 

madrigals with which Scotto commenced his 1544 edition. Thus major sections 

of the book were conserved from edition to edition (although these sections 

were subject to varying degrees of internal reorganization) and they could be 

assembled in several ways to yield the various versions of the PTimo Zibro. 

The fourth major version of the book was Gardano's 1558 edition, whch 

was followed by thirteen subsequent versions by nine different publishers as late 

as 1603. The major change here was a drastic reduction of the contents from 

fifty-six to forty-three madrigals. The thirteen madrigals dropped were mostly 

short and either anonymous or attributed to other composers.lQ7 This edition 

signalled a trend toward substantially reducing the number of madrigals in the 

P i  l i b .  Gardano retained the F-mode madrigals at the beginning of the 

collection and kept them in the same order. The middle madrigals, however, 

were subjected to considerable change of order while the end of the book 

returned to the same order as most earlier editions. Gardano seems to have 

been interested in preserving the integrity of the beginning and end of most of 

his editions of the Primo libro. There does not appear to be a modal reason for 

this since he tends only to rearrange the order within a mode. The explanation 

mav simply be a case of how the remaining pieces fit on the pages. 

The increased move toward modally consistent collections was possibly 

done to make the selection of pieces more convenient for singers.108 If an 

107 Ibid., 190. 
10s Ibid., 75. 



ensemble favoured, or were limited to, certain clef combinations, they could find 

pieces in those clefs all within a given section of the book without having to jump 

around. From a printing perspective, this would have permitted the use of 

standing type, i.e. the reuse of various printing elements from one page to 

another. If several pieces used the same clefs and system (i.e. flat or no flat), 

these elements of movable print could be retained in the printing forms thereby 

saving time and money in the setting of successive foms.lo9 

Within a given criterion, such as mode or clef, how were the pieces 

ordered? The arrangement was not by length, texture, or arnbitus.ll0 It does 

not appear that the pieces were arranged in order of difficulty, subject matter, or 

anv other criteria relating directly to the music. The fact that the F-mode 

madrigals, which open the majority of Arcadelt editions, were subject to 

continual reordering suggests that there was nothing inherent in them to proffer 

a particular order. 

It is obvious, therefore, that the editors of Arcadeit's Primo libro did not 

give themselves complete latitude in ordering the contents of the book. 

However, after electing to use a modal construction, there was an element of 

discretion in the ordering of pieces within a mode, probably largely as a matter 

of printing "geometry." Nonetheless, the notoriety of 11 bianco e dolce cigno, 

which opens the vast majority of the Libri primi, and Quand'io pens a1 martire, 

which closes all but one edition, is rather conspicuous and cannot help but raise 

the possibility that certain positions withm a collection had "pride of place." 

The fifth and final major version of the Pn'mo libro came from the Venetian 

press of Giacomo Vincenzi and Ricciardo Amadino in 1585.111 Their main 
109 LG 1.61-65. Lewis has shown that Gardano used standing type wherever possible. 
110 I tabulated these criteria for the F-mode madrigals and they seem to occur in a random 
distribution. These data do not warrant inclusion here. 
111 SeayA spells his name "Vincenti." Bridges uses the spelling "Vincenzi" because it was the 
spelling most often used on his publications. 



innovation was the elimination of ten more short madrigals resulting in the 

reduction of the size of the book by another full gathering. The remaining 

madrigals were kept in virtually the same order as Gardano's 1558 edition. The 

same thirty-three madrigals appeared in thirteen subsequent editions between 

1558 and 1617 from five different presses in Venice, Rome, and Bracciano. 

The remainder of the editions of the Primo libro came from Naples and 

Palerrno. All were seriously truncated versions and appear to owe little to earlier 

editions other than the modal order. Many of these editions contained as few as 

sixteen madrigals from the Primo libro, and all contained additional pieces by 

different composers thereby calling into question the status of these books as 

legitimate specimens of the Primo libro-they were much more in the nature of 

anthologies by this time, particularly since many of the added pieces were very 

prominent ones such as Rore's A,zclrur chr col partire. 

Aside from these five major versions of the Primo libro, there appeared 

several slightly modified editions of these main models. Ever vigilant of greater 

economy in production, Scotto managed in his 1568 and 1569 editions to shorten 

the 1 5 3  :ersion of the book by an entire gathering through the elimination of a 

single madrigal and adoption of the high quarto format, which permitted nine 

staves per page rather than six as with oblong quarto.n2 This continual 

reduction of the scope of the book is consistent with a desire for higher profits 

with lower expenditure-perhaps a sign that the integrity of the Primo libro was 

less important than reaping the greatest possible profit from a sure seller with 

the smallest printing investment. 

The integrity of the madrigals themselves was also gradually being 

eroded. A 1572 edition by Giorgio Angelieri, which was "corrected by Claudio 

Merulo," who had, himself, operated as a printer for a short period, contained 

112 Bridges, 200. 



many "improvements" by Merulo which were essentially updates of Arcadelt's 

style. Merulo had stated in the dedication of an earlier Verdelot edition that the 

role of the music editor was to correct mistakes that had been introduced 

through numerous reprints.113 But it seems that his role was to write what he 

would have preferred the earlier composer to have written.114 

Many of the editions from other cities involved the same kinds of 

connections that characterize the Gardano-Scotto-Pietrasanta-Rampazetto 

consortium in Venice.115 For example, Ottavio Beltrano's 1625 edition of the 

Prir~ro librpo was commissioned by the bookseller Pietro Riccio. Beltrano reprinted 

this edition in 1628-at whose behest we know not. In 1632, Beltrano was 

retained b\- one Onofrio Cepollaro to reprint this edition again, and in 1654, after 

Belrrano was no longer active, Cepoliaro resorted to the press of Gioseffo Ricci, 

thr nrin ter of the final edition of the Primo libro. Yet all these last five editions 

were related in some way either through the printer or patron, and were all 

iden tical in format. Similarly, the somewhat different Roman editions of Paolo 

hlasotti in 1630 and Vincenzo Bianchi in 1640 were both commissioned by the 

;ru:-:?:r.en! FU blisher / retailer Antonio Poggioli.ll6 

The Market for the Pr i~no  libro 

Determining who Gardano and Scotto intended to buy the Primo libro can 

onl~,- be guessed at, mostly from evaluating the inventories of various 

institutions, collectors, and retailers. In a very few cases, we are left with records 

of what was purchased by whom. 

Several inventories from private collectors are known to exist. The most 

famous are those of Antonfrancesco Doni, Raimund Fugger, Conrad Gesner and 

113 Translated in Bridges, 205. 
114 bid., 206. 
115 See 16-17 above. 
116 Bridges, 282-2&1. 



Hans Heinrich Herwart.117 The only named item to appear in all four collections 

is Arcadelt's Primo libro. The only other items present in all four collections are 

unnamed madrigal books by Verdelot and Rore, and motets by Jachet. The 

Fugger and Herwart collections also contain additional unnamed Arcadelt 

madrigal books. One of the two Arcadelt entries in the Fugger catalogue is 

"Madrigali di Don Bertoldo da Castelvetro. Il pr.' 2.3.4. et 5. lib. madrigali 

d'archadelt mit 4 stimmen, in rotes Leder pund, mit grien Pendlein."llB The mix 

of Italian and German in this entry may imply that the origmal owner was one 

Bertoldo, and that he had inscribed his name on this collected set of Arcadelt 

madrigals which were probably bound together in four sets of partbooks.119 The 

second Arcadelt entry in the Fugger catalogue is "Madrigali d1.4rchadelt. J1 mad. 

40. di Jean Gero. J1 mad. di Constantino Festa p. 3. Voc." This seems to refer to a 

coilection of three voice madrigals by Arcadelt, Gero, and Festa which does not 

appear in any of the standard reference sources, suggesting, once again, that it 

mav have been assembled from separate publications and custom-bound by an 

earlier owner into a novel set of three voice madrigals. 

Although these private libraries were assembled at different times, some 

as  manv as fortv years apart, and have wide geographical separation, the 

ubiqui tv of the Arcadelt Primo libro stands out. However, given that the Primo 

libro was the most published book from the Renaissance, this is not a surprising 

result: we would expect the more comprehensive and systematic collectors to 
117 Catalogues of all three collections are published and described in the following: Lawrence 
Bernstein, "The Bibliography of Music in Conrad Gesner's Pnndectae (1548)," Actu Musicofogica 
45 (1973) 119-63; James Haar, "Notes on the Dialogo della musica of Antonfrancesco Doni," 
Mrrsic and Leffers 47 (1966): 198-224; Richard Schaal, "Die Musikbibliothek von Raimund 
Fugger," Acto Mztsicologicn 29 (1957): 126-137; H. Colin Slim, "The Music Library of the 
Augsburg Patrician Hans Heinrich Herwart (1520-1583)." Annales Musicologiques 7 (1964-77): 
67-109. 
11s "Madrigals of Don Bertoldo da Castelvetro: the lst, 2nd. 3rd, 4th, and 5th books of Arcadelt 
4-voice madrigals bound in red leather cover with a grey spine." 
119 A similar \~olume containing all five Arcadelt books bound together is in the Boston Public 
Library. 



possess books of this kind. 

Rather than examining the collections of wealthy enthusiasts, especially 

those who were not professional musicians, we turn to the activities of retailers 

who plied their trade among the non-elite. As discussed earlier, Carter has 

examined the stocks of small Florentine booksellers. The shop of the Florentine 

Piero blorosi contained two Arcadelt prints between the late 1580s and 1592, 

when Morosi made a catalogue of his stock.120 These Arcadelt books would have 

been about forty years old by this time, or would have been reprints of music of 

at least this vintage. Considering that the manuscripts from which most of this 

music was derived were assembled in the 1530s, this music was at least a half- 

centurv old. The Arcadelt trios are indicated as having been sold, although the 

p~lrchasrr  is not identified, while the four-voice pieces were not. Only three 

other identifiable items of this vintage are listed: an unsold set of Cipriano de 

Rore's madrigals, a n  unsold collection of anonymous masses from 1543, and a 

sold set of unidentified masses from Gardano in 1543.121 

The purchasers of these books were all non-noble members of the trades. 

Tht. marketability of older books among this class of buyer invites speculation. 

.Are w e  to assume that books of fifty-year old Arcadelt madrigals were being 

purchased by these individuals as pedagogical tools? Much recent literature 

simplistically explains the long-term success of the Pn'mo libro in terms of its 

usefulness as a "didactic" edition. Bridges essentially reduces the phenomenon 

of the Primo libru to its educational role: "This is the most frequently republished 

Renaissance book. Demand for the book was prolonged by its popularity as a 
120 See 25-26. above. The two Arcadelt books were the P h o  libro di madrigali d'Archadelt a 
trr roc i  insimlr aictini di Constanzo Festa printed by Gardano (RISM 1542/18), and an 
unidentified four-voice book which could be any of the Arcadelt madrigal books or a 
com~ilation thereof. 

I 

121 Carter, "Music Selling," 198-501. There is no collection of masses published by Gardano in 
1543 (see LG, passim). This means that this volume has either been lost, or it is another 
erroneous entry (Carter has listed a few others). 



teaching  collection."^^ Similarly, Bernstein states: 

"Ln the field of music, didactic books such as Arcadelt's [Pn'rno Iibro] and Ihan 
Gero 's [nzadriga f i a due ooci] were probabIy initiated by the printer/ publisher. 
The marketability of these instructional publications was not lost on Gardano and 
Scotto. . . . The large number of reprints of these didactic books, published well into 
the seventeenth century attests to the popularity of the genre."lz-l 

In this quotation, it is not clear to what "the genre" refers. There is a world of 

difference between the Arcadel t Primo libro, which was culled from madrigals 

circulating in noble circles, and the Gero duos, apparently commissioned from 

Gero bv Sco tto.124 To simply dismiss the Primo libro as a teaching edition is not 

only a gross generalization but also fails to consider how its role and reputation 

may have changed over the full century of its printed life. 

Scholars seem cool to the possibility that the music of Arcadelt survived in 

performance much after the first decade of its publication. Much is made of 

Doni'5 comments in his Diologu drlln musicn of 1544 where he suggested that the 

stvle of Arcadelt was alreadv old fashioned-"troppo vecchio."l?s This was the 

vear of the first edition of Arcadelt's fifth book of madrigals, which, with two 

editions, enjoved only a fraction of the success of the P r i m  libro. However, the 

relative lack of success of the subsequent Arcadelt books in no way diminished 

the rate a t  rvhich subsequent editions of the Primo libro were printed, suggesting 

that the popularitv of Arcadelt was not on the wane, but rather that the Prinlo 

libro was the source of the success. If Arcadelt was indeed old fashioned, there 

was still a ready market for this kind of material. 

One of the more interesting sources for assessing the popularity and 

reputation of Arcadelt is the writings of his contemporaries.126 In the 1550s and 

122 Bridges, iii. 
123 1. Bemstein, "Financial Arrangements," 40. 
124 L. Bernstein, and J. Haar, llzarr Gero. 
125 James Haar, "Notes on the Dialogo della mltsica of Antonfrancesco Doni," Music and Letters 
47 (1966). 219. Haar warns us that Doni's other writings betray him as an unreliable witness. 
126 1 will present a short summary of the material in Bridges, passim. 



1560s, Arcadelt was one of the most esteemed composers in France and still very 

active. He was named by French poets in laudatory odes as among the finest 

composers.lz: This is one of the greatest problems in viewing Arcadelt as an old- 

fashioned composer by the 1540s-he was presumably still active in Rome.128 

Also, he still had a long career in front of him in France where he appears 

frequently in the publications of Le Roy and Ballard, and Pierre Phalese, 

publishers who enjoyed as wide a distribution as the Venetian publishers. 

Few references to Arcadelt surface again until the end of the sixteenth 

century. Ludovico Zacconi, in his Prnttica di mrlsica rrtile et necessaria (Venice: 

Carampello, 1596) cites I1 binnco e dolce c ipro  as an example of a transposed mode. 

However, it is not until the seventeenth century that we see publishers explicitly 

referring to the didactic function of the Prinro libro. According to Bridges, the first 

clearly didactic edition of the Prinzo Iibro was Pietroiacorno Petrucci's (Perugia) of 

1603 in which the table of contents was removed from two of the partbooks for 

a simple table explaining how the hexachords work in three systems (natural, 

one tla t, double fla t).1'9 Scipione Cerreto cites "Arcadelt's" Ragio~z P ben in his 

Dc!!.: pra t f i a  111lisicn clocnle rt strrime~ztnle (Naples: Sottile, 1610) in his discussion of 

avoiding r?li iorr tm fn.130 Pietro Cerone, in his El rnelopeo y maestro (Naples: 

Carlino, 1613) says "And taking up a book by Arcadelt, a work very easy and 

suitable for beginners, or some other book he then begins to give them the first 

lessons."l3l The dedication of Masotti's 1627 edition states "these madrigals are 

12; See the discussion in the Introduction. 
12s In chap. 4, we WLU see that the Arcadelt madrigals which were being published in 
anthologies for the first time in the mid 1540s were possibly composed by Arcadelt while in 
Rome-there are no concordances for these pieces in the Florentine manuscripts from which the 
contents of the Ptimo libro were derived. 
119 Bridges, 240. 
13@ RayW 2 bm appears in the Prinlo libro but is attributed to Berchem in editions from 1546 
onward. The fact that Cerreto believes the piece to be by ArcadeIt suggests that his source is 
one of the earlier editions of the Pnnto libro. 
131 Translated by Bridges, 61. 



customarily the first address of youths in this science . . . . "132 These are the 

earlizst references to Arcadelt as the source of a musical primer, at least sixty 

years after the first edition of the Primo libro. 

The comments of the printers in the dedications of the Prima libro also 

shed light on the role seen for the book. One of the few printers to explain 

himself was Francesco Moscheni of Milan, whose 1566 edition of the Prirno libro 

was the last one to contain all fifty-six madrigals of the 1540 edition. In his 

dedication, Moscheni states: "I want to complain to everyone of the wrong done 

to the author. . . by the theft of very beautiful madrigals from the work."l33 At 

this stage, there is no indication that the book is seen as anything but a work of 

art with a certain integritv relating to its exact contents. Interestingly, in order to 

accommodate the rather long dedication, Moscheni was obliged to change 

slightlr- the order of the first four madrigals by facing the single-page dedication 

with the one-page madrigal Rngion 1 ben, correctly attributed to Berchem. I1 

binlrco e doice cigrlo was repositioned to the second opening. Thus Moscheni was 

concerned about preserving the modal structure, but he was not as concerned 

about preserving the order reinstated by Gardano, nor did he seem particularly 

concerned ihat the book open with an Arcadelt composition. This, again, raises 

questions about how crucial it was to publishers that Il bianco e dolce cigno open 

the Prir~to libru. 

It is significant that Arcadelt is not named in a pedagogical role until the 

seventeenth century, while earlier commentators tend more to discuss the value 

of Arcadelt's music in an aesthetic sense. Modem scholars may suffer from a 

tendency to compress history to the point that the passage of sixty years is not 

given sufficient credit as encompassing almost two Renaissance generations. 
132 Ibid., 260. 
133 Ibid., 183. Recall that by the time of Moscheni's edition, Gardano had already published a 
version of the Printo fibro that was thirteen madrigals shorter. 



There is no concrete evidence that the long-term popularity of the Prinlo libro was 

primarily, or at all, related to its didactic function, especially in the sixteenth 

century. in spite of Doni's assertion that the music contained in it was old- 

fashioned five years after its publication, it may well be that certain segments of 

the population, such as those discussed by Carter who were purchasing music 

twenty to t h i r ~  years old, saw it as more or less contemporary, and very 

suitable for performance in its own right. It is entirely possible that all but the 

most skilled singers were occupying themselves with this kind of repertory 

rather than the much more technically demanding, and perhaps avant-garde, 

works of Gesualdo, Marenzio, Wert, and the young Claudio Monteverdi. 

Clearly, any understanding of the Arcadelt phenomenon, in what Fenlon 

referred to as a time of "essentially disposable music" would not be hindered by 

.: !:.-3s c-sxal dismissal of older repertory. 



Chapter Three 

Intabulations of Vocal Works of Arcadelt 

Composers of instrumental music in the Renaissance were probably as 

comfortable with "the familiar" as musicians and audiences of today, and this is 

one reason why so much vocal music found its way into the creations of 

Renaissance instrumentalists. An examination of the title index of Howard 

Brown's [~ls tr lmental  Music Printed Before 1600 reveals approximately 6000 

works. X large proportion of these are intabulations of vocal works from all 

genres including masses, motets, chansons, lieder, frottole, and madrigals. 

In this chapter, I will explore the notion of a standard repertory of vocal 

music ~vhich, because of its popularity, or perhaps for other less obvious reasons, 

tended to attract the attention of composers of instrumental music. By 

examining the choice and treatment of vocal models, we gain insight to notions 

of popularitv during the early stages of music printing. We may also begin to 

explore the problematic overlap between aesthetics and the music market. The 

data reveal that certain Arcadelt works received special attention, and that our 

current perception of Arcadelt's popularity may be somewhat different from 

that of his contemporaries. 

Intabulation, Parody, and Paraphrase 

Composers of instrumental music had great latitude in making 

instrumental versions of vocal models. The methods of intabulation are often 

described as though they were discrete procedures, but in instances where a 

composer consciously adopted a model, there would be a continuum between 

exact replication, on the one hand, and only the most abstract expression of the 

model of the other.1 Nonetheless, there are generally three different procedures 

1 Robert Judd, "Cabezon, Malheur Me Bat, and the Process of Musical Reference," Ioumnl of the 
Lirte Society of America 23 (1990): 49-63. 



that can be used to make an intabulation: arrangement, parody, or paraphrase. 

The definitions of these procedures are somewhat problematic, but there is 

broad agreement on several features. 

An arrangement is an instrumental version which seeks to reproduce the 

vocal model as closely as possible, if not exactly. Limitations in the range of the 

instrument, or physical limitations in the design of an instrument, such as the lute 

where it is occasionally impossible to play certain combinations of notes for 

technical reasons, result in a few pitches having to be left out of the arrangement 

or possibly moved to a different register. The vast majority of intabulations 

from the Renaissance are essentially exact renderings of the models. In many 

cases, the intabulator has included the original text, usually set to the upper voice 

thcrebv creating an accompanied solo song. A typical example of such pieces 

would be Fuenllana's massive collection of arrangements and fantasias titled 

Orp/ietl is12 Lyrn.2 

A parody is generally understood as a version incorporating portions of 

the model and adhering, to some extent, to its overall stmcture.3 The model is 

often quoted, usually at the beginning or end of the piece, as if to alert the 

listener to the model, or to pay homage to an illustrious predecessor. This 

procedure is much more common in vocal practice where most Renaissance 

composers wrote pieces incorporating short, but instantly recognizable, parts 

from well-known works. Finally, paraphrase is a procedure where the model 

acts as a fountainhead for thematic material which can be treated more or less 

2 BrorvnI 1554/3, NSM 1554/32. For this chapter only, publications will be identified by their 
numbers from Brorvnl unless the designation "RISM precedes the number. 
3 Cathy AM Elias,"hitation, Fragmentation, and Assimilation of Chansons in the Masses of 
Gombert, Clemens, and Crecquillion, a Kaleidoscopic Process" (Ph.D. diss., University of 
Chicago, 1991). This dissertation suggests that the current theories of the origins and evolution 
of parody technique are fanciful given the innumerable ways composers treated borrowed 
material. 



freely3 The genre of Fantasia soprn . . . is best understood as a type of 

These categories are sometimes difficult to separate3 Another way to 

assess the procedure adopted by the intabulator is to ask whether the model is 

apparent or unapparent. This is a somewhat subjective standard since it begs the 

question, "apparent to whom?" This, however, is precisely the question one 

should ask. In cases where the model was a very popular piece-and we shall see 

that this is a common assumption-it is likely that even some of the looser 

paraphrases might be apparent to the "educated listener." This then raises the 

question of whom we should expect to constitute the educated listener. Until the 

effects of music printing became widespread, such persons could only be those 

within the courtly milieu or gifted amateurs like the Cavalcanti or the Fuggers. 

This confinement within courtly circles can be seen in the case of 

intabulations of the works of Arcadelt. Only one intabulation of an Arcadelt 

piece is known to exist prior to 1538, the publication year of the first edition of 

;\rcadeltts Pri~no libro. This is Fantasia 22,7 a "hidden parody" of Arcadelt's 

Qlin~zm brltn, by none other than the greatest of the court lutenists, Francesco da 

hl1ilano.s Thus, prior to the publication of the Arcadelt books of madrigals, 

instrumental versions of his vocal music were as much confined to court as the 

4 Howard M. Brown,"Emulation, Competition, and Homage: Imitation and Theories of 
Imitation in the Renaissance," \ountal of the American Musicologicnl Society 35 (1982): 1-48. 

Jean-Michel Vaccaro, "The Fantasia supra . . . in the Works of Jean-Paul Paladin," journal of 
the Lutr Society of Americn 23 (1990): 18-36. See also Victor Coelho, "Revisiting the Workshop 
of Howard Mayer Brown: Dosquin's] Obseno fe Domina and the Context of Arrangement," in La 
nr rlsiqzce dr tous les passeternps- le plus beau: Mklanges o f i t s  t i  jean-Michel ~ a c c i r o ,  ed. H .  
Vanhulst, F. Lesure & V. Coelho (Paris: Klincksieck, 1998), 47-66. 
6 George R. Boyd, "The Development of Paraphrase Technique in the Fifteenth Century," 
Indiana TIreory Rnlim 9 (1988): 23-62. 
7 I adopt the numbering of Francesco's works used in The Lute Music of Francesco da Milano 
(2497-15431, ed. Arthur J. Ness (Cambridge, MA.: Harvard University Press, 1970). 
8 Stefano Mengozzi, "'Is this Fantasia a Parody?': Vocal Models in the Free Compositions of 
Francesco da Milano," lotima1 of the Lute Society of America 23 (1990): 7-17. Fantasia 22 is 
persuasively demonstrated to be a parody of Arcadelt's madrigal Quanta belta. 



vocal models, and were the products of elite musicians. However, after 

publication of the madrigals, there was a flood of intabulations by both well- 

known and relatively obscure composers alike, as shall be seen shortly. 

Brown's lnstnlnzental Music Printed Before 1600 lists approximately 150 

Arcadelt madrigals, chansons, and motets which were arranged into 

instrumental versions by approximately thirty-five composers (see Appendix A). 

These can only be estimates since many of these pieces were published in more 

than one book, frequently as objects of publisher piracy or liberal borrowing.9 In 

particular, the publishing houses of Adrian LeRoy and Pierre Phalese issued 

numerous anthologies of instrumental music which were simply reprints of 

versions by other composers or publishers without any attribution. Yet another 

problem regarding attribution is that, in most cases, it is not known how music 

publishers determined the identities of the composers of the music they 

published. Ln many cases, the composer attributions changed from one edition 

to the next or were inconsistent between different publishers. For example, the 

madrigal 0 s'ia potessi donna from Arcadelt's Prirno libro is now believed to have 

been composed by Berchem, and most of the editions of the Prirno libro after 1546 

make this attribution. But intabulators may have been in possession of one of 

the earlier editions when the attribution was incorrect or where the publisher's 

silence on the issue implied Arcadelt's authorship. In such a case, unless the 

intabulator included the name of the putative composer, we cannot be certain 

whether the intabulator was operating in the belief that he was arranging a work 

by Arcadelt or Berchem-and this can make an assessment of the reception of a 

composer very difficult. 

The majority of Arcadelt intabulations listed by Brown were titled by the 
- -- 

9 We will see that intabulatiow were much more subject to piracy and minor rearrangement 
than madrigals. See the previous chapter for a discussion of cooperation among printers who 
were viewed as rivals in older literature. 



intabulators with approximately the same title as that given by Arcadelt. On 

other occasions, the intabulator identified the work as, for example, a fantasia on 

a particular work, or perhaps the publisher so designated the piece if he was 

aware of, or able to recognize, the model. Brown, however, was not always able 

to tell when a fantasia was based on a vocal work if the composer did not cite the 

model. Even though such works are slowly coming to light,lo there is no way, at 

present, to even estimate the number of instrumental works which are, in fact, 

based on vocal models. 

A subsidiary question is whether the composer intended the model to be 

apparent and whether this expectation was directed at only a select core of 

listeners. Also, was this practice more deeply embedded in the Renaissance 

aesthetic of inlitntio, the emulation of older works as appropriate models for the 

development of novel works?ll In such a case the model may have served as 

more of an architectural guide, providing a template for the overall proportions 

of a new work. Under these conditions, it wouid be nearly impossible to identify 

the model unless the composer himself had done so. 

Instrumental Versions of Arcadelt Works 

1536 was the first year in which large quantities of instrumental music 

were published.12 Nine books, all for lute, were published by a variety of 

publishers and included the first printed tablatures by Francesco da Milano, Luis 

hlildn, Hans Newsidler, and Adrian Willaert's voice and lute arrangements of 

madrigals by Verdelot. It was during this fertile period that the first 

10 See Stefano Mengozzi "Vocal Themes and Improvisation in Albert da Ripa's Lute Fantasies," 
in Lr co~zctlrt iies voix et des instruments ii la Renaissance, ed. Jean-Michel Vaccaro, 371-387 
(Paris, 1995), 378, where it is suggested that Ripa's Fantasy II paraphrases Arcadelt's Ofelici 
occhi ntiei and Josquin's Faulte d'argmt; and Stefano Mengozzi, "'Is this Fantasia a Parody? (n. 
8, above), suggesting that Francexo's Fantasia 22 is a parody of Arcadelt's Qtlanta belta. 
11 Bro~~m,"Emulation." 
12 There were seven publications in 1531, but these were d keyboard books by Attaingnant. 
The year 1530 saw six publications, three of which were also keyboard intabulations by 
Attaingnant. Every year prior to this saw only one or two publications, if any. 



intabulations of Arcadelt must have come into being. 

As mentioned earlier, the earliest intabulations of Arcadelt's vocal music 

were most likely manuscript versions by Francesco da Milano. Four 

intabulations of Arcadelt madrigals appear in Francesco's 1547 collection of lute 

works:13 Quanta belta, Quand'io pens ' a1 martire, and immediately following these 

are two further intabulations by Perino Fiorentino of Arcadelt's 0 felici occhi miei 

and Qtlnnti tmz~ngli. However, in May 1536, two years before the first printed 

edition of Arcadelt madrigals, Giovanni Antonio Casteliono published a lute 

book titled 11i tnb~la t~~r~ de [ellto containing dances and fantasias by several 

lutenists including Francesco.14 One of these pieces was Fantasia 22, which has 

been shown to be a parody of Qunnta belta. Mengozzi believes that the 

intabulation of Qli l lntn beltn, and not the madrigal itself, was the model for 

Fantasia 22, which, if hue, would mean that Francesco's intabulation of Qtrnntn 

bdtn would date to, or before, May 1536.15 If this is the case, it is equally possible 

that the intabulation of Qziand'io pens' a1 mnrtire might date from this period as 

weil. Regardless of the exact chronology, Francesco's interest in Quanta beltn 

confirms :hat Arcadelt was already popular in courtly circles as early as 1536.16 

Are we able to draw any conclusions about Arcadelt's reception from the 

fact that Casteliono passed over the intabulation of Quanta belta in favour of the 

fnlr tnsin lieel ditto in which the madrigal is essentially unrecognizable? Firstly, no 

intabulations appear in Casteliono's collection; they are all either dances or 

fantasias. Secondly, there is no way of knowing what pieces were at Casteliono's 

13 1%7/3. 
14 1536/9, no. 16. 
15 -*'Is this Fantasia a  parody?'^. 12. Mengozzi argues that the designation of Fantasia 22 as a 
parody of Quanta belta requires Francesco's intabulation of Quanta belta as a mediator. 
16 Several authors have reached this conclusion based on much more extensive manuscript 
evidence: see chap. 1. 



disposal in assembling this rather short coUection.l7 The absence of named 

Arcadelt intabulations in the Casteliono publication is, therefore, not a helpful 

barometer of Arcadelt's reputation. More noteworthy is the fact that Francesco's 

first lute book (1536) contains intabulations of famous composers from the 

generation preceding Arcadelt, such as Josquin, Sermisy, Janequin, and Willaert, 

but no Arcadelt intabulations.18 Clearly, if Francesco had already executed any 

Arcadelt intabulations, they were considered less appropriate for inclusion than 

those of his more famous contemporaries and recent predecessors. Yet eleven 

vears later, in 1547, Francesco's lntabolntrlra de Laufo included the four Arcadelt 

intabulations mentioned above, the only titled intabulations in the volume, save 

one by Josquin (or FCvin), out of a total of twenty-four pieces. This is consistent 

with Arcadelt having already become a public staple through the publication of 

at least nine editions of the Prinzo libro, as well as several editions of all the other 

numbered madrigal books and numerous anthologies. 

Arcadelt's first four books of madrigals were published in 1538 and 1539, 

vet six years elapsed before publication of the first attributed intabulation of an 

hrcadelt work. This was in a lute book by the German lutenist Hans Newsidler, 

published by Hans Gunther of Nuremburg in 1544. This large collection of fifty- 

seven pieces contains only two Arcadelt works, Naur acorgete (Nun v'accogete 

from Xrcadelt's Prinzo libro) and the motet Hec es dies quam fecit. The corrupt 

I talian title Nau r acorgete raises questions regarding Newsidler's source for this 

madrigal-the Gardano editions of the Arcadelt madrigals were consistent in 

properly spelling the title of this madrigal. These were the only Arcadelt works 

in several volumes of Newsidler's lute music, so it would seem that Arcadelt was 

not central to Newsidler's repertoire of intabulatio~s, and the spelling errors 

17 Only one other book (1548/3) bears Casteliono's name-it is a reprint of a Scotto publication 
(1548/2) with one additional Francesco fantasia. In other words, it is essentially a reprint. 
1s In fabolaturn de liufo de dizlersi (Venice: Marcolini, 1536). Brown 1536/3. 



suggest that he may have obtained his model at least second hand.19 Alongside 

the Arcadelt works are intabulations of contemporaries such as Senfl, Sermisy, 

Janequin, Hofhaimer, and several more obscure composers, indicating that this 

collection was very up to date-there is no Josquin, Gombert, or the like. 

As was the case regarding vocal publications, one question which must be 

addressed is the role of instrumental publications in the market place. The 

Newsidler collection includes several introductory pages with instructions on 

how to play the lute along with a few musical examples. The remainder of the 

book consists mostly of intabulations of lieder, chansons, and madrigals. Such an 

introductory "lesson," however, was very common at the time and cannot be 

considered prima facie evidence that a volume was primarily pedagogical. 

Two vears after Newsidler's collection, there is a veritable explosion of 

publications in Venice from the press of Gardano, the principal publisher of 

Arcadelt's madrigals. In fact, the year 1546 saw the publication of as many books 

of Italian lute music as the previous twenty years combined.20 Several prominent 

lutenists are featured: Giovanni Maria (da Crema), Rotta, Biandrini, and Vindella, 

as well as dilettantes such as Barberiis. The following year sees Gardano's 

publication of Francesco's In tabolntlira (1 547/ 2, discussed above), as well as 

Gin tzler's lrttobolatzrm (1547/3). While most of these publications included three 

or four Arcadelt intabulations, the Vindella volume was dedicated exclusively to 

intabulations of Arcadelt, containing fourteen intabulations from books One, 

Two, and Four.21 

1547 was the end of the Italian monopoly as publishers in a variety of 

19 As we saw in chap. 2, spelling errors were often the fault of the publisher. 
20 Howard Mayer Brown, "Embellishment in Early Sixteenth-Century Italian Intabulations," 
Proceedings of the Royal Milsical Association 100 (1973-74): 53. 
21 At least three of the models were, in fact. not by Arcadelt, but there is every reason to 
believe that Vindella considered all of the models to be Arcadelt'ssee the discussion 
regarding 0 s'io potessi donna below, 75-76. 



countries begin to include Arcadelt intabulations in their publications. In 1547 

there were publications from Spain and France. German publishers, however, 

ignored Arcadelt for more than a decade after Newsidler's initial publication. 

Table 1 presents a summary of all publications containing intabulations of 

Arcadelt pieces arranged by performance medium. The table is divided into ten- 

vear units commencing from 1544, the first year in which intabulations of 

Arcadelt madrigals were published after the publication of the madrigals 

themselves. 

Table 1: Number of Publications Arranged for Particular Instruments. 

1544-53 
Lute: 

I ta l ian 14 
German 1 
French 5 

C ' i k ~ e l a  (Italian tab) 2 
C i t t ~ m :  iFrench tab) 0 

(Italian tab) O 
Guitar: (French tab) 2 
Kevbdarc!: (Gcrrnanj 0 
Ei~sernble 2 

Tot a1 

An examination of Table 1 shows that the first decade of prints containing 

intabulations of Arcadelt works was heavily weighted in favour of Italian lute 

tablatures. Only one third as many French lute tablatures were published in the 

same period. Even this can be somewhat misleading since the two Arcadelt 

tablatures published in Morlaye's 1552 Premier Livre de Tabulature de leut by  

Michel Fezandat in Paris are merely reprints of Italian lute intabulations from 

Francesco Vindella's Infa-~olatura of 1546.22 Similarly, all four Arcadelt 

intabulations in Pha16sets Hortus Musarum of 1552 were taken from previously 

published Vindella, Gintzler, and Giovanni Maria prints by Gardano. Thus, even 
2 f i s  is according to BrownI, 137. Presumably, Fezandat simply recast the VindeUa version in 
French lute tablature. 



the French lute intabulations were, at this point, mostly Italian as  well. 

Rounding out the first decade are two vihuela publications from Spain (in 

Italian tablature), two publicatiow in French guitar tablature, and Diego Ortiz' 

instructional volumes, one in Spanish (published by Dorico in Rome) and a 

version translated into Italian, presumably for the Italian market. The repertory 

in the majority of these publicatiow is intabulations of madrigals, mostly from 

Arcadelt's Prinlo libro. Most of the larger collections are Italian; the French 

publications usually have just one or two Arcadelt pieces, and, as we have seen, 

they were often borrowed from earlier Italian publications. Of the twenty-six 

books listed, twenty-two were first editions, although some pieces were 

concordant with previous sources. 

The second decade (1554-1563) sees a shift away from Italian publications, 

prsbablq reflecting the age of the Arcadelt madrigal repertory in Italy, and the 

continuing popularity of his chansons in France, which he continued to compose 

until his death in 1568. Of the six Italian collections, the only one with a 

sipificant new work was the 1563 publication of Vincenro Galilei (1563/7) whch 

included an  intabulation of Arcadeit's setting of the complete Petrarch canzone 

Cliinrc t.'fi.esclzt. r dolce ocqt~e.23 The Jean Paul Paladin book (1560/3)21 was a 

reissue bv Gorlier of a 1553 publication (1553/7) with a new title page, while the 

remaining four where simply straight reprints of earlier editions, two of which 

were Francesco's Intabof~tura originally published in 1547, and two more editions 

23 Howard Mayer Brown, "Vincento Galilei in Rome: His First Book of Lute Music (1563) and 
Its Cultural Context," in Music and Science in the Age of Galileo, ed.Victor Coelho, 153-184, 
(Dordrecht: Kluwer, 1992). The Arcadelt setting of this madrigal cycle f is t  appeared in 1555 in 
the Pnmo libro de le Muse a cinque voci (Venice: Gardano, 1555), although the quarfa pts, DP 
bei ranri scendea had appeared in 1542 as a madrigal in I1 prirno libro d'i mndrigali de diuirsi 
c.rcellentissimi arttori a misrtra di brme (Venice: Gardano, 1542), and was one of Arcadelt's most 
popular madrigals from anthologies, see chap. 4. 
14 I have classified this publication as "Italian" in spite of its French title and L y o ~ a i s  
provenance because the contents are all Italian madrigals in Italian lute tablature, and Paladin 
bvas a native Italian (Giovanni PaoIo Paladino). 



oi  Bianchini's Intabolatllm, one each by Scotto and Gardano, originally published 

bv Gardano in 1546. As was the case with the numbered madrigal books, 

Gardano and Scotto have a virtual monopoly on publications containing Arcadeit 

works, whether primary or arrangements, and the reprinting of these volumes 

was doubtless fueled in part by the presence of classic Arcadelt works such as 

Qllond'io pens ' nf martire, 0 felici occhi rniei, and 0 s 'io potessi donna.= 

Four German lute publications appear in this period, three of whch were 

first editions by unrelated publishers, the fourth was a 1562 reprint of Wolf 

Heckel's Discn~lt, first published in 1556. Each of these books contains two to four 

Arcadelt intabulations, depending on how various pieces are attributed. These 

are all the best-known Arcadelt works including Quand'io pens' a1 nmrtire, Ahime 

tloo'e'! be1 oiso, Occlli ntiri lnssi, I1 bianco e dolce cipto, 0 s'io potessi donna, and one of 

the more frequently intabulated sacred pieces by Arcadelt, Durn complerentrr. 

The largest category from this period is comprised of eight books of 

French lute tablatures, half of them from the Paris presses of Michel Fezandat. 

His series of lute books by Albert de Rippe and Guillaume Morlaye contains ten 

different intabulations of Arcadelt chansons. Morlaye's Second and Third lute 

books, both from 1558, contain eight chanson intabulations whereas his First 

Book from 1552 contains two intabulations of Arcadelt madrigals (derived from 

Vindella), indicating a shift in emphasis by Fezandat from madrigals to chansons. 

Similarly, de kppe's Qzrnrt l ine  de tabulatitre de luth of 1553 contained a single 

intabulation of an Arcadelt madrigal, namely Quand'io pens' a1 martire, whereas 

every de Rppe publication after this, with two exceptions, contained 

See Table 2, supra, where these are among Arcadelt's most frequently intabulated pieces, the 
f ist  two ranking among the most frequently intabulated pieces of all time. 



intabulations only of chansons.26 It is not until 1568, in some of Phalese's massive 

collections, that small numbers of madrigals retum-all, of course, reprints taken 

from other publications. This shift in emphasis from the Italian madrigal to the 

French chansons coincides with Arcadelt's move to Paris after June 1551.27 

The collection from this period containing the most Arcadelt intabulations 

is Adrian Le Roy's Cinqiiiesme Livre de Gzciterre (1554)) a collection of fourteen 

arrangements of Arcadelt chansons for voice with guitar accompaniment. The 

full title states that the composers represented here were "bons & excelens 

Musiciens" and we can assume that Arcadelt was deemed particularly so since he 

dominates the collection. Indeed, Phalese reprinted the contents in their entirety 

in his massive Selectissima elegantissimaqzie of 1570, but as guitar solos. Le Roy 

never showed much interest in madrigal intabulations, either as an instrumental 

composer or publisher: the only madrigal intabulation published by him was 

Qunrtd'io p e m  ' a/  rrznrt ire, which, as just discussed, was the only madrigal in de 

Rippe's Quizrt lime of lute tablatures of 1553. 

The third decade of instrumental arrangements of Arcadelt (1564-1573) 

maintained the pace of the previous one, but the distribution between different 

instruments became more even. Again, French output remained higher than 

that of the Italians, reflecting a continued interest in current Arcadelt chansons. 

One of the most frequently arranged pieces was La pastorella mia, a three-voice 

chansons (with an Italian text) the model of which was first published by Le Roy 

and Ballard in 1554.28 Versions of La pastorella mia were made for lute, guitar and 

26 There were approximately eight publications naming de Rippe as the principal composer 
and the majority of the pieces included were reprints, thus the publishers selected only 
intabulations of chansons. The one exception is an intabulation of Sebastiano Festa's (although 
attributed by de Rippe to Costanzo Festa) 0 passi sparsi which appeared in de kppe's 
Ci~rquiesme lime de tab~rlatzlre (Paris, 1555) and was reprinted in his Tims livre de tabelature 
(Paris, 1562). 
2: Bridges, 10. 
28 RISM 1554/ 27. 



cittem, reflecting the diversity of French instrumental music. However, the 

majority of these publications were by PhaPse and were essentially the same 

arrangement intabulated for slightly different instnunents. 

One of the most distinctive trends in this third decade is the near absence 

of new intabulations. The vast majority are reprints, either of entire books such 

as the Scotto (1563) and Dorico (1566) reissues of Francesco's Intabolaturn, 

originally published bv Gardano in 1547, or anthologies, such as any of the 

Phalese collections, assembled from diverse sources. 

The most important trend in the years after 1574 is a marked increase in 

the number of German publications of instrumental arrangements of Arcadelt. 

The majority of these prints were published in Strasbourg29 and Nuremberg and 

were arrangements of madrigals drawn primarily from Arcadelt's earliest 

publications. Also, several books of German keyboard tablature began to 

appear, mostlv in 1583, all by different publishers. These contain a mixture of old 

madrigals and somewhat more recent chansons. However, by 1583, Arcadelt 

had alreadir been dead for fifteen years; it is thus somewhat curious to see this 

sudden German interest in him. There is nothing about these volumes to suggest 

that thev were primarily pedagogical, and they seem to contain a mixture of old, 

new, classic, and obscure Arcadelt so as to defy any obvious trend. 

As Table 1 showed, the number of publications containing arrangements 

of Arcadelt works remained more or less constant when divided into ten-year 

segments, i.e. on  the order of twenty per decade. However, if this table is cross- 

referenced with the Annotated Bibliography of lnstrurnental Versions ofthe Works of 

Jacqzies Arcadelt in Appendix B, it is clear that the actual number of intabulated 

Arcadelt pieces drops consistently over time. It is also dear that Arcadelt's move 

to Paris ca. 1551 resulted in a shift toward French publications and the 
29 This Alsatian centre was part of the Holy Roman Empire during the sixteenth century-hence 
"German" for our purposes. 



intabulation of a much larger number of chansons, although a core of madrigals, 

particularly Qziand'io pens' a1 martire, continued to attract the attention of 

instrumental composers. In spite of the preponderance of French publications, 

instrumental versions of Arcadelt were cultivated throughout Europe, with 

publications in Spain, Italy, France, Germany, Britain, and Poland (Bohemia). 

Given the general trends described above, which largely accord with what 

one might reasonably expect in view of Arcadelt's binary career in Italy and then 

France, there are a number of details warranting closer examination which serve 

to both clarify and obscure our view of the processes of classicization and 

revi~.a 1. 

Current studies of popular music and the impact of the recording industry 

often consider the "dictating of taste" by the music industry. This is, however, 

an issue largely ignored in studies concerning Renaissance music printing.30 We 

can see the "music industry" at work, particularly during the first decade 

indicated in Table 1. Of the fourteen publications of Italian lute music published 

between 1544 and 1553, six came from the presses of Antonio Gardano. Two of 

these were duplicated by the Scotto press in the same year (or vice versa). Thus, 

if Scotto and Gardano were collaborating on some level, then it is fair to say that 

Gardano was involved in eight of the fourteen. As we saw in Chapter One, 

Gardano's business owed much to the popularity of Arcadelt-but this raises the 

possibility that the popularity of Arcadelt owed much to the success of Gardano. 

Gardano remains a significant influence in the dissemination of Arcadelt after the 

first decade by contributing five further volumes out of twelve, although three 

of these were simply reprints of much earlier publications, and, as late as 1595, 

Gardano's sons were reissuing intabulations of Arcadelt madrigals by Melchior 

Newsidler. 
30 Only Jane Bemstein has strongly argued that economics plays a decisive role in music 
printing; see the Introduction to BSc, 5. 



The other major publisher of Italian lute music was Jacques Modeme, 

whose printing enterprise in Lyons was responsible for many publications of 

Paladin and the Bohemian virtuoso Bakfark. Jacques Modeme was the second 

most important printer in France and the only serious competition for 

Attaingnant from 1532, the year of Modeme's first music print, to the mid 

15405.31 Modeme published books of all kinds; 80 of his 130 publications were in 

fields outside rnusic.32 He was born in present-day Croatia, on the Istrian 

peninsula which, at the turn of the sixteenth century, was under Venetian 

control. Thus Modeme was an Italian plying his trade in France. Unlike 

Attaingnant, Modeme published music from all over Europe, in numerous 

languages. It is not surprising, then, for Modeme to have published books of 

Ita! ian tablature by Bohemians and Italians. At the time, Lyons was a "frontier 

town" cn the confluence of two major waterways, and its four major seasonal 

hirs attracted merchants from all over Europe. The paucity of Modeme prints in 

Lyons' libraries strongly suggests that the majority of his works were intended 

for export.-?? 

The Florentine composer Francesco de Layolle (Aiolle) appears to have 

~ c t e d  as editor for Modeme's early music prints.3 He may also have played a 

role in the selection of music for Modeme, whose publications were the most 

progressive until Layolle died in 1540.35 Layolle may have been responsible for 

bringing Arcadelt to the attention of Moderne since, as we have seen, Arcadelt 

was well represented in Florentine manuscripts in the mid 1530s, and many of 

Arcadelt's vocal works appeared in the numerous anthologies published by 
31 Samuel F. P o p e .  Incques Modeme: Lyon's Music Printer of the Sixteenth Century (Ph.D. diss., 
Princeton University, 1968)' 5. 
32 Ibid., 10. 
33 Ibid., 30. 
34 Ibid., 67-68. 
35 Ibid.; Albert Seay, ed., Pirne Sandrin: Collected Works (American Institute of Musicology, 
T96S), ix. 



Modeme. 

In summary, the presses of Gardano, Scotto, and Modeme were 

responsible for the vast majority of Italian lute tablatures. Almost no other 

printers of Italian instrumental music seemed to be in business at all, so, as was 

the case in our earlier considerations of printing, the question arises whether the 

publishers were responding to the market or creating it by virtue of their 

privilege, resulting monopoly and, as yet, poorly understood marketing 

practices. 

Contemporary to Classic 

.At what point are rve justified in saying that an artist has made the 

transition in consumer consciousness from contemporary to classic? Is there a 

period where the composer falls gradually out of favour before being subjected 

to a noticeable revival? 

The publication rates of Arcadelt intabulations are indicated in Graphs 1 

and 2. Graph 1 plots the number of Arcadelt intabulations over time while 

Graph 2 plots the number of publications containing at least one Arcadelt 

intabulation over time. The purpose of Graph 1 is to present the absolute 

number, or volume, of Arcadelt pieces being generated in instrumental form 

and, unlike the tables generated from the data in Brown, takes into account 

subsequent editions. Graph 2 operates as a control for those anomalous 

publications devoted solely or largely to Arcadelt which might tend to inflate 

some of the peaks in Graph 1. These graphs essentially render Appendix B in 

visual from. 

The dearest result is that there was an initial, intense, burst of 

intabulations in the mid- to late 1540s. For the next three years, there are no new 

intabulations. However, starting in 1552 there is another three-year period in 

which large numbers of Arcadelt intabulations are published, approximately half 
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of which are new. After this, the graphs become more difficult to interpret. 

Graph 1 reveals three distinct peaks: 1546,1554, and 1570, although the 

period from 1562 to 1576 has a fairly high average rate of intabulation. The three 

main spikes can be mostly attributed to four publications containing large 

numbers of Arcadelt intabulations. However, Graph 2 suggests that these peaks 

are still valid in that the 1546 and 1553-1554 peaks remain very distinct. The 1570 

peak disappears in Graph 2 showing that the corresponding peak in Graph 1 can 

be attributed to the eighteen Arcadelt chansons intabulated in two publications 

published by Phalese.36 

Because of the very small sample sizes, the graphs are very erratic. This 

means that the data for any individual year are not very significant. The benefit 

of bar graphs, however, is that they permit the easy calculation of averages over 

whatever time-scale one may chose. For example, the period 1562 to 1576 in 

Graph ? yields an average number of two publications per year containing 

Arcadelt intabulations. The period 1559 to 1572 yields an average of 1.4 while 

1551 to 1558 has an average of 3. There is, therefore, an overall trend toward 

fewer publications with Arcadelt intabulations in the 1560s compared to the 

1550s and 1570s.37 There is, however, a slight bulge from 1562 to 1566, with an 

average of 2.2, which shall be discussed shortly. 

The potential significance of these results is put into relief by considering 

intabulations of Arcadelt's chansons and madrigals separately. Graph 3 plots the 

number of publications containing madrigals over time while Graph 4 does the 

same for chansons. The madrigal graph clearly shows the same two initial spikes 

seen in Graph 1. Since the first chanson intabulation was not published until 

36 1570/3 and 1570/4. 
37 Lest we be accused of cheating by conveniently taking our statistics between peaks, the 
period 1558 to 1574, which is the least favourable division if one wished to achieve low mid- 
century averages, yields an average of 1.8-still less than the averages of the 1550s and 1570s. 



1553, the first spike is attributable exclusively to intabulations of madrigals-the 

second is divided 3 2  between madrigals and chansons. The madrigal graph 

averages out at just under one publication per year from the mid 1550s to the 

1570s-with the same slight swelling from 1562 to 1566 that appears in Graph 1. 

This suggests that the slight upsurge in the intabulation rate in this period was 

due to a slight increase in the publication of madrigal intabulations. This is 

confirmed in Graph 4 which shows that the rate of chanson intabulations is at its 

lowest during the same period. This is approximately twenty-five years after the 

first publication of Arcadelt's madrigals-i.e. a generation later. The upsurge seen 

in Graphs 1 and 2 in the 1570s can also be attributed to an increase in the 

publication of madrigal intabulations from 1571 to 1574, and a similar increase in 

chansons intabulations from 1568 (the year of Arcadelt's death in Paris) to 1575. 

The question of market separation arises here. In the 1560s and 70sf 

Arcadelt's madrigals may have been undergoing a process of canonization and 

revival while, a t  the same time, he was still actively composing chansons in 

France which were being intabulated in contemporary French publications. To 

control for this, Graph 5 plots the number of madrigal intabulations published by 

Italian printers. Tlus is perhaps the most telling graph. It is clear that Italian 

printers completely lose interest in publishing intabulations of Arcadelt 

madrigals after 1554-with the exception of the "bulgef' from 1562 to 1566. This 

means that the rather substantial revival of madrigal intabulations in the early 

1570s comes from non-Italian printers-namely the houses of PhalGse, Jobin, and 

Eichom. 

The final "bump" in Graph 1 occurs in 1582-3 and is approximately equally 

divided between chansons and madrigals-mostly in German keyboard 

tablatures emanating from five different publishers. 

To summarize, there were two major periods of intabulation production 



in the two decades following the publication of Arcadelt's madrigals. Following 

this were three minor revivals of madrigal intabulations peaking every ten years 

or so. The first, in the mid 1560s, was centred equally in Italy and abroad, but the 

latter two, in the mid 1570s and mid 1580s, were centred away from Italy, mostly 

in the Netherlands and Germany. There is no revival of chanson intabulations, 

although there is a surge of reprints in France in the eight years immediately 

follo~ving the death of Arcadelt. The classicitation of Arcadelt as shown by 

intabulation rates is, therefore, a phenomenon of the madrigal. 

Arcadelt's Most Popular Pieces 

Does the rate at  which a piece is intabulated tell us anything about its 

popularitv as a vocal work? If so, then we have been mistaken regarding aspects 

of the Arcadelt "canon." The following discussion is not intended to make a case 

for the asiendancy of a new Arcadelt canon, but rather to underline some of the 

pit falls that might ensnare the uncritical follower of traditional historiography. 

The value of intabulation rates is that they tell us what people in the Renaissance 

were actuallv doing, not what we think, assume, or wish they were doing. 

Several tvorks of Arcadelt were made into instrumental versions with 

great frequency (see Table 21.38 Clearly, the most frequently intabulated Arcadelt 

madrigal was Qztnnd'io pns' a1 rnnrtire.39 After that, several pieces cluster with 

five to eight versions each before reaching a large number of works with one or 

two versions each. A complete list of all the Arcadelt pieces intabulated appears 

in Appendix A. 

One of the most interesting observations is that some of the pieces 

frequently referred to as Arcadelt's most popular pieces are intabulated 

33 This chart was generated from the Title Index of BrownI, and, therefore, only records first 
editions. 
39 0 s'io potrssi donna will be set aside for the time being as it was probably composed by 
Berchem. 



Table 2: Number of Distinct Versions of Select Arcadelt Works 

Qrrand'io pens' a1 martire (Bembo) 
0 s 'io potessi donrra 
La pastorella nlia 
A r r  temps her4 rerlr 
Occlli rniei lassi (Petrarch) 
Si gratiif'tr la pieta 
! I  cit.1 clre rada 
0 fefici occhi rniei 
Sotlspirs rlrdertts 
Clre pi l l  foco 
. . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . ,  
.-i!l!'~~e*, r~hinre, d m ' e  il be1 viso 2 
11 bitztlco e. dillce cigw 2 (or 3) 
! L I ~ l r ~ o t  l~zbotrrez les aignes 7 - 
.LIL)II : ~ ' n c c o r y ~ t t '  2 

relnti\pelv inirequentlv. Several authors refer to II binnco e dolce c i p o  as Arcadelt's 

most popular piece and, arguably, the most famous madrigal of all t i m e 4  Yet 

r4ic  ;.iece is hardly touched bv instrumentalists. Roche was one of those who 

described 11 bii~nco e ~lolcr cigno as Arcadelt's "most famous madrigal" and had 

this to say: "this work alone ensured the lasting popularity of the composer's 

Baok I, and was in demand not only as a madrigal to sing but also as a model for 

aspking composers of more elaborate versions or parody rnasses."~l Haar 

makes a similar claim that no other madrigal by Arcadelt approached the fame 

of [ I  binnco e ~iolce cigno: "Why this should have been so is not easy to say; or 

4c Jcrorne Roche, The Madrignl, 2nd ed. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1990), 15; James 
Haar. "Popularity in the Sixteenth-Century Madrigal: A Study of Two Instances," in Studies in 
Mrisicrll Sources arzd Styles: Essays in Honor of /an LaRue, ed. Eugene K. Wolf and Edward H. 
Roe~ner (Madison: A-R Editions, 1990), 192; Leeman Perkins, Music in the Age of the 
Rtt~zirissrttrcr (New York: Norton,  1999), 673. 
41 Roche, 15. Bridges has assembled a detailed appendix of subsequent works based on each 
piece from the Pn'mo libro, as well as a List o f  unrelated settings of texts from the Primo libro. 
There are two parody masses on fl bianco e dolce cigno b y  Pietro Ponzio (1584) and Steffano 
Bernardi (n-d.). Doni composed a quodlibet on II bianco in his Dialogo (Venice: Scotto, 155.4), 
and, in 1589, both Ludovico Bdbi and Orazio Vecchi added four new voices to Arcadelt's cantus 
from I[ biar~c~l (both published by Angelo Gardano, son of Antonio). Finally, in 1605, Antonio I1 
Verso composed a madrigal based on Arcadelt's setting: see Bridges, 648. There were ten 
madrigal and chansons parodies of Q~urnd'io pens and one parody mass by Lassus in 1583: see 
Bridges, 730-731. Lassus also composed a M a p i f i t  on 0 s'io potessi dam: see Bridges, 713. 



rather it  is easy to understand the success of [this] madrigal but harder to say 

why other pieces from the same collections should not have equalled that 

success."~z However, Table 1 makes it clear that, as far as instrumentalists were 

concerned, several pieces substantially exceeded the popularity of 11 bianco e dolce 

cigno. 

The data regarding rates of intabulations cannot be taken at other than 

face value. While the number of intabulations might be an indication of the 

overall popularity of a piece, there is a possibility that instrumentalists might 

have been attracted to particular pieces for other reasons. Recall that 

approximately 150 Arcadelt compositions were intabulated-they could not all 

have been "hits." Also, Quand'io pens' a1 martire may have been intabulated by 

Francesco da Milano prior to the publication of Arcadelt's Primo libro.43 This may 

have established it a s  one of the pieces by which an instrumentalist might 

simultaneouslv establish his reputation while paying homage to Francesc0.u 

Other factors independent of popularity may have been important. For 

example, Qi~nlzd'io pe?zs' nl mnrtire is roughly twice as long as L? bianco e dolce cigno 

and might, therefore, represent more of a tour deforce for an instrumentalist. 

Also, Qilnlzd'io pens' a1 ttlartire is more contrapuntal than the mostly 

hornorhvthmic 11 bianco e dolce cigno, making it more interesting for an 

instrumentalist. 
42 Haar, "Popularity in the Sixteenth Century," 192. Many scholars make similar remarks 
regarding the singular popularity of I1 binnco e dolce cigno, including such recent works as Laura 
Macy, "Spealung of Sex: Metaphor and Performance in the Italian Madrigal," Iounurl of 
M~ls ico lup  1.1 (1996): 1-34; and Leeman Perkins, Music in the Age of the Renaissance, 671, where 
he gives a figure of only forty-five editions for the Primo Zibro and cites no recent scholarship 
except for Macy's above. It would appear that both Macy and Perkins have relied too heavily 
on Einstein. 
43 Qttand'io pots' a1 martire appears in Fancesco da Milano's ininbolaturn de lauto of 1547 
along with Fantasia 22 and its model Quanta belta (see note 8 at p. 51 supra). Since Fantasia 22 
was circulating in Milan no later than 1536, it is possible that Qunnd'io pens' a1 mrrrtire was as 
kvell. 

This was suggested to me by Dr. Timothy McGee, and the same point is made by Stefano 
Mengozzi: "'Is this Fantasia a Parody?'" 8. 



Attribution for the text of II bianco e dolce cigno is still uncertain. Einstein 

attributed it to d'Avalos but in h s  revision of Vogel, he attributed it to 

Guidiccioni. The former attribution, as far as Haar can determine, is not 

supported by any evidence, while the latter is the result of the text appearing in 

an eighteenth-century collection of Guidiccioni's poems. There is no sixteenth- 

century source for this text, and it does not appear in any sixteenth-century 

editions of Guidiccioni's poetry. Haar prefers the Guidiccioni attribution until 

evidence to the contrary is available,rs yet recent papers have adhered to the 

d'Avolos attribution, probably horn consulting Einstein's The ltalian Madrigal.46 

Regardless whether I2 binnco e dolce cigno was, in fact, as popular as some 

modern scholars assume, Haar goes on to discuss why it might have been so. 

The text was  written in the modem swle where the first three lines expressed a 

sentiment with imagery that was not strongly connected to the remainder of the 

test This is basically the same epigramma tic structure Gary Tomlinson found 

in the works of Guarini and Petrarch, the founder of the style. Haar suggests 

that this madrigal, which Gardano selected as the first item in the majority of 

editions of Arcadelt's Prinlo libro, was ideal as an opener and parodies of it were 

used to open editions by other composers: 

The madrigal is a perfect Little demonstration of what Pietro Bembo thought the 
genre should be: its graceful mix of seven and eleven syllable lines, its careful 
balance of light and dark vowel sounds, its neatly turned final thought a l l  mark it 
as a product of the poetic vein fashionable in the 1520s. What set it apart and 
made it memorable may well have been its opening three lines, themselves a 
perfect Petrarchistic miniahrre.48 

These observations largely apply to Quand'io pens' a1 marfire, the only madrigal 

from the Primo Zibro actually written by Bembo, and its popularity might be 

45 Haar, "Popularity," 193-195. 
46 For example: Laura Macy, "Speaking of Sex." 
47 Haar, "Popularity," 195; see also Gary Tomlinson, M o n t m r d i  and the End of the 
Renaissar.zce (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2987), 85, for a discussion of lhis fom. 
48 Haar, "Popularity," 195. 



ascribed to that single fact. It was one of the verses horn Bembo's Gli Asolani, a 

literary classic that enjoyed wide popularity in Italy throughout the 1520s and 

1530s.49 

As Table 2 shows, intabulations of I1 bianco e dolce c i p o  appear in only two 

publications. These are Fuenllana's Libro de musics para vihuela, better known as 

the Orphe~~ica Lyra, published in 1554, and Wolff Heckel's Discant of 1562.9 The 

Orpheuicn Lyro is a very large collection containing 182 pieces, mostly 

intabulations and fantasias divided into six books for lute, vihuela, and guitar. 

They are arranged roughly in increasing order of difficulty: most pieces were 

designated by Fuenllana with an "F" vdcil) or "D" (di fci l) .  Feunllana's prologue 

states that book three, composed of five and six-part motets, contains "music of 

greater difficulty and which requires more study than before."sl However, in 

Book Four "music more comfortable and to promote manual ease is presented 

comprising compositions in three and four parts." Of the fifth book, in whch 11 

binriso appears, Fuenllana states: "very elegant music will be found, also to 

promote manual ease." Fuenllana offers no commentary on individual works 

and it is difficult to know why he ordered the book in this fashion. But it seems 

that he wished to have resort to easier pieces after the midpoint of the book, 

thus books four and five are offered as promoting ease and using elegant music. 

Manv of the pieces in book five are Arcadelt compositions. These pieces were 

probably being presented as  classic works for the student who has, in the course 

of the first three books, mastered the major difficulties of technical playing and 

must now apply that learning to suitably "elegant" models from the more or less 

recent past. At the time of publication, the Arcadelt works were at least sixteen 

49 Bridges, 29. 
30 The third version indicated in parentheses in Table 2 was a parody by Lupacchino and Tasso 
(1565/4) and appeared with five other madrigals from the Primo libro. 
51 Miguel de Fuenllana, Orphenica lyra (Seville, 1554), ed. Charles Jacobs (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1978), h x v i .  



years old. 

The other publication to contain I2 bzanco 2 dolce c i p o  is WoIff Heckel's 

Discant of 1562, a book of German lute tablature.52 The book is divided into two 

sections of forty pieces each. The first forty are for lute duet and include 

arrangements for I1 bianco e dolce cigno as well as Josquin's MiIle regretz and other 

pieces by composers of the previous generation, including Sermisy, Janequin, 

Senfl, and a host of other less well-known German composers. The second 

section contains arrangements for solo lute featuring many of the same "classic" 

composers as well as Arcadelt's most frequently intabulated piece Qunnd'io pens' 

al mnrtire. This is the only duet version of I1 bianco e dolce cigno. It is possible that 

the division of the book into two sections may be similar to the format used by 

Fuenllana, namely that the first half provides easier music. The purpose of 

"easy" music is, of course., pedagogical, at least in the sense that it permits less 

skilled players to improve while still working on aesthetically worthy repertoire. 

It is interesting that If binnco e dolce cigno appears in the duet section while 

Qlrn~zd'io pr.71~' nl mnrtire appears in the solo section. Recall that Fuenllana 

designated 12 binnco e dolce c i g ~ ~ o  as difcil, perhaps explaining why Heckel included 

it  m his duet section. 

Our current perception of the fame of certain pieces may be the result of 

his to riograp hical artifacts. It is possible that the modem emphasis on these 

pieces is a result of their having been canonized in early sources of music history, 

such as Charles Burney's 1795 General History of Music. In fact, Bumey was the 

original source for modem editions of I2 bianco e dolce cigno.53 Similarly, when a 

piece is repeatedly anthologized in modem textbooks, extolled in numerous 

52 1562/3. 
53 Bumey referred to two eighteenth-century Italian histories, both of which cited I1 bimrco e 
dolce cigno as examples of early sixteenth-century madrigals. Since no modem edition was 
available, Bumey made his own transcription: see Bridges, 63-65. Subsequent reliance on Bumey 
may have inflated the reputation of II bianco. 



articles by eminent scholars, and one of the few of a particular composer's works 

to be recorded by most Renaissance ensembles, its reputation tends to snowball 

until no one any longer asks: "why this piece?" 

Another Arcadelt "classic" is Ahime, nhime, dou'e il be1 viso which appears in 

most modem anthologies of Renaissance music and is one of the most 

frequently recorded Arcadelt madrigals. But it, too, was only rarely set by 

instrumental composers, once again c a l h g  into question its "true" popularity in 

the sixteenth century. The same can be said for Arcadelt's chanson Margot 

Inborirez les z1igtles, another of his more frequently recorded works and often 

cited as his most popular chanson, but a work that was only twice arranged for 

instrumental performance.54 By far the most often intabulated chansons was Au 

tzlrtps hc~rreris, first published in 1539 by Attaingnant, with at least eight 
- .. 

L-tfrsions .?' 

Assuming that the relative rates of instrumental treatment reflect the 

perceived primacy of certain works, what features of these pieces recommend 

them for conversion to instrumental practice? Are there characteristics that 

make a piece appropriate for instrumental treatment while rendering it less 

interesting for conventional vocal performance? Might the perceived popularity 

of a piece be an artifact of an historiographical trend? Several scholars have 

given Gardano credit for pIacing Il bianco e dolce c i p o  first in the majority of 

editions of the Prirno libro: was he equally astute for placing Quand'io pens' a1 

nrnrtire last? If so, how do  we explain the large number of intabulations of Occhi 

miei lnssi and 0 felici occlzi miei, which are eighth and hfty-second out of sixty?% 

54 This piece was actually only arranged once--by Le Roy in his Cinqiesme Lime de Guitme 
(1554/4). It was reprinted by Phalese in Selectissimn eleguntissimaque (1570/4). lhs does, 
however, meet my requirement for distinct settings, see Table 2 above. 
35 This was also the most frequently anthologized of Arcadelt's chansons: see chap. 4. 
56 The symmetry here is interesting. These pieces are organized in the first ten editions of 
Arcadelt's Prirno libro in the following order: first, iast, eighth from the start, and eighth from 
the end. This is surely a coinadence. 



We have seen from the previous chapter that Gardano's arrangement, and 

Scotto's temporary rearrangement, of the Primo libro was based substantially 

upon modal considerations, therefore neither publisher was entirely at liberty to 

order the pieces as he saw fit. 

In addition, might there be regional differences in the pieces being 

arranged and published for instrumental performance? For example, the 

Arcadelt intabulations which appear in the Phalese and Le Roy prints are almost 

exclusivelv his French chansons rather than Italian madrigals. The German 

bonks, on the other hand, consist mostly of prominent composers from at least a 

generation earlier, possibly because there was no particularly strong German 

vocal tradition in the early sixteenth century to rival the pervasiveness of the 

chansons or, especially, the madrigal. 

A continuing difficulty in assessing Arcadelt's popularity is the problem of 

inaccurate attributions. While this is a vexing problem for musicologists, it does 

not appear that publishers in the Renaissance were nearly as concerned with it as 

we are. As a result, attributions may change from edition to edition or from 

publisher to publisher, with potentially chaotic results. For example, it is now 

belie[-ed that the madrigal 0 s'io potessi donna from Arcadeltfs Primo libro was 

~ c t u a l l v  composed bv Berchem. However, no attributions were made by 

Gardano until 1546 (RISM 1546/17), eight years after the first edition of 

Arcadelt's Primo [ibro, in which he finally makes the attribution to Berchem. We 

have no idea how Gardano came by this information: did he see the attribution 

in another publication, did Berchem or an agent of Berchem's tell him? Thus in 

the eighteen intabulations of this madrigal, unless the intabulator includes an 

attribution, there is no way of knowing whom the intabulator considered to be 

the composer of the piece. 

This means that 0 s'io potessi donna may well be one of Arcadelt's most 



popular works-at least as far as the Renaissance audience was concemed. And it 

is this audience with which we should be most concemed. Of the eighteen 

intabulations of this piece, only three have attributions-two to Arcadelt and one 

to Berchem. The Arcadelt attributions appear in Fuenllana's Orphenica lyrn 

(1554/3) and, amazinglv, in Jobinfs Das Erste Biich of 1572-twenty-six years after 

Gardano's first attribution of this madrigal to Berchem! The Berchem attribution 

appears only in Bemhard Schmid's 1577 Zwey Biicher: Einer Nezlen Kunstlichen 

Tnbzilntrlr m i f f  Orgel zind instr~iment, a coIledion of German keyboard tablatures 

also published by Jobin, who was now apparently aware of the mistake he made 

in Dns Erste BiicIz. 

In several of the publications where no attribution was made, 0 s'io pofessi 

do1111l7 is frequently grouped with other pieces from Arcadelt's Pn'rno libro 

possibly suggesting that the intabulator considered Arcadelt the composer, or 

was at least acknowledging that that particular section of intabulations was 

derived from the Prir~ro libro. For example, Gintzler's intabolatura (1547/3) 

includes 0 s'io potessi llonnn within four consecutive Arcadelt intabulations, 

Fuenllana's Orplle~licn 1 yrn (1554/3) places six Arcadelt intabula tions consecutively 

t'rom number 111 to 119,j7 Phalbe has 0 s'io potessi donna and Qziand'i~ pens' a1 

~nnrtire adjacent to one another in positions 70 and 71 of his Theatrum Musicum 

(1563 / I?), Jobin also positions them consecutively in hs Das Ente Buch 

(1 572/ 1).58 However, in Sdunid's 1577 Zwey Biiclzer, just discussed as the single 

publication to attribute 0 s 'io potessi donna to Berchem, it is also adjacent to 

Qzlnnd'io pens' a1 mnrtire. Obviously, observations such as these are merely 

suggestive, and just as often, some books have Arcadelt intabulations widely 

scattered throughout. 

57 Recall that Fuenllana specifically attributes 0 s'io potessi donna to Arcadelt. 
56 This is the other specific attribution of 0 s'io potessi donm to Arcadelt. 



These observations raise questions regarding the printing history of 

Arcadelt's madrigals. Does the presence of improperly attributed intabulations 

as late as those found in Jobin suggest that the earlier editions of Arcadelt's Primo 

libro possibly enjoyed larger runs, or found their way into the possession of the 

most prestigious collections by virtue of their novelty? Were they the ones 

which, again because of their novelty, were most frequently copied into 

manuscript and disseminated privately, perhaps amongst other professional 

printers and musicians, who were often, like Jobin, Le Roy, and Gardano, one 

and the same? The survival rates offer no evidence; the two earliest editions of 

.4rcadelt1s Prir~lo iibro are lost while the next six editions by Gardano and Scotto 

onlv survive in one to three copies each. 

Another method of determining which edition of the Primo libro has 

provided the model for an intabulation is to compare the more literal 

arrangements with the exhaustive index of variants in Thomas Bridges' 

dissertation. Slight differences in the arrangements might point to particularly 

distir7ctii-e variants. 

Arcadelt and his Contemporaries 

While Arcadelt's popularitv and marketability are obvious when one 

considers the large number of publications containing intabulations of his work, 

an examination of the "Names" index in Brown59 shows that several composers 

enjoyed similar levels of attention from instrumentalists. Pierre Certon, Thomas 

Crecquillon, Clement Janequin, Pierre Sandrin, and Orlando de Lasso had their 

works intabulated in approximately 75% as many publications as Arcadelt. 

Intabulation rates equalling Arcadelt were achieved only by Josquin des Prez and 

Claudin de Sermisy, both with just slightly fewer publications. Thus Arcadelt 

was not unique with respect to the extent to which his works were models for 

59 Index IV, p.481-195. 



intabulations-in fact, Josquin might exceed Arcadelt in the number of works 

intabulated. 

Qzin~zd'io pens' a1 martire was Arcadelt's most frequently intabulated work, 

but several pieces by other composers were intabulated with greater frequency. 

Table 3 indicates that at least eight other chansons and madrigals were 

intabulated at least as often as Quand'io pens' a1 martire. Of these, Lasso's Susanne 

~ l ~ y  jozir and Rore's Anchor che col partire are still well-known today. 

Table 3: The Most Frequently Intabulated Vocal Works of the Renaissance 

Utrg gai bergrr (Crec uiIlon and attr. Janequin) 
Dolrlcr rnmroirr. ( ~ a n l r i n  and am. "Rogier") 
Slisarine rtng lorit (Lasso) 
D'urnour me plains (Pathie) 
Si plir t i  liardo (Pathie) 
Atrcilor c % e col partire (Rore) 
1e pretrs tn gri (Clemens non Papa) 
O s'io otrssi d o m a  (Berchem) 
Q rlalr 8- lo pn~s' a1 martire (.4rcadelt) 
Dori t uitrrt c e i ~  (Sermisy) 
b ~ r g r i i r  nre fuis (Sermisy) 
LL' cutltetrt fit nchr (Serrnisy 1 
r\iucil iurllcn deitr (Hofhaimer) 
Per rllrtd are (jos uin) 
Bcmr mrdr Hen ( % 'rler and attr. Clemens non P.) 
rimy soliffrt*= (Moulu) 
B012 lour rrron coclrr (Lasso) 
Martin menoit (Janequin) 
itlissa iir. bt)iltc Vir  irre Uos uin) 
O conrbten rst rnalfettrolx (2andrin or Sermisy) 
Pis nr. ntr pellit r9rlrir (CrecauilIon) 
Voiis pprdez temps (Semisy) 
Gu~ft  ts nrrjti licht (Clemens non Papa) 
Tilrrt qut iyr-,:rav (Sermisy) 

The question still remains whether the rate of intabulation for a piece is 

evidence of its popularity as a vocal work, or whether other factors might play a 

role. Howard Brown has suggested that Crecquillon's chansons, which were 

"paradigm examples" of imitative Franco-Flemish polyphony, might have been 

particularly attractive to instrumentalists: 

"The relatively short and well-defined points of imitation in his chansons made 
them ideal for instrumental canzonas that developed during the second half of the 
sixteenth century, so it is perhaps no coincidence that his secular works were often 
arranged for lute and other instruments."6o 

60 Howard M. Brown, "Crecquillon," New Grow, V/27. 



However, the majority of the pieces in Table 3 were composed in the 1530s 

and 15405, and are predominantly homorhythmic. Crecquillon was atypical 

in the degree of imitation in his chansons.61 

Albert Seay has also made the obvious connection between the 

popularitv of a vocal piece and its attractiveness as a model for other 

formats.62 He points to Sandrin's chansons DouZce memoire as one of the most 

popular chansons of the sixteenth century which was reprinted numerous 

times by printers throughout Europe. He suggests that the numerous 

arrangements and spiritual contrafacta of this piece attest to its popularity as 

well -03 

Frank Dobbins makes the same point with regard to Pathie, whose 

chansons D'nmo!ir rtle plnins, was a "huge success," in that it enjoyed twenty- 

six editions from 1539 to 1641 and was made into at least twenty-one 

arrangements.6, Again there is a direct link made between popularity and the 

degree of instrumental treatment. This is a perfectly reasonable assumption, 

but one for which evidence is often not provided. There could be many 

reasons why instrumentalists might be drawn to pieces which were not 

particularly distinguished as vocal works. The chansons repertory is a better 

place to seek such evidence since French printers published virtually all their 

chansons in anthologies whose order and contents were highly variable, thus 

the frequency with which a piece was reprinted in anthologies might be a 

useful index of its marketability. Madrigals, on the other hand, were usually 

published in books whose order and contents, while not always stable, were 

61 Ibid. 
62 Seay, Sandrin, x. 
63 It is interesting that Lassus composed a parody mass on this chansons, just as he did with 
Arcadelt's Qzut~~d'io pens' ai nurtire. These are the only hvo works from Table 3 used by Lassus 
in his numerous parody masses. 
64 Frank Dobbins, "Pathie," New Grove XIV/300. This is approximately the same "life-span" 
as Arcadelt's Primo libro. Brown lists only nineteen arrangements. 



substantially more consistent. Also, again contrary to many assumptions, the 

madrigals published in the numbered madrigal books, such as Arcadelt's 

Primo libro, rarelv appeared in anthologies.65 Thus even though Arcadelt's 

Prinro libro went through fifty-eight or more editions, this does not imply that 

it consisted of fifty or so "hits." However, the chansons examples above do 

provide some evidence that the common-sense notion of a direct connection 

between the popularity of a song and the extent to which it is subject to 

arrangement is sound. 

Many articles by Howard Brown have shown that there is much to learn 

about vocal music, about music practice in general, about trends, and as we have 

seen with regard to Arcadelt's "most popular work," I2 bianco e dolce cigno, about 

our own musical historiography, by studying the works of composers of 

instrumental music.66 It also becomes increasingly clear that instrumental 

compositional process was very closely tied to vocal practice, and that there was 

a conception of public demand and market that may have ultimately crystallized 

into a "canon" of great works. The evidence offered by intabulation data is 

conciusive of nothing other than itself-but in combination with other evidence, a 

very strong circumstantial web may be woven. 

Much of the evidence regarding musical taste and practice in the 

Renaissance is to be found not in archives or in contemporary accounts, but in 

readily available sources such as Brown and RISM. Much of the data needed to 

assess actual musical activity needs only to be tabulated: afterward, patterns 

begin to emerge. Perusal of contemporary accounts, or even relatively proximal 

accounts such as those of Charles Burney and his direct predecessors, must be 

65 In the next Chapter, we see that 11 bianco e dolce cigno and Qunnd'io pens' al martire were 
never published in any generic madrigal anthologies. 
66 See Coelho, "Revisiting the Workshop," for a chronology of Brown's advocacy for a broader 
consideration of the relationship between vocal and instrumental music in the Renaissance. 



criticallv evaluated in their historical context. There is still a great deal of 

evidence laving hidden "in plain sight." 



Chapter Four 

The Role of Anthologies in the Classicization of Arcadelt 

Arcadelt's fame rests primarily in his central importance in the 

development of the madrigal and in the phenomenal success of his Primo libro. 

However, this one-dimensional picture fails to address two important additional 

factors, each of which must have had its own impact upon his career. First, 

Arcadelt was still an active composer of chansons in France for thirty years after 

first appearing in print as a composer of madrigals, and, second, his madrigals 

were disseminated extensively in anthologies, exclusive of the five numbered 

books of madrigals. 

The purpose of this chapter is to examine the role played by anthologies 

in the classicization of Arcadelt.1 Approximately sixty madrigals appeared in 

man\. different anthologies-a repertory equal in size to the earliest editions of 

the Prilrlo libro. A small number of these madrigals also appeared in foreign 

anthologies printed by Modeme, Attainpant, Phalkse, and Le Roy and Ballard. 

This chapter will also discuss whch madrigals found their way into anthologies 

and what marketing strategies were used in selecting particular repertory and 

publishing in this format. 

Scholarly focus on anthologies has been unusually scant, particularly in 

light of the extensive literature concerning music printing generally.2 The 

problem in understanding anthologies is that they are far more diverse in 

1 For the purposes of the remainder of this study, the defirution of anthology will be very 
broad: an "anthology" is any publication, other than the five numbered books of Arcadelt 
madrigals, containing one or more pieces attributed to Arcadelt. 
2 The main studies are: Giulio M. Ongaro, "Venetian Printed Anthologies of Music in the 1560s 
and the Role of the Editor," in The Dissmimtion of Music, ed. Hans Lemeberg (Lausme: 
Gordon and Breach, 1994)' 43-69; Franco Pipemo, Gli 'Eccellentissimi musici defla citti di 
Billognn, ' con rlno studio sufl 'antologta ntadrigalistica del Cinquecmto (Florence: Olsdtki, 
2985 j, which provides a taxonomic system for various kinds of collections; and Marco Giuliani, 
" Antologie, miscellanee, edizione collettive nei secc. XVI-XVII," Nuova Rivista Musicale 
ltaliann 22 (1988): 70-76, which hvther refines Piperno's terminology. 



content than single-composer prints, they feature many different genres and 

composers, and their role in the marketplace is difficult to specify, 

The classification of anthologies is useful to consider, for they reveal some 

of the market strategies of publishers as well as the tastes of consumers. 

Anthologies can either be retrospective, consisting of previously published 

works from diverse sources, or they can be "edizione collettiva," which Ongaro 

describes as "an anthology of pieces composed conceptually as a unit, perhaps 

following a predetermined plan, which might be (but most often is not) a musical 

one."3 Ongaro describes two other categories not previously discussed, 

"probably because [they are] so  obvious:"^ anthologies described as such for 

bibliographic purposes, but which purport to be single composer prints, such as 

the Arcadelt Primo libro; and anthologies consisting of previously unpublished 

~ i e r c s  ~ s s e n b l e d  without any pre-existing plan-possibly based on whatever 

re~ertorv was a t  hand.5 Ongaro fails to give himself enough credit for detailing 

this distinction, as it recognizes, once again, that the random element 

accompanying the exigencies of doing business may play a decisive role in 

ultimatel\- dictating taste. We shall see that all of the anthologies containing 

Arcadelt works are probably of this type, and that none truly fall within the 

categories of retrospective anthologies or "edizione collettiva ." 
Appendix C gives a complete chronological list of every known anthology 

containing Arcadelt pieces and, in the case of Italian anthologies, a list of the 

pieces contained therein. The problems in compiling such a list are numerous. 

Many of the editions identified in RISM have been inaccurately described and 

must be cross-referenced with the individual catalogues of the major publishers. 
3 Ongaro, "Venetian an tho loge^^" 43. This is Ongaro's synthesis of a "characteristically 
insightful aside" by Lorenzo Bianconi in "I1 Cinquecento e il Seicento" in Letteratura italiann. 
ed .  Aiberto Asor Rosa (Torino: Einaudi, 1982-1990), 342, n. 21. 
4 Ongaro, 13. 
5 hid., 44. 



bVhile modem catalogues for Attainpant, Le Roy and Ballard, Phalese, and 

blodeme have been available for some time, those for Gardano and Scotto are of 

recent vintage, making this kind of work possible from reference sources for the 

first time. As usual, one still wades into the quagmire of conflicting attributions. 

While we can now be quite certain about who composed a particular piece, the 

question of who the consumer thought the composer was is often impossible to 

answer other than on an edition-by-edition basis. This is, however, crucial to anv 

question of reception history and reputation. 

The impetus for publishers to collect musical works into anthologies may 

have come from anthologies of Italian lyric poetry, which became popular in the 

ea rlv sixteenth century.6 Venetian printers were instrumental in both genres of 

anthology. In the years 1531 to 1550, virtually all the collections of poetry 

published in Italy came from Venice, and from 1551 to 1570, Venice was still 

producing over two thirds of all such collections.7 The fundamental distinction 

between music and poetry was that poetry collections were retrospective from 

the outset. They made available a canonical body of texts, one that was almost 

two centuries old in the case of Petrarch.8 In music, there was no such "classic" 

repertory. Even a composer such as Josquin, arguably the best known of his 

time and still the standard against whom composers were measured throughout 

the sixteenth century, lived another twenty years after his first printed works 

were published by Petrucci in 1501. 

Arcadelt's Earliest Anthology Appearances 

Arcadelt first appears in an anthology in 1532 with the publication of the 

Seczindzrs liber clim quntuor vocibus, Motteti delfiore in Lyons by Moderne. This 
-- - 

6 %id. 
7 bid., 55, n. 7 .  Ongaro was summarizing statistics presented by Amedeo Quondam in I1 naso di 
Laztra (Ferrara: IRS, Franco Cosimo Panini, 1991), 115. 
8 Ibid., 44. 



print also included motets by such contemporary luminaries as Gombert, with 

the most pieces at six, and one each by Verdelot and Willaert. This was, in fact, 

the first published work of Arcadelt in any format. The fiat anthology to include 

an Arcadelt madrigal was I1 terzo libro de . . . Verdelotto, from the Venetian press 

of Ottaviano Scotto in 1537.9 Before the printing of the Arcadelt madrigal books, 

Verdelot and Festa, with eight and three pieces respectively, were apparently the 

composers upon whom Ottaviano Scotto pinned his hopes of attracting 

purchasers. m-e only Arcadelt piece was Madonna oiml, which is present in 

several of the major Florentine manuscripts.lo How Ottaviano Scotto selected 

this work out of the surfeit of Arcadelt works circulating in manuscripts is a 

mystery, although none of the extant manuscripts in whch this piece appears 

contains an attribution.11 Modonno oim2 is a typical, mostly homorhythmic, four- 

voice setting of an anonymous text, with a single excursion outside the mode to 

the bVII, which Arcadelt uses quite frequently. Gardano included it in all three 

editions of the Arcadelt Quarto libro, making it the only madrigal from an 

anthology to appear in one of the numbered madrigal books.12 

The first anthology to feature Arcadelt's name in the title was Girolamo 

Scotto's 1540 collection, MndrignZi a qltnttro voci di  messer CZarrdio Veggio, con la 

9 RISM 1537/11. 11 terzo libro de mndrigali de Verdelotto insieme con alcuni a l tn  bellissimi 
nladrignli di  Costunza festn, e l  altn' eccellentissimi outtori (The Third Book of Madrigals of 
\*'crdelot together with some other BeautifiI Madrigals by C. Festa and other Most Excellent 
Composers), see Fenlon and Haar, 301-303. 
10 For manuscript listings, see Fenlon and Haar, 151, no. 57. 
11 The vast majority of manuxript sources do not indude attributions. Presumably the persons 
for whom these manuscripts were assembled either knew who the composers were or did not 
care. It is possible that the owners simply knew that they had a collection of the finest 
composers without knowing exactly who composed what. 
12 SeayA, W, ix, xv. Two Arcadelt madrigals from anthologies have their texts reset in the 
Quarto libro as well. 



giontn di sei altri di Arcadelth della misurn breve.13 Perhaps, after the printing of his 

first four books of madrigals in 1539, Arcadelt was now deemed famous enough 

to warrant his inclusion on the title page of an ostensible solo print by a less well- 

known composer. The dedication to this volume is by Claudio Veggio indicating 

that this is a composer-sponsored print. He states that his madrigals are 

accompanied by six of Arcadelt, "donated by the most courteous G. Scotto."ls 

The collection contains thirty-eight other compositions, probably all by Veggio.13 

Thus, the Arcadelt pieces were probably needed to fill the remaining pages of the 

collection.16 Where did Scotto get these pieces and how did he decide to include 

them in the Veggio book? Significantly, these pieces appear only in this book, 

which was never reprinted in this form. Gardano reprinted a completely 

reorganized version in 1545 in which ten works by Veggio and all six by Arcadelt 

were eliminated, thereby saving a full gathering.17 Since the eliminated Veggio 

and Arcadelt pieces came from all over the collection, Gardano selected pieces for 

removal on some basis other than just deleting the final gathering. Why did 

Gardano eliminate all the Arcadelt works? Were these pieces circulating within 

the Gardano/Scotto system and deemed unworthy of appearing in any of the 

numbered madrigal books of Arcadelt? There are no earlier concordances for 

13 RISM 1540/19. The words "with the addition of six others [madrigals] by Arcadelt in rnisttm 
brmr" refers to the genre known as black-note madrigals, variously known as misum brew, 
note-,rere, and notte nrgre. These featured the mensuration sign C rather than @, resulting 
literally in more black note heads. These are discussed in greater detail later. 
14 "donativi dal cortesissimo Hieronimo Scotto," reproduced in BSc, 248. 
15 in fact, half of the works lack attribution, but these are all on the recto side of the page. 
Boorman has shown that printers often did not include attributions on both sides of the page, 
(Boorman, "Some Non-Conflicting Attributions") and Jesse Owens believes al l  the works are by 
Veggio based on the wording of the title, the dedication, and the fact that Veggio 
commissioned the edition. Claudio Veggio Mndrignli, ed. Jesse Ann Owens (New York: 
Garland), xii. 
' 6  BSc, 247. A reasonable assumption given that the print was commissioned by Veggio, 
although we cannot rule out the possibility that Veggio wanted some other note-negre 
madrigals to accompany the four of his own in that style. 
17 RISM V1088. 



these pieces, so they appear not to have circulated in Florence in the 1530s.18 It is 

possible that they were composed after this time and had only recently come 

into the possession of Scotto. However, Gardano's unwillingness to reprint 

these pieces, and his failure to include them in any later publications suggests 

that thev were possibly not by Arcadelt.19 One wonders whether these were 

works composed "in the style of Arcadelt," by an unknown composer, possibly 

Scotto himself, with the intention of improving Veggio's salability by taking 

advantage of the popularity of Arcadelt and the new black-note genre. 

Major Anthology Sources of Arcadelt Madrigals 

Certain anthologies enjoyed great success as evidenced by numerous 

reprints. Among the more popular was Scotto's 1540 Le dottr series, which had a 

number of incarnations by Gardano and Scotto, and which, on some occasions, 

was packaged by Gardano as a Verdelot collection even though fewer than one 

quarter of the pieces were by Verdelot. Another was the black-note madrigal 

anthologies, the first of which issued from the press of Gardano in 1542 with 

twelve subsequent editions by Gardano and Scott0.20 Gardano's 1542 Primo libro 

'li mnJr-ignli d'Arcndelt n tre imi  was another very successful print with numerous 

editions. Finally, 11 prinlo libro de i madripli, di Mnistre Ihan, with seven madrigals 

by Arcadelt (and only five by Maistre Ihan), was the second largest source of 

Arcadelt madrigals outside the numbered madrigal books, although it did not 

enjoy many reprints. Each of these publications is discussed below. 

19 See Fenlon and Haar, 291. Only one piece (Mmtre gli ardenti rai) has a later concordance, in 
Gardano's 11 w r a  t x o  libro di  madrigali de diversi . . . , RISM 1549/31. 
19 Fenlon and Haar state: "Their absence from Arcadelt's five madrigal books makes one 
wonder a bit about their authentiaty, and their exclusion from Gardano's 1545 reprint of 
Veggio's book is further ground for suspicion," 291. 
20 Don Harrin, The Antltologies of Black-Note Madrigals, 5 vole. (American Institute of 
Musicology, 1978), xxi. While other collections contained some black-note madrigals, such as 
the Veggio collection just discussed, these were the first books to consist exdusively of black- 
note works. 



The Le dot te series 

This collection titled Le dofte, et eccellente compositioni de i madrigali a cinque 

goci cln diirersi perfettissirni mrrsici f~t te ,  was printed by Scotto in 1540 (see table 4).21 

It included works by Arcadelt, Barre, Festa, Willaert, Cortecda, Berchem, and 

Table 4: The Le dotte series 
(The number aiter the title Indicates the pos~tion of the piece within the colI&on) 

1540116 Le dotte, et eccellente compositioni 
de i rnadn'g~fi a cinque voci da diversi 
perfettissimi musict fa t te  (Venice: Scotto) 43 titles 
Qtral' hor m 'assal' Amore 17 
Chc pass* ro piil 18 
Notl nrai stnipre Jortuna 19 
Crlrdel' acerb' irresorabil morte 20 
lo che di giz~cr sciolto 21 
Dorrtla per amami io pill che me stesso 33 

1549132 Le dotte, e t  eccellente compositioni de i 
madrigalli di Verdelot, a cinque. . . Aggiontoui 
ancora alcuni Madtigall d'Archadelt noui & 
non iu  stampati (Venice: Gardano) 29 titles 
Sel &'in mi sernpr hrdo 15 
Cn~del 'acerba inessorabil mortc 23 
Qua1 'hor rn 'asscll 'amore 2S 
Allri che aoi so bm 29 
Perch 'a1 ~ i s o  d 'amor 30 

1541117 Le Dotte e t  eccellente corn ositioni ISSQ(RISM 1538/20)=15;19/32 Le dotte (Venice: 
de i mndrignli i Verdelo t (Venice: d r d a n o )  45 Gardano) 29 titles. 
titles 
Che pass' lo piir 18 
.Vorr nlal sen1prt9 $rt rrna 38 
St.'/ foco rn nri senipr' ~ r d o  20 (aft.  Verdelot) 
CrllLfcd' clcrrb' irl:*sorabil nrortt 39 
QIL:II ' iiur 111 ' , i s ~ l '  .-tmore 40 
10 CIIC ' t i ilii:~~ Z C I O ~ ~ O  43 
Dotrrra per ilntrlmr lo pill chr ntc sttsso U 

single contributions from less well-known composers. Scotto arranged the book 

bv composer for the first three quarters, but resorted to a more random order 

for the last quarter.= It was reprinted three times by Gardano, initially in 1541 

with the addition of two pieces, followed by two reprints in 1549 and 1554 in 

which sixteen madrigals were deletedPGardano chose to shift the emphasis of 

the book by designating it as a collection of Verdelot madrigals. In an attempt to 

group the pieces more clearly by tonal type, Gardano, as was his practice, 

substantially reorganized the contents for his 1541 reprint, adding two new 

21 RlSM 1540/18. "The Learned, and Excellent Compositions of Five-Voice Madrigals by 
Di-rrersti Most Perfect M trsicians." 
22 This pattern of high organization at the beginning of a book and a more haphazard 
conclusion is a very common one in this period and very much characterizes Gardano's attempts 
at modal organization. See particularly LG, II, chap. 14. "Ordering Within the Editions," 121- 
149. 
23 RISM 1541/17,1549/32,1554 [RISM 1538/20]. Lewis has determined that 1538/20 was 
actually printed in 1554, LG, 11, 127. 



madrigals (neither by Verdelot nor Arcadelt).24 The primary ordering is by clef, 

commencing with low clef pieces and moving to high clefs. The next layer of 

organization is by major then minor mode, with each of these subdivided 

according to system. Finally, there appears to be some attempt to keep finals 

and mode together, although this is clearly the lowest priority.= This is a 

departure from the organization of the Pn'mo libro, which Gardano rigorously 

ordered by system and f ina l3  In the two subsequent shortened editions, 

Gardano preserved the modal order although the remaining pieces were in a 

substantially different order. 

Gardano preserved some of Scotto's order, particularly by opening with 

the onlv two Willaert madrigals. While it might be peculiar to open a Verdelot 

book with three pages of labelled Willaert works, there are further anomalies in 

subsequent editions. In the 1549 edition, Gardano saved two gatherings by 

deleting sixteen madrigals, including the two added to the 1541 edition, as well as 

several bv Verdelot, Arcadelt, Festa, Corteccia, Berchem, and Imola. Of these 

composers, onlv Corteccia was completely expunged, making Gardano's criteria 

for exclusion difficult to understand.27 Even shanger, two new Arcadelt 

madrigals were added and advertised in the title as "new and unprinted Arcadelt 

rnadrigals."2s Why Gardano would eliminate some Arcadelt works only to 

replace them with others and then advertise the presence of Arcadelt in the 

collection makes his intentions and motivations difficult to divine. This edition 

24 LC, If, 127-8. 
25 LC 11, 127-8, Tablel4-5. 
26 See LG, 11, 131-132. Since the Pn'rno libro consisted almost entirely of low-def pieces, 
organization by clef was not possible. 
27 LG, I, 301. 
26 "alcuni Madrigali d'kchadelt novi et non piu stampati." See LG, I, 301. The new madrigals 
were ,.iltri C ~ E  mi SO ben and Perch'al ziso d'anror, which have no other concordances. Lewis 
states that in the 1554 edition, one of the new Arcadelt madrigals is dropped, 301. In fact, the 
Arcadelt complement remains the same in her catalogue; this is confirmed in SeayA, XI, xi- 
xii; and Fenlon and Haar, 316. Lewis' annotation must be mistaken. 



was reprinted by Gardano a last time in 1554 in a form nearly identical to the 

The black-note madrigals 

Another series from the 1540s to contain a significant Arcadelt 

contribution was the note nere, or misura breve series, first published by Gardano 

in 1542.30 Originallv titled 11 primo libro d 'i madrignli de divirsi eccellentissimi autori a 

rlli,-l[m di breve, this collection was reprinted in a variety of formats by Gardano, 

Scot to, Ottaviano Scotto, and Rampazetto at least thirteen times into the late 

1560s (see table 5). Books in this series are identifiable by common elements in 

Table 5: the "Black-Note" series 

154917 11 primo libro d'i madrigali de 
dicirsi rcccllentissirni autoti a rnisurn di  
breve (Venice: Gardano) 39 titles. 
Dn bci rultrl scrndta 5 
Q~!c*l sl ,<rg:lr dolur~ 8 
c3sr mr glclii'anlort' 9 (Xtt. in T and 8 )  
Nacv p:Jct*r c I ~ L ~  t~~*l l i  hilmutl 'illyes111 Z t j  
b'ostrg mrrct* madoritia 32 
F I ~  t t n ~ p o  gi'l 39 
1343/l? Dc diaersi nuton' il prirno libro 
d'i  rnildrignli ( V e n ~ c e :  Gardano) 39 titles. 
CQ ~ ' L * I  rattl: scctl~it*a 5 
2:tcl jr sra;'tl dolort' c/r'iu st')ltiro 8 
C"?SI XI: '~rrrort* 9 
.l'di.o p i a w  clrc trrlli htimatr ' i~lgepi i  26 
L'clst rcf rrItJrm nr~f~itlrr)ra 32 
Cot! 1 ~ ~ 1  'to 36 
F1i imirio gia 39 
1546/15 1 yrirno libro d'i rnrtdrigali de 
dirersi tlutori a misrtra di  breve 
(Venice: Gardano) 38 titles 
COSI n:i pid'nnorr. 6 
Q l ~ t ~ l  si sr3iYc dolort 24 
Do br: rnmi sccr:dea doicc 26 
Mocw pincer cite nelli h~lnian 'irlg.eg~~i 32 
1517113 11 primo libro di  madngali d i  
diversi eccel1entissimi autori a misura 
d i  breve (Venice: 0. Scotto) ? t~tles 
DJ bei runri scertden 3 
Qilrl si graTe doiurtl 6 
Cosi mi guid'amore 7 
N I ~ O V O  placer clre negl 'hunran 'ingcgni 24 
Vustra merce madorrtia 30 
Con lei jiss 'io 34 
Ft i  tempo gin 37 

1548/6=1546/15 
1550/15=1546/15 I1 primo libro d'i madrigali 
a quatro Voci, de diversi auton' a Notte  negre 
(Venice: Scotto) 
1552/17=1546115 De diversi autori, I1 primo 
libro d'i madri al i  a ?lute ne e (Venice: Gardano) 
1552/16=1516h5 (Venice: g t t o )  
1557116=1546115 0 4  diversi autori i f  primo libro 
de madri a f i  a quatro voci a note negre 
(Venice: Earciano) 
1558/11=1546/15 11 primo libro de madrigali, 
a quatro zloci de divmsi  autori a notte negre 
Nenice: Scotto) 
Cusi mi gltid 'amore 6 
Qtiel si grme dolore 24 
Da bei rumi scendfa 26 
Nozro piacer che nelli htrman 'ingegni (att. Berchem) 
156019 =1546115 De diversi autori i f  primo 
libro de madrigali a quatro voci a note negre 
(Venice: Gardano) 
1563/8a=1546/15, De diaersi auton' il primo 
libro de madrigali a quatro voci a note negre 
(Venice: Rampazetto) 
1567114 11 pnmo libro de madri ali de diversi 
autori a notte negre a quarto ( enice: Scotto) 25 
titles 

f 
Cosi mi guid'amore 6 
Quel si grave doiore 23 
Da bei rami scenden 25 

29 LG, 11, 128. 
30 RISM 1542,' 17. 



their titles, usuallv an indication that the book is the prim0 libro, plus one of the 

"black-note" indications, and by a core of twenty-one madrigals appearing in 

every edition, including three by Arcadelt: Da bei rami scendea, Qlrel si grave dolore 

ch 'io sentiro, and Cosi nzi gzlid'amore. Subsequent editions varied substantially in 

their contents. For example, in his 1543 edition, Gardano exchanged three 

madrigals, whle in 1546 he dropped eleven works whch were replaced by ten 

others, and so on.31 

-4 Second and Third book were issued in the rnisura breve series by 

Gardano and Scotto. The first was the Secondo libro printed by Gardano in 

1513.32 This collection relied heavily upon Gero (14 works) with Corteccia, the 

next most represented composer (4 works). Per folti boschi and I corali e le p e r k  

are both attributed to Arcadelt. Vnghi pensieri che cosi passo is not attributed, but it 

immediatelv follows Per folti boschi. If it is on the same page as Per folti boschi, 

then, following the reasoning of Boorman, it would be by Arcadelt as well.33 

Sibmificantly, Vnglli perlsieri clle cosi passo appears in two of the main Arcadelt 

manuscript sources+l and in his T e r z o  libro (RISM 1541 / 11) which, if this is the 

same setting, would make this a rare occasion where a piece originally published 

in a numbered madrigal book was included in an anthology. 

The trrro libro books of Gardano and Scotto of 1549 were the third in the 

rtzisllro bret-e series and may be indicative of a period of disharmony between 

31 The particulars are set forth in LG, 1,352-3. 
32 RISM 1543.1'18: 11 secondo libro de li mndrigali dr diversi eccelentissimi autori a miszrra d i  
b r e x .  
33 Boorman, "Non-Conflicting Attributions." BSc and LG do not indicate what folios pieces are 
on, al though BSc, clearly in response to Boorman, does indicate when a piece is the second of 
three on an opening. Perfolti boschi is one of Arcadelt's shorter pieces, so it may well have been 
followed b y  another. However ,  1 cornli e le perle is one of his longer pieces. Einstein doubts, on 
stylistic grounds,  that Per folti boschi is  by Arcadelt, (Italian Madrigal, 400) and 1 corali e le 
perk is claimed by Corteccia in the 1544 and 1547 editions of his Libro primo. Thus Vaghi 
pe~zsieri clre cosi passo may actually be the only Arcadelt piece in the collection. 
34 MS Basevi 2495 (Strozzi partbooks), Venice MS B 32. 



Gardano and Scotto. Scotto's Libro ferzo de d.[izlersi]35 wds followed closely by 

Gardano's 11 zero terzo libro iii mndrignli de diversi.36 These two collections have no 

works in common, hence Gardano's insistence that this is the "vero" (true) terzo 

libro. Perhaps Gardano was upset at Scotto for usurping his miszlra breve series37 

With the possible exception of Vaglzi pe~rsieri che cosi passo, none of the Arcadelt 

pieces in the ~ ~ C O I I ~ O  and terzo libri have concordances elsewhere, suggesting that 

these might be new pieces by Arcadelt, composed while in the employ of the 

Papal Chapel in the 1540s. 

The hIr?dricnli. . . a tre 

Gardano's 1542 Primo Iibro di nlndrignli d8Arcndelt n tre mci ,  insieme aktlni di 

Collst. Frstn (see Table 6) is the only named Arcadelt book other than the five 

numbered madrigal books.38 It is, however, clearly an anthology as Arcadelt 

composed only six pieces out of thirty.39 This collection is unusual for Gardano 

because it freely mixes genres: there are madrigals by Arcadelt and Festa, 

co~trorte finrlcrsr by some of the most heavily anthologized composers in France 

such as Sermis~7, Jacotin, and Certon, and motets by Lheretier, Mathias, Courtois, 

PvIoulu, and Jacotin. It must have been popular enough to justify Gardano's 

reprinting it  a year later, although without the Festa madrigals and with the 

addition of further sacred works and chansons. Gardano's last edition, with 

slight modifications, appeared in 15599  

Gardano produced a second book of three-voice madrigals in 1551, the 

35 RIShI 1549 / 30. 
36 MSM 1549/31. 
37 BSc, 402. This is one of the few pieces of evidence that Gardano and Scotto may have had a 
testy side to their relationship. 
38 RIShl 1542/ 18. 
39 Che piece, Dornrendo rln Qiorno is said by LG, I, 331 to be unattributed in 1542118, whereas 
Seay.4, 11, xv, cIaims that it is attributed to -4rcadelt. It would seem that Gardano believed it 
to be bv Arcadelt because he groups the Arcadelt pieces at the begmning, and Domzrndo un 
gionla is the fourth out of six. 
40 RISM 1559/21. 



M~ldrignli R tre aoci cle distersi.4l This was derived from a core of twenty-one 

madrigals by various composers, including Arcadeit's Tempo verr'anchor forse, to 

which Gardano added six madrigals taken from a 1549 collection by Scotto.42 The 

twenty-one madrigals in Gardano's possession, including the Arcadelt piece, had 

not been previously published, and only one has a manuscript concordance 

(Ferro's Vel ptio giumr).  Thus Gardano must have only recently acquired these 

pieces, presumably by the same channels through which he acquired new music 

from the outset of his career. This collection proved to be Gardano's most 

enduring anthology, reprinted by him in 1555,1561, and 1569, with another 

edition bv blerulo in 1569, and, finally, one by Gardano's son, Angelo, in 1597.43 

Table 6 :  Mndrigaii. . . rl tre group 

15-12/18 Prittlo libro di madrigali d 'Arcadel t 
a trr* zroci, insieme nlcrrni di Const. Festa 
(Venice, Gardanr)) 
Gra:.! perre it1 irntor 1 
fjlgi;i>:1>~1~1 d n i o r  2 
Cdnr~. .fL1trlra poss ' lo 3 
Dorn!t*r!dcl i i t r  grovro 4 - . .  
5 1 ~ 1  ; * I  ;7t1tts551 d1rt1 5 
\'a; trti ~ L I J I L * S ! :  111 ~ L I L ' O  6 
1543121 = 1542; 18 
If 51/10 .Vlladrigali a trc voci de iiiversi 
ecccllett tisstrni t r r r  ton. . . libro pritno 
r i'ernlce: Gardano) 
TL*T!I;?~~ ;wr  'orrcor f i~rsc 24 
Gardnno reprints: 15.55/28, 2561/11, 
1569 1'22; l lerulc~ 1569/23, 
.A. Gardano 1557j16. 
1559120 Madrigali a tre voci de diuersi 
rrcellctrtissimi auttori.. . Con la nuovu Gionta 
d u lcutri Matfrigali d 'Arcitadelt a tre voci, 

c~rsi itz diuersi libri (Venice: Scotto) 
%mFc :~err 'andror .forse 13 
Cm;lt* yrtr 1 1 1  anror 26 
Ingitistrssnr 'anror (no att.) 27 
Conre dottrta poss 'rc, 28 
Donrle~rLi 'trtr Srarrr 'a bara 29 
S'rc l  c7i  yotrssl drrr 30 

1559121 11 primo libro di madrigali D'Archadelt 
a tre voci (Venice: Gardano) 30 titles. 
Graai pene in amor 1 
Ingrrlstissim 'Amor  perct~e 2 
Conrt. donna poss'io 3 
Domendo un gtomo 3 (anon) 
S 'io v i  potessi dire 5 
Voi nu poncst 'in foco 6 
1566127=1542/18+1551/10 Musica libro 
primo a tre voci di Adrian Wigliar, Cipriano de Rore, 
Archadelt, fhan Gero. . . . (Venice: Scotto) 
Graoi perre in amor 4 
Ingrrls t issim 'amor 5 
Conre donna poss'io 6 
Dorrnend'ltlt giorn'a 7 (anon, att. Arcadelt in 1559/20) 
S 'ia zti potessr dire 8 
C'oi nti ponesti in  foco 9 
Tenrpo verr'uncor forse 11 

In 1559 Scotto produced a hybrid version of Gardano's 1551/10 by 

41 RISM 1551 / 10: ~ ~ i r s n l i  a tre uoci de dizvrsi eccelirn tissimi ne tori. . . libro p h o .  
42 The Scotto publication was RISM 1549/34, Tiburtino's Fantesie e t  receclran' a tre uoci. See 
BSc, 404. 
43 RISM 15555/28,1561/11,1569/22,1569/23 (Merulo), 1597/16 (Angelo Gardano). 



merging it with five of the six Arcadelt madrigals from 1542/18, the original 

Gardano collection of three-voice madrigals. Scotto reprinted this hybrid 

collection with minor alterations in 1566, now with all six Arcadelt pieces from 

1542/18.+r Thus Gardano and Scotto were continually taking portions of each 

other's publications and making further hybrids for over a generation. Scotto 

appears to have wished to maximize the Arcadelt contribution to his three-voice 

anthologies, and he advertises the additional Arcadelt pieces in the title of 

1559/20, whereas Gardano was less so inclined. While the three-voice format 

was verv popular, judging by the number and longevity of such collections, it 

was a genre to which Arcadelt contributed little. The hybrid Scotto editions 

contained Arcadelt's complete three-voice output. The madrigals a ire are 

among the most illustrative of how seemingly diverse collections with different 

titles were often derived from one or two parent publications; and despite the 

confusion, what we see is this repertory being controlled by Gardano and Scotto, 

who, in spite of their probable differences, were at least mutually tolerant to a 

degree equalling collusion. 

h4iscellaneotis Collections 

The Pr im libro. . . di Mnistre 1Ilnn was clearly an anthology, with more 

madrigals by Arcadelt (7) than Maistre Jan (5)) and just as many (5) by Festa.45 In 

all, nine named composers were present in this volume. This publication is 

actually the second major source for Arcadelt madrigals outside the numbered 

madrigal books and the Le dotte series. Of the seven madrigals attributed to 

44 IUSM 1559/20: Madrigali a tre voci de divmsi eccellentissirni auttori. . . Con la nuova Gionta 
d 'alctr ni Mndrigali d 'Archadel t a tre voci; 1566/27: Mtrsica libro primo a tre zloo' di Adrian 
Wigliar, Cipriano de Rore, Archadell, Ihan Gero. . . . This series has caused great confusion in 
the secondary Literature. LG lists these as later editions of Gardano's 1551/10 and fails to 
mention that they are partially derived from lW/18 (LG U, 214), nor does BSc recognize them 
as hybrids (BSc, 530, 701-3). whiie SeayA,VII, xiv, describes their contents as "=1551/10" 
thereby excluding the six Arcadelt pieces from 1542/18. 
6 RISM 1W1/15. 



Arcadelt, only two have concordances elsewhere, none of which are from other 

publications.46 There are no surviving second editions of this print, although 

Fetis does list a 1564 edition.47 

The last anthology to contain a significant number of new Arcadelt 

madrigals was GardanoJs 1554 collection of white-note madrigals.48 The four 

Arcadelt works in this collection have no previous concordances, suggesting that 

these were new pieces. However, by 1554, Arcadelt had permanently relocated 

to France, thus it is curious that so many new pieces should surface this late. The 

collection is atvpical for Gardano. Of the thirty pieces, half are unattributed, and 

Arcadelt is the majority composer at a mere four pieces, followed by Ferrabosco 

and Bodeo with two each. No composers are listed in the title page and the 

absence of a dedication suggests that it was an independent venture by Gardano. 

He probablv had little success with this publication as there were no further 

editions.49 

Minor Anthology Sources of Arcadelt Madrigals 

1541 rigas a busy vear for Gardano. He reprinted the first four Arcadelt 

madrigal books as well as solo books by Castellino, Passetto, and Gombert. Six 

other madrigal collections were published listing as the main composer Maistre 

Jan, Gero (with other works by "Adriano" and Festa), Festa (with works by 

Gero), and three by Verdelot, all of which include "other composers."5o With the 

exception of Arcadelt's Primo and Secondo libro, and the three solo prints, the 

-'"LC, I. 276-279. These pieces are found in Brussels, Bibliotheque du Conservatoire Royal de 
Musique, MS 27731. Three other pieces from this collection are also found in MS 27731. One of 
the Arcadelt pieces is attributed to Layolle in Cinqlcnntrr canzoni, n quatro voci (Lyons: 
Modeme, ad. ) .  
47 Franqois Fetis, Biographir universelle des mrrsicims et bibliographic genlral de la rnusiqtre 
(Paris: Libraire de Firmin Didot, 1878-80), vol. 2, 464, cited in LG, I, 277. 
48 RISM 1554/28: De diversi autori ii qlrarto libro de madrigali a qzutro iloci a note bianche. 
LG, 11, 296-7. 
49 LG, 11, 66. Lewis describes the collection as "motley." 
50 LG. I, see the complete listings for 1541,255-330. 



remainder were anthologies to some extent. 

Gardano's three Verdelot publications from 1511 include a total of eleven 

-4rcadelt madrigals, seven from 1541 /17 of the Le dotte series (see Table I), and 

two each from Verdelotna pirr diirinn . . . n 6,  and Di Verdelot tutt i  li madrigali . . . n 

4.51 These three books were an attempt by Gardano to publish the complete 

works of Verdelot, even though only the latter collection contained a majority of 

Verdelot pieces. It is not clear how Gardano decided between issuing single- 

composer prints with attributions for each piece, single-composer prints without 

attributions (which implied that every piece was by the named composer), or 

anthologies which purported to feature a composer who was, in fact, less 

represented than some of the other unnamed "excel1ent" composers. 

Another important group of anthologies was the Muse series.52 Gardano 

and Scotto published several volumes of Libri delle Mitse, but Arcadelt appears in 

onlv two: 1) 11 privro libro cir le Ml ise n 5 . . . ; and 2) Mndrignli Ariosi . . . Libro prinro 

LfclL~ ?vIirse n 4. The only Arcadelt piece in the Primo libro de le Muse is a setting of 

all five verses of Petrarch's canzone Chinrefiesdl'e Jolci ~cqrie.53 The fourth part 

or' the canzone is Da bei rnnri scertdm, Arcadelt's most frequently anthologized 

madrigal, first appearing in 1542 in the very popular U prinlo libro. . . a rniszirn di 

brei~<. The M~~iiregnli Ariosi was based on another Barre collection to which 

Gardano added the Arcadelt madrigal Laer grnunto e I'importlina nebbia.3 

What is clear from the Gardano and Scotto anthologies containing 

51 1541/16: VrrdrlotRa pic[ diujna, et piu belh musica. che se rrdisse giamai delli presenti 
nmdrignli, n sei; 1341 / 18: Di Vrrdelot tu t t i  li rnadrigali del prirno et second0 libro, a quatro 
joci. Ardea tzctt 'a rtoi pressofrom 1541/18 is in MSS Mag1 MX, see Fenlon and Haar, 165. 
52 Originally inspired by Antonio Barre's 11 prim0 libro delle muse a cinatte voci de diversi 
(~orne'1555). ~ a i d a n o  Ad Barn each an edition in 1555,kottb in 1561: RISM 
1555/3,1555/26,1561/8. 
53 This was Arcadelt's only multi-part madrigal, see Howard Mayer Brown, "Vincenzo 
Galilei," 158. 
54 There is no earlier concordance for this piece, suggesting that Gardano had only recently 
received it. The Madrrgnli Ariosi went through at least ten substantial revisions to the 1580s. 



Arcadelt works is that neither editor was reproducing works from the numbered 

madrigal books. Furthermore, with only a very few exceptions, madrigals 

removed from anthologies by Gardano did not find their way into the 

extensively revised later editions of the numbered madrigal books, and when 

they did, it was in the much less frequently reprinted Quinto libro rather than 

proven sellers like the Primo libro. It appears that Gardano and Scotto were 

trying to comprehensively cover the Arcadelt market with as little duplication 

between publications as possible, making these anthologies more of a catch-all 

genre than collections of sure-selling "chestnuts." In fact, far from being 

collections of hits, many of these books appear to have been marketed by 

including the name of a popular composer on the title page even though he 

might be represented by very few pieces in the book. 

One of the few occasions when pieces from the numbered madrigal books 

were included in an anthology was Scotto's 1567 publication Sccondo libro. . . notte 

r1~xve.35 This edition of the Secorzdo libro owed only its name to the earlier 

Gardano Srco~zdo libro and was nothing more than the pieces left out of Scotto's 

136: abridged version of the Prinro libro. . . notte nere plus pieces from the 

numbered Arcadelt madrigal books. Amorosettojore, Dolce rime legpadre, and Hor 

trryll 'llns?rnr~ 'i miei were taken from Gardano's 1544 edition of Arcadelt's Qzlinto 

libro (as was a piece by Naich), Si gmnd't? la pieti from the 1541 Qtlarto libro, and 

Dell firggite o lnortali from Gardano's 1539 l7 gero secondo libro. 

Retrospective Anthologies 

Retrospective anthologies were defined earlier as those containing 

previously published works from diverse sources. Given that definition, it is 

generally true that Arcadelt does not appear in Italian retrospective anthologies. 

55 Secondo libro de rnadrigali de diz7ersi autori o notte negre a quatro uoci, RISM 1567/15. See 
BSC, 723-724. 



The exceptions to this, which were discussed earlier, are sufficiently rare, and the 

pieces sufficiently obscure, to be deemed inconsequential. None of the large 

collections discussed so far are "retrospective" other than in the sense that a few 

were subject to long-term reprinting. 

Retrospective anthologies began appearing in the late 1560s. Examples 

are La rlet tn di tiitta la mrlsicrz irltitolntn Corona, published in Venice by Zuan 

Jacomo Zorzi and including previous1 y published works by Rore, W illaert, della 

Viola, and Berchem, among others, and Angelo Gardano's Mtlsicn de xii autori.56 

This genre of publication does not seem to be very widespread-and, in any 

event, Arcadelt madrigals virtually disappear from the Italian presses after 1567, 

with the singular exception of the Primo libro. One obvious reason for this is the 

deaths of Arcadelt in 1568, Gardano in 1569, and Scotto in 1572. Thus with the 

death of this trio, we see the end of prints of Arcadelt in Italy. 

French Anthologies 

French music publishers employed the anthology format almost 

esclusivelv for their secular collections. Chansons were likely to appear in 

numerous different prints by different publishers, or in a variety of collections by 

the same publisher. From their outset in the 1530s, French publishers were 

already releasing collections of older repertory alongside contemporary works. 

They tended not to print volumes devoted to single composers. A typical title is 

that in which we find the first print of an Arcadelt chanson: Tiers livre contenant 

xsx. Qznnsons vieilles esleltes de plusiers livres by Attaingnant in March 1538.57 Out 

of thirty compositions by sixteen composers, no. 17 is Voulant arnozir by 

"Harchadel." All the major French publishers, beginning with Attaingnant in 

Paris, the inventor of single-impression music printing, and Jacques Modeme in 
56 RISM 1569/20, 1576/5. Cited in Haar, Itukzn Poetry, 130. Ongaro, "Venetian Anthologies," 

7 

discusses 1569/20, passim. 
57 RISM 1537/4. "'Third Book of 30 old (venerable) chansons from various books." 



Lyons, issued numbered series containing around thirty or forty pieces. By mid- 

century, the Parisian firm of Le Roy and Ballard began to publish the same kind 

of collections, and in the 1570s, Phalkse of Louvain, and later Antwerp, began 

publishing very large collections ranging from fifty to over one hundred pieces. 

There were usually only one or two Arcadelt chansons in French 

collections until 1553 when Le Roy and Ballard published eight new Arcadelt 

chansons in the Tiers liivre. . . n trois and Quart liore de chansons . . . a qziatre.58 In 

1554, Le Roy and Ballard published the Tiers livre . . . nol~vellernent containing a 

further sixteen new Arcadelt works.59 This is shortly after Arcadelt had returned 

permanentlv to France. Le Roy and Ballard added Arcadelt's name to the title of 

the Tiers lime. . . nollzlellenlrnt in the 1561 reprint. However, only five chansons 

from the 1554 edition were in the 1561 version, along with four from earlier 

publications bv Attaingnant and du Chemin and seven new chansons. Thus, as 

was the! case with the Italian printers, French publishers also exercised a high 

lei-el of discretion in organizing the contents of their prints. Arcadelt continued 

to provide new chansons up to his death in 1568. 

The vast majority of prints containing Arcadelt chansons were published 

in Paris by Le Rov and Ballard, the "King's Printers."6o The first print by Le Roy 

and Ballard to include Arcadelt chansons was printed in 1553. After this, only 

five other prints were issued by any other firms, three by du Chemin and two 

by R. Granjon of Lyons. The remaining sixty-three were by Le Roy and Ballard. 

Since French printers were largely at liberty to reprint whichever 

chansons they wished, their reprint rate is an accurate measure of their 
58 NSM 1553/22,1553/23. 
59 RISM 1554/27. There are approximately equal numbers of three- and four-voice pieces, 
including one with an Italian text, La pastorella mia, which was one of the most frequently 
intabulated Arcadelt works: see chap.-3. 

* d 

A 

60 Arcadelt was in the employ of the French Royal Court. Le Roy and Ballard described 
themselves variously as "Regis Typographos" or "Imprimeurs du Roy," i.e. "the King's 
Printers." They enjoyed a monopoly on printing the works of composers at court. 



popularitv.61 Clearly, Au temps heureux enjoyed a certain popularity, with nine 

appearances in a variety of chansonnier by Attaingnant, du  Chemin, and Le Roy 

and Ballard. It was published first by Attaingnant in hs 1539 Sixiesnle livre . . . 

clznnson nori~~elles. Its appearance in du Chemin's 1549 Second livre dzi Recweil . . . 

chnrlson nntiqlies and his 1551 Second livre dzi Recueil . . . anciennes suggests that 

this piece, only ten years old in 1549, had already achieved the status of an 

"ancient" chanson.62 It was the only Arcadelt work in these collections. Au temps 

lleurerrs was also the sole Arcadelt contribution to Le Roy and Ballard's 1554 

Prrnr irr reczleil tie dznn~ons and their 1561 (reprinted 1567) Premier reczieil des 

Another frequentlv intabulated piece was La pastorelln mia, first printed in 

1554 in Le Roy and Ballard's Tiers livre. Since it appears in only two other prints, 

its popular it^ as ;I model for intabulation cannot be explained by an extensive 

publication history. Perhaps its status as an Arcadelt "madrigal," in spite of its 

over~vhelming chansonesque character, contributed to its no torietv. If so, this 

might suggest that Arcadelt's fame in France extended beyond his reputation as 

a composer of chansons and recognized his stature as a madrigalist. 

The repertorv of the secular French publications was almost entirelv 

French chansons-only approximately ten percent of the titles in these collections 

were Ita 1ian.M The only two Arcadelt madrigals to appear in French anthologies 

were Ln pastorelln min, and the ubiquitous Qlmnd'io pens' a1 martire, which was 

published once in 1564 in Le Roy and Ballard's Second recueil des recueils.65 

bl This is not the case for madrigals published in Italy, which were either part of the 
anthology repertory or were tied to a particular madrigal book. Recall that 11 bianco e dolce 
cigtzu and Qlia?zdfio pens' a1 martire were only published as part of Arcadelt's Pn'rno libro. 
62 RiSM 1549/28,1551/6. 
63 RlSM 154/ 25,1561 /7,1567/ 12. 
6-i This was calculated by comparing the number of pages of Italian incipits with those of 
French pieces in the Le Roy & Ballard, Attaingnant, and Phalese catalogues. 
65 RISM 1564/ 1 2  It was the only madrigal among eighteen chansons. 



Graphs 6 and 7 show the rate at which anthologies containing madrigals 

and chansons were produced. Arcadelt's representation in Italian collections is 

abruptlv interrupted around 1567, the year before his death. The only 

exceptions are two reprints of one of the Muse books (Venice, 1582, ISM), 

containing a single Arcadelt madrigal, and a final edition of the Primo libro . . . 
~f ' A  l . ihohl t n t re (Venice, 1587) .66 
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In France, Arcadelt continues to be well represented for another decade, 

reflecting his status as a contemporary composer. Recall that many of the 

chansons anthologized in the 1570s had been composed in the 1560s, making 

them equivalent in vintage to Arcadelt madrigals composed around 1545, the 

eh Venetian printers also issued four reprints of Arcadelt's Primo libro in the 1580s. but the rate 
ot reprints of the Phro libro is steady at about three or four per decade from the 1560s to the 
1590s. thus there seems to be no particular correlation between publication rates of the Primo 
Iibro and anthologies. 



vear of the Qziinto Iibro, and appearing in anthologies in the mid-1550s. In the 

decade from 1550 to 1559, an average of around two (1.8) publications per 

year contained Arcadelt madrigals. However, in France, an average of over two 

(2.4) chanson anthologies included Arcadelt works between 1570 and 1580. 

Furthermore, Arcadelt disappears from Italian anthologies for fourteen years 

before making a small reappearance in the 1580s with three publications, two of 

which were from the Madrigali ariosi, originally published in 1557, and a reprint 

by the heirs of Scotto of the Prinzo Iibro di rnadrignli dfArchade2t a tre, originally 

published in 1513. French anthologies, in contrast, continue until 1609, with a 

total of eleven publications between 1580 and 1609. The majority of these, 

however, were published by the heirs of Phalese and contained only a single 

Xrcadelt piece5 

In Italy, Arcadelt was anthologized quite heavily until 1555, a few years 

after leaving for France. There were nineteen books in the ten years from 1546 

to 1553, twelve in the next decade and three in the next sixteen years. We have 

seen that the repertory in these anthologies was drawn from sources other than 

the numbered madrigal books and were almost exclusively in the control of 

Gardano and Scotto. It would appear that the status of Arcadelt as a long-term 

classic composer was not a result of his anthologization. In France, his printing 

history was exclusively restricted to antho1ogies.a The almost total absence of 

Arcadelt madrigals in the French anthologies suggests that this was not a 

popular repertory, and given the propensity of firms such as Phalese to pirate 

works for their large collections, it appears that Arcadelt was marketed more as 

a contemporary composer than a classic one. Even the older chansons were not 

67 ?here are no catalogues for these publications nor modem editions. It is therefore not possible 
to determine from reference sources what those pieces are. 
68 Le Roy and Ballard issued a few books which were comprised mostly of Arcadelt chansons, 
but they were marketed as anthologies with only a few exceptions in the 1560s and 1570s. 



heavilv represented in the later French anthologies, which were much more 

inclined to reprinting more recent works. The only exceptions to this might be 

Au temps heurerrx, and the single version of Quand'io pens' a1 martire, which, when 

considered with their rates of intabulation, may represent the Arcadelt "canon" 

in France. 

There is scant evidence of Arcadelt being anthologized outside Italv and 

France. The Seav edition and RISM, do not list any collections outside these two 

countries. Haar has suggested that the popularity of II bianco e dolce cigno is 

demonstrated by its appearance in "northern anthologies," but these are not 

readily found.69 

The question is not the role played by anthologies in the classicization of 

Arcadelt, but rather the role of the classicization of Arcadelt in the sale of 

anthologies. In both Italy and France, we have seen Arcadelt's name added to 

reprints of collections containing substantial numbers of his works. These 

publishers, who had monopolies on Arcadelt's works in their respective 

countries, seemed to be cashing in on his reputation-a reputation that, at least in 

Italv, hinged primarily on the consistent popularity of the Primo libro. W e  d o  not 

know how popular the Prinlo libro was in France, but the fact remains that the 

onlv Arcadelt madrigal reprinted there, and the majority of intabulations 

published in France, were drawn from the Primo libro. Conversely, what was the 

impact in Italy of his continuing French career? The absence of his chansons, and 

the small number of intabulations of chansons, in Italian publications suggests 

that Arcadelt's French sojourn, and the insular French tradition, had little impact 

upon the evolution of Arcadelt's reputation in Italy. 

69 Professor Haar was unable to recall where he had found these sources (personal 
cornmunica tion). 



Conclusion 

Many scholars are uncomfortable with the idea that the "culture industry" 

exists in art rnusic.1 That it might stretch back as far as the second generation of 

music printing requires a reconsideration of the interplay of aesthetics and 

economics in the evolution of musical style. The impact of economics on music 

printing (Chapter Two) has only been assiduously investigated by Jane Bernstein 

in the 1980s and 90s. However, as early as 1954 Thurston Dart wrote that the 

music printer "exercised a dominating influence on musical taste. He did not 

follow it, he created it."'- 

Elizabeth Eisenstein, while not addressing issues of music printing, has 

argued that one of the major impacts of printing was to give scholars access to a 

greater range of knowledge, making them less inclined to gloss endlessly on the 

few available ancient or local texts. Music printing had a similar impact. Music 

consumers were exposed to greater variety, with supply-and-demand dictating 

which books were reprinted. Venetian music printers were very aware of what 

was profitable and were careful to ensure that a steady supply of such works 

remained available. For large publishers like Gardano and Scotto, sure-sellers 

such as Arcadelt's Primo [ibro were the backbone of their business. Regardless 

whether printers create taste, as Dart has suggested, or respond to it, the market 

ultimatelv decides which composers become classic. 

Arcadelt's longevity can be largely ascribed to the popularity of his Primo 

Iibro di madrignli a quarto which was published in m-e igh t  editions (all Italian) 

between 1538 and 1654, surviving a full generation after the decline of the 

1 Ivo Supicic, "Early Forms of Musical 'Mass' Culture," in Music in the Classic Em: Essays in 
Horror of Bnrry S. Brook, ed. Allan Atlas, 249-257 (New York: Pendragon, 1985), 250. 
2 Thurston Dart, "Renaissance Music: Some Urgent Tasks for Scholars," Rmissance Nrus 
(Autumn, 1954): 84. 



po l \~hon ic  madrigal and Italian music printing in the 1620s.3 The success of this 

book has been relentlessly ascribed to the popularity of a single piece, I2 binnco e 

dolce cigno, but the data from intabulation rates (Chapter Three) indicates that 

this is too simple an explanation. Several pieces from the Primo Iibro appear to 

have been very popular and must have collectively assured its continual 

reprinting. Gardano likely chose for hs first edition of the Primo libro those 

pieces which he, or his agents, knew to be the most popular among the 

Florentine and Roman elite. This is supported by the fact that the pieces which 

were most frequentlv intabulated survived the reduction of the Primo libro from 

sixty to twentv-nine pieces through the course of its republication. 

The notion of "anthology" (Chapter Four) must be understood 

regionallv. In Italv, anthologies printed before the 1560s tended to be comprised 

of cvorks not found in the single-composer prints. While printers exercised 

considerable discretion in the exact contents from edition to edition, there was 

usuallv a stable core of madrigals which made each anthology discrete. There 

was virtuallv no exchange of repertory between the numbered Arcadelt 

madrigal books and anthologies containing Arcadelt madrigals. Thus, despite 

the common observation that Arcadelt's most popular works were frequently 

anthologized, in Italy this was not the case. In France, anthologies were the main 

vehicle for publication, and their contents were quite variable, often combining 

new works with older ones. Certain Arcadelt chansons were regularly 

anthologized, but these were virtually unknown in Italy, judging from 

booksellers' inventories and the contents of Italian anthologies. 

The classicization of Arcadelt was a complex blend of economics and 

aesthetics, the former comprising a good deal of chance. Marketing, after all, is 

3 Lorenzo Bianconi, Music in the  Sezrenteenth Century, trans. David Bryant (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1987),28. This was a result of the economic downturn occasioned 
by the start oi the Thirty Years War in 1618. 



not a science. Arcadeii's lack of involvement in the printing of his books 

(possibly a result of his simply not being in Venice) reduced the printer's 

overhead. Nonetheless, his early popularity in Florence is testimony to his skill 

as a composer. He was fashionable in the most prestigious circles and reflected 

the humanism of his age in setting verses of Bembo, Petrarch, Lorenzino de' 

Medici, and Michelangelo. The Strozzi correspondence confirms how eagerly 

sought his works were in the years directly preceding Gardano's first edition of 

the Prinzo libro. 

The question remains: why, out of numerous contemporaries did 

Arcadelt rise to such prominence in the market? The answer likely hinges on 

qualitv. Simplv put, Arcadelt was better at his craft than most of his 

contemporaries. "The style of the early madrigal composers is strikingly 

uniform . . . . Arcadelt stands out not because he wrote much differently from 

the others but because he wrote much better . . ."4 Arcadelt's slull was 

manifested in the following: his naturalness, his melodic sense, not just in the 

soprano, but in all voices, well-balanced phrases and judicious use of rests, 

excellent choral writing showing a great command of the timbral qualities of 

different voice parts, and tasteful balance between homorhythm and more 

contrapuntal textures-all dedicated to the purpose of expressing the text. The 

widespread view that Arcadelt's madrigals were primarily homorhythmic is 

patently untrue. While the declamation of the text is mostly chordal, the 

partitioning of the text is handled with great flexibility. 

The tendency to relegate popular Renaissance composers to a didactic role 

comes from the traditional view of the evolution of musical style to ever higher 

forms. However, Carter has shown that older music by Arcadelt and his 

4 Everett B. Helm, "The Beginnings of the Italian Madrigal and the Works of Arcadelt," 
(Ph-D. diss., Harvard University, 1939), v-vi. 



contemporaries comprised the bulk of the market in small Florentine shops in 

the late sixteenth century, and that the purchasers ranged from customs clerks to 

the organist of the great Florentine cathedral S. Maria Novella. While 

documentary evidence of book retailing is rare, this raises interesting questions 

about what the average music consumer was buying, and, indeed, who the 

average music consumer was. 

Perhaps more important than determining precisely how Arcadelt was 

classicized is the mere recognition that this indeed took place. It is possible to 

 view the revival of older repertory as something other than music for amateurs 

or as a stepping stone for young composers. This is reminiscent of the outdated 

embrvological notion that developing humans pass through stages which 

recapitulate "lower" forms of life. There is considerable evidence that old and 

new repertories existed side-by-side, and that much of this older music was 

considered aesthetically worthy. Older, classic repertory was likely used as direct 

inspiration for newer works, as a style to be emulated as closely as a composer 

man\. . vears . removed was able. Just as modem pop musicians try to capture the 

stvle and "sound" of classic rock bands from the 1960s, the result is invariablv a 

contemporary work "informed" by the past, often accompanied by the 

obsen-ation that "they don't write them like they used to." Thus, for example, 

the paradigmatic view that word-painting arose during the period of Cipriano 

(ca. 1530s) is no longer necessary to preserve the ontogeny of the madrigal and 

permits us to acknowledge that Arcadelt and Verdelot regularly engaged in such 

madrigalisms without forcing us to "shift" our paradigm. 

The problem of the transformation from contemporary to classic is much 

less problematic viewed in the context of revival. Such revival may well occur 

from generation to generation in cycles of twenty or thirty years, perhaps in 



periods where consumers and performers horn different generations are able to 

enjoy the same music. This kind of short-term revival may be one of the crucial 

elements in the evolution of musical style and is distinct from longer-term 

historical revival, as with Bach in the nineteenth century. The late madrigalists 

are often described as Mannerists, and the relatively low reprint rates they 

experienced may indicate that they represented a much more localized, courtly 

tradition, heard by few, performed by fewer. The calamity of the early 1600s 

perhaps prevented these works from assuming their position as classic works 

until the scholarly madrigal revival of the twentieth century. The lack of 

academic interest in carelessly labelled "didactic" works such as those of Arcadelt 

has perhaps prevented us from recognizing the status of these works in their 

own time and in the generations directly following. 



.4hlme, ahme dov'e'l be1 \.iso, (Bk I) 

.A'] trepida? 

.Amor tu say (Bk I )  
h o u r  est un p n d  maistre 
Amour ha POUVOI~ sur les dieus 
Amour me spuriez vous 
.i\rmnur tu !e scais bien 
h a d e t e m i  pur (Bk I)  
.AL; ;CUT, z',: ]OUT, ;IU j o~ :  
Au temps heureux 

Appendix A 
List of Arcadelt Pieces for which 

there are Lnstrumental Arrangements 

Ce n'est hien ne plaisir 

Cht! FIU iocu {Bk I )  
Chiare iresch' e dola  acyue [Petrarch] (cydc) 
Can lei hs io  (LI)  [Petrarch .Y>(IIJ de Ponte? 
Cosi mi gulda amor (hi) [Cassnla]l 

Da bei ram1 5cendea [Petrarch] 
De me snnul 
& mts ennuys 
Deh fugite L) mortali (Bk 11) 
Die lieb ist !en rniiister 
Dieu ~ncrlnstant 
Dolce nme leggiadre (Bk 11 
Dormne d e u  ~~mnlp.rtens 
Durn ii~n~pic.:t!nter 

Fato 511n tll;c'~ (Bk Y j  
Fr3 ~ I U  be: f'iorl ( B h  I )  

GL~udtlnt In ie!i.s 
G ~ o ~ . e n e t . ~  real 

I1 b ~ a n c ~ )  t! dolce ci .no [Gutdiccionlj?: 
I1 ar.1 che rado (~h, 
In un bosihetto adorno (Bk I, IV) 
11) ml ri t-olp~ ~ndictro (Bk 11) [Petrarch] 
lo mi prnsai (Bk 1) 

Jamats femme ne e r a  
J 'ay tant bon credit yu'cln voudra 
Je me repute bien heureuv 
Je ne me coniesseray pant  
Je ne s p y  que c'est qu'ii me iaut 

La astorella mia 
~a f fa t ion  si Ion tern s 
Lasciar il velo (Bk I )  y~etrarchl' 
Laudate dominun omnes gents 
Les yeus qui me sqeurent prendre 
L'wer sera 

Mais de uoy sert le desirer 
Margot 1Lourez les vignes 

Naur acorgete (Non v'accogete, Bk I) 
Non so per qua1 cagon 
Nous voyons ue les homrnes 
Nova donna & k I) 

0 feliti occhi miei (Bk I) 
0 sio potessi dona 
Occhi niiei lassi (Elk I) [Petrarch] 

Pour heur en amour demander 

Quand viendra la clartk 
Quand'io penso a1 martire (Bk I) [Bembo] 
Quanta belta (Bk !) 
Quanti travagli (Bk I )  
Que te sert arny d'estre ainsi 
Qui pourra dire la douleur 
Qui veult d u  ael 

Se Ia dura durezza (Bk I) [Cassola] 
Se le intema mia 
Se'i tuo partir mi spiaque (Bk I )  
Si ce n'est amour qu'est-ce 
Si and'e la ieta [Cassola] 
Si E d u r e t a  8rlando 
Si Ie bien qui au plus grand bien 
Si vous voulez 
Souspirs ardans 

Ta privaulte 
Ver inferna a1 mio pettu [Lorenzo cie Medici or F. Bemi] 
Voi ve fn'andat'al Cielo 
Vostra fui 

1 Vogel-Einstein 11, 633. 
2 Haar. "Popularity," deems the attribution 
questionable, 193. 



Appendix B 
List of Publications Containing Intabulations 

of Works of Jacques Arcadelt 
(Spellings are as in the sources) 

1536 / 9  In tnsolntzir~ de lezlto. Italian lute tab. Milan: Casteliono, Giovanni Antonio. 
#16 Fantnsia del ditto (Fantasia 22) 

This is a compilation of lute pieces by a number of composers 
including Francesco da Milano, whose Fantasia 22 is included in this 
volume. This fantasia has recently been described as being based on 
the Arcadelt madrigal Quanta belta, see Stefano Mengozzi, "'Is this 
Fantasia a Parody?': Vocal Models in the Free Compositions of 
Francesco da Milano." Jolcrnal of the Lute Society of America 23 (1990): 7- 
17. This fantasia was never published in any other source, but the 
intabulation of Quanta beZtn was published in a book of Francesco's 
works in 1547 (see 1547/3) 

1544/2 Newsidler, Hans. Das Ander Bzlch. German lute tab. Nuremburg: Hans 
Gunther. 

#47 Nnzir ncorgete (Non o'nccogete) 
#5l Hrc es dies quam jecit 

15-14 / 3 Barberiis, Melchiore de. 111 tabulat tirn di Lautto. Italian lute tab. Venice: 
Scotto. 

#6 0 sio potesse donna (Berchem) 
This piece is now attributed to Berchem but it was likely believed to have 
been composed by Arcadelt, see chap. 3. 

1544/5 Bianchni, Dominico. htabolatur~ de lazrto di Dominico Bianchini ditto Rossetto 
recercnri nlotrtti nzadrigali cnnzonfrancese napolitane et balli . Italian lute tab. Venice, 
Gardane. (=1554/2 Gardane, 1563/2 Scotto) 

#5 Con leifilss'io (Arcadelt, Berchem, Corteccia, de Ponte?) 
#23 0 s'io potessi do~ztzn (Berchem) 
#25 Pongen te dardo (Berchern) 

1546/10 Giovanni Maria da Crema. Joan Maria Intabolntiira de latlto. Italian lute 
tab. Venice: Gardane. 

#36 Lasciar il velo 
#39 0 felici occhi miei 
#40 Occhi rniei lassi =1552/11, #37 

This is actually a reprint of 1446/11 rather than the reverse, as implied in 
Brown. 

1546 / 11 Giovanni Maria da Crema. Intabolatura de iauto.=1546/10. Venice: Scotto 



1546/ 15 Rotta, Antonio. Intnbolntzlrn de lnlrto. Italian lute tab. Venice: Scotto 
#22 111 rin bosdtetto ntlonzo 

1546 / 16 Rotla, Antonio. Infabolnf zlra de iazi to.=1546/15. Venice: Gardane 

1316/17 Vindella, Francesco. I~~tavolat~ira di lilito di Francesco Vindelin trivigginno 
d'alcrr ni mndridi d'A?.chndelt. Italian lute tab. Venice: Gardane 

#1 Si gmnd'e in pieta =1552/ 11, #65 
#2 Dolce rime leggiadre 
#3 Q~ln l~d ' ic ,  pemo nl mnrtire = 1552/4, #16; 1563/12, %71; 1568/7, #60. 
#4 Se'l tllo pnrtir mi spiaque 
#5 Pongerlte Dardo (Berchern) 
#6 0 s'io potessi donnn (Berchem) 
#7 Noc~a dorr~za 
#S Norz o'nccorgrtr Anmnti 
#9 Arlcidetznti yur 
# l o  Fm pi" beifiori 
#I I Se la ~ilrr-cr ~irrrez~rr 
$12 Che pill foco 
ti13 l o  mi rioolyo ilzdietro 
#I-! Florid0 rliio gerltil (?) 
#I5 Fnfo so11 t'scn =1552/4, #I5 
#I 6 6~11~1 fior~tn 
$1 7 ~ r l i  -fitgite o rnortnli 

As the title indicates, this book was dedicated exclusivelv to 
intabulations of madrigals from Arcadelt's First Book of madrigals 
although there are two selections from Book I1 and one from Book V, 
published in 1544. There is every reason to suspect that Vindella 
believed elrerv piece to be bv Arcadelt. Thus #14 is curious as it does 
not appear in- the Arcadelt idition, and Brown was unable to find an 
attribution. 

1547i2 Franceso da kiilano and Perino Fiorentino. Intabolatzira di lauto. Italian lute 
tab. Venice: Gardane. (=Gardane 1562/1, Scotto 1563/6, Dorico 1566/1) 

#14 Qlilrrrti~ brltn di F. A4ilarlese 
#I7 0 jelici ochi mei de P. F. 
#20 Qlinnti traslagli di P. F. 
#21 Qunnd'io penso 01 mnrtir di F. Milanese 

Modern edition Arthur J. Ness, ed. The Lute Music of Francesco da 
Milniro (1497-1 643). Cambridge, MA.: Harvard University Press, 1970. 

#14 has recentlv been identified as the model for Francesco's Fantasia 
22, which first appeared in Casteliono's Intavolatnra, published in 1536 
(see 1536/9). Thus Francesco must have done the intabulation of 
Qlinn ta beltn sometime aound 1536: see Stefano Mengozzi, "'Is this 



Fantasia a Parody?': Vocal Models in the Free Compositions of 
Francesco da Milano." Jozirnnl ofthe Lute Society of America 23 (1990): 7- 

1547/3 Gintzler, Simon. I~ztabolntrirn di larito. Italian lute tab. Venice: Gardane. 
#18 Galldent in celis 
#24 Domirte dells omnipotens =1552/ 11, #76, 
#27 Occhi miei lassi =1563/12, #67 
#29 Losciar il velo (F. Layolle) 
#28 0 jio potrssi rlori~la (Berchem) 
#30 11 ciel clte rndo 

Most of the intabulations in this collection are of considerable vintage, 
including many works by Josquin, Verdolet, and Willaert. 

1547/5 Valderriibano, Enriquez. Libro de mrlsica de vilzuela. Italian lute tab. 
Madrid? 

#66 Anlor t lr soy (Amor f zr  sni, Bk I #4) 

This large and variable volume is divided into seven books. #68 is in 
book three which is for single voice and vihuela. Again, Josquin is 
heavily represented as well as Valderribano's countryman, Morales. 

1547/9 di Teghi, Pierre. Des CChnnso~zs b Motefz Redtrictz en Tablilntlire. French lute 
tab. Louvain: PhalPse.=1547/10,1573/5 

613 rlinzc ninle (Ahime, nltirne doo'e'l be1 viso) 
1547/ 10 di Teghi, Pierre. Cnnninlrrn od Testridintis tiszirn compositonlm liber trrtizis. 
French lute tab. Louvain: Phalibe=1547/9 

#I3 Air~ze nime (Ahime, nllinze dou'e'l be1 viso) 
The contents of these volumes are identical although they were published 
~lncier significantly different titles 

1548 i 1 Abondante, Julio. Infnbolntiim di la11 tto libro secondo. Italian lute tab. Venice: 
Scotto. 

47 Cosi rrli gzt idn nmor 
#S Dn bei rnnzi scetrden 
#9 Cot1 lrifitsio 

134?/5 Paladin, Jean Paul. Tabulature de lutz. Italian lute tab. Lyon: J. Modeme. 
#2 Volis perdez temps 

1552/4 Morlaye, Guillaume. Premier Livre de Tabulaillre de lent. French lute tab. 
Paris: Michel Fezandat 

#15 Fato son esca =1546/ 17, #15 
#16 Qlinndo io penso nl nznrtire =1546/17, #3 

Modem edition in Gllillanrne Morlnye: CEzlvres Pour le Luth, vol. I, Michel 
Renault, ed., (Paris: Editions du Centre National de la Recherche 



Scientifique, 1980). Both are reprints of Vindella's arrangements in 
1546/f 7. 

1552/7 Pisador, Diego. Libro de rnusicn tie vih~ieln. Italian lute tab. Seville? 
#95 Vostra fzii (Berchem) 

Facsimile Libro de rnllsicn z~il~zdn, Geneva: Minkoff Reprint, 1973. 

1552: 11 Phalese, Pierre (publ.) Hortzts Mzisnnlm. French lute tab. Louvain 
it36 Pongelzte dnrdo (Berchem) 
#37 Ocl~i nrti lassi =1546/10 
#65 Si ymn~ie In pietn=1546/17 
#76 Donzirlr drus omnipofens=l547/3, #24 

1553il Bakfark, Valentin. Infnbulntrlm. Italian lute tab. Lyon: Modeme? 
#IS Si g*nn~ f r  117 pieta =1571/7, #33 (and 1564/1 #8?) 
#16 11 cirl, rndv =1574/7, #34 (and 15641 #9?) 
#I7 Clie pill foc'al nlio foco =1571/6, #I15 (and 156411 #lo?) 
#18 Q 1 mncl'io pens 'dl mnrtire =1556/2, #20 

Modern edition Vnientini Bnkfnrk: Oprrn Omnin, vol I ,  Istvan Homolya 
and Daniel Benko, ed., (Budapest: Editio Musica Budapest, 1976). 

1553. 3 Brilv>sing, Gregoire. Qiinrt Lizw de T~nbzrlatrlre de griiterre. French guitar 
tab. Paris: LC Rev, Ballard 

#I 6 ,-\ ! 1  t~~,;nps ize~rrerrx =I570 /4, #I 1 

1553l-l hlorlave, Guillame. Le Second Lizw de C l m ? ~ s o ~ ~ s .  French guitar tab. Paris: 
Fezanda t 

h4cdern edition in vol. I1 of the Morlaye edition cited above [1552/4]. 

1353/: 5 Ortiz, Diego. Libro primer0 frnf tndo de Glosns sobre Clauszllas ... . Various 
instrumental ensembles. Rome: Dorico=1553/6 

#I 1-13 "Ricercares for viol and keyboard on Jacques Arcadelt's Ofelici 
occlti nliei" 

1353/6 Ortiz, Diego. El Prirlro Libro de Diego Ortit. Italian version of above. 
Bridges suggests that these arrangements were pedagogical. This 
publication is divided into two books, the first of which provides 
examples for ornamenting a melody. The second contains several 
arrangements of popular songs and ground basses, etc. wherein the 
performer is instructed to select ornaments according to his ability. 



1553/7 Paladin, Jean Paul. Premier Livre de Tablature de Luth. Italian lute tab. 
Lyon: G. Pullon de Trino=l560 / 3 - 

#I 1 Qrtnn 'io yertso RI nrnrt ir' 
#12 Farrfasin soprn nl detto madrigal 
#14 Vrr'illfenlo nl nlio petto =1563/ 12, #86 

Jean-Michel Vaccaro. "The Fantasia sopra ... in the Works of Jean-Paul 
Paladin." \oirrnnl of the Lute Society ofAmerica U(1990):lS-36. 
Tne intabulation of Qtra~z'io pelzso a1 nzartir' is compared to the Arcadelt 
original. The author concludes that a compositional technique 
described as the "fantasia sopra" is appropriate to describe situations 
where a vocal mode1 is "mined" for motivic material but where the 
final product is a completely distinct polyphonic composition. 

1553/9 Rippe, Albert de. Quart L i v e  de Tabulahtre de Luth. French lute tab. Paris: 
Le Rov and Ballard 

' #6 Qlinnd'io pens'nl mnrtire =I571 /6,  #I11 

blodern edition in El lores  D'Alberf de Rippe, vol. 111, Jean-Michel 
Vaccaro ed., (Paris: Editions du Centre National de la Recherche 
Scientifique, 1975). 

1 S S l i 2  Bianthini, Dorninico. ~ntnbolatrrra de Iazito di  Danzi~lico Biartchini . Italian lute 
tab. Venice: Gardane=1546/5. 

#5 CO)I lei fias'io (Arcadelt, Berchem, Corteccia, de Ponte?) 
#23 0 s'iobotessi h ~ t n n  (Berchern) 
tt25 Ponyelzte dnrdo (Berchem) 

1554/3 Fuenllana, Miguel de. Libro de mrisica pnrn Vihlteln. Various instruments, 
here voice and vihuela. Seville 

#I07 Se Ie itltentn nlin 
it1 14 0 sio po tessi dutm (a ttr. Arcadelt) 
#I15  bell^^ fiorettn 
#I16 0 felizi occlli miei 
#I 17 11 binrrco e dolci cipzo 
#I18 Occlli ntiei lnssi 
#I19 0 io mi  pensni 

Modem edition Orpherzicn lyra (Se-~ille, 1554), ed. Charles Jacobs. Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1978. 



1554/4 Le Roy, Adrian. Cil~qissme Lizjre de Guiterre. Voice and guitar accomp. 
Paris: Le Roy & Ballard 

#3 le ne me confesserny point =1570/4, #43. 
#5 Qliand  oie~zdrn la clarti=l570/4, #22 
n"6 Jc ne sqnll qlre c'est qli 'il me faut=1570 /4, #24 
#7 Que tr j;rf nnzy d'estre ainsi =1570/4, #23 
#8 I'm, font boll credit qli'on -~oudra=1570/4, #26 
#9 ~kzr  inconstant 
#I0 Ce n'est bieli ne plaisir=1570/4, #25 
+I1 ,4)1wir I161 pozmoir s i r  les ~iiezis =1570,'4, #28 
#I2 Qui pozlrri~ dire in doulel~r =1570/4, #45 
#13 Si ce rt 'est amollr qli'rst-ce =1570/1, #27 
#15 Riotis zoyons qlie irs llonlrnrs =1570/1, #30 
#16 Ln posto~el~~i nlin =1570/4, #31 
d l 7  Margot labourez les uig~zes =1570/4, #32 
XI9 .L\ntour nlr sqmirirz slozis nprendre =1570/4, #31 

1554/7 Rippe, Albert de. Troisiesnle Liilre de Tnbzrlnture de Letit. French lute tab. 
Paris: hlichel Fazenda t 

#7 Si ztollj z1orllez 

Modern edition in vol. I11 of Vaccaro, CEuvres DfAlbert cir Rippe, supm. 

I554:S Rippe, Albert de. Qzrntriesntr Liilre de Ttzbtilature de Lrut. French lute tab. 
Paris: hslichel Fazendat 

$7 ,411 temps llelrrelix 

Modern edition in vol. III of Vaccaro, CEliz?res D'Alberi de Rippe, supm. 

1556," 1 Belin, Julien. Prei~zier Liore. French lute tab. Paris: Chemin 
$5 DL* 1 t t ~ 5  tf)ifzli t / ~  

Modern edition CElislres iie ]lllielz Brlirr, Michel Renault, ed. (Paris: 
Editions du  Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, 1976). 

1556/'2 Drusina, Benedikt de. Tfibrilntrrrcz. German lute tab. Frankfurt: Eichorn 
nYlO 0 s'io potessi donnn (Berchem) 
#20 Qlin~tiio io pens'nl mart ire E x  Gallico tra~zsl: VB [akfark]=1553 / 1, #18 
#40 Dum conlplerenter 

1556 /5  Heckel, Wolff. Discant, Lau t ten Buch. German lute tab. Strassburg: 
Urban=1562/3 

#19 11 binnco e drilce cigno two lutes (second lute part in 1556/6) 
#3 1 Po rlge~ 1 te Dardo (Berchem) 
#45 Qtiindo io penso nlli rnnrtirio 
#67 0 sin yotesi Tanna (Berchem) 



1558/3 blorlaye, Guillaume. Second Liure de Tablntrire de Lent. French lute tab. 
Paris: Michel Fazendat 

#5 Pour hezir en nrnorir demlznder 
#7 Est il dozilerir crtielltr 
#8 L~ffection si long temps prisorl~liere 
#9 Tlz priz~arilf6 
#I0 Arnozu tzi le scais bien 

1558/4 Morlave, Guillaume. Tmisiesme L i v e  de Tnblafzire de Leut. French lute tab. 
Paris: Michel ~azendat 

#5 Lnzidnte donzitzzinl onlnes gentes 
#9 \r me replife bier1 1zrurelcx 
#lo  Mnis de ijzloy sert le desirer 

1558 / 5 Ochsenkun, Sebastian. Tnblntzlrbziclz aziff dis m u  ten. German lute tab. 
Heidelburg: Kholen 

#69 Qunnd lo pens nla mnrtirr 
#70 Ahinre dov'e'l be1 aiso 
#72 Osdri nriei Lnssi 

1559 / 4  Le Roy, Adrian. Sixiesme Liore de Lzith. French lute tab. Paris: Le Roy & 
Ballard 

#2 So uspirs ardnlzs 
#10 Les llvrlx qzii me sgeeurent prendre 
#11 L 'y~ier sero 
#I 2 '4 11 temps ileli reux 

Modern edition in El i r res  D'Adria~r Le Roy: Sixiesnle Liore Lie Luth 
(2559), Jean-Michel Vaccaro ed. (Paris: Editions du Centre National de 
la Recherche Scientifique, 1978). 

1560 / 3 Paladin, Jean Paul. Premier Li-~re de Tablatilre de Lufh. Italian lute tab. Lyon: 
S. Gorlier. This was a reissue of 1553/7 by Gorlier. The only difference was a 
new title page. 

#I1 Qzln~z'io peltso al rnnrtir' 
#I:! Fnlztnsin sopra a1 detto madrigal 
#14 Ver'infenzo a1 rnio petto =I563 / 12, #86 

1562/1 Franceso da Milano and Perino Fiorentino. Intnbolatura di larrto. Italian lute 
tab. Venice: Gardane. =1547/2 

#14 Qzinrltn beZfa d i  F. Milanese 
#17 0 felici oclzi mei de P. F. 
#20 Qzin~zti travagli di P. F. 
#21 Qimnd'io penso a1 mnrtir di F. Mihn-zese 



1562/ 3 Heckel, Wolfi. Discnnt, Lalitten Bzich. German lute tab. Strassburg: 
Muller=1556/5 

#29 11 binltco e diilce cigno two lutes (second lute part in 1556/6) 
#31 Ponge~zte Dardo (Berchem) 
W5 Qzlnlzdo io penso nZli martirio 
#67 0 sin yotesi Tanno (Berchem) 

1562/ 10 Rippe, Albert de. Tiers Liure de Tabelature de Lzcth. French lute tab. Paris: 
Le Roy 

1563 / 2 Bianchini, Dominica. Irztabolatzira tie lazrfo di Donlinico Bianclt irzi . Italian lute 
tab. Venice: Scotto=1546/5 

#5 Cort lei fitss'io (Arcadelt, Berchem, Corteccia, de Ponte?) 
#23 0 s'ioyotessi rlonnn (Berchem) 
#25 Punye11 tr ~fnrdo (Berchem) 

1563/6 Franceso da Milano and Perino Fiorentino. Intnbolntrim di lnuto. Italian lute 
tab. Venice: Scotto. =1547/2 

#14 Quo~ttn belfn di F. Milnr~rse 
#I7 O fvlici ochi nzei dr P. F. 
#20 ~ i t n ~ ~ t i  tmi~ng/i  di P. F. 
+2l Q l r a ~ t ~ f ' i c  prllso nl ninrtir iii F. Milaltese 

1563'7 Galilei, Vincenzo. I~z tn~ lo l~ f z~re  lie Lazito di Viltceltro Gnlilio. Italian lute tab. 
Rome: Dorico 

$1 1 Clz inrr f ische r dolci ncque (madrigal cycle: Petrarch). 

1563 ! 12 PhalPse, Pierre (publ). T/rentrzml Mzrsiczrm. French lute tab. Louvain 
$6, Oiiii r~lr.i i n s i  =1547/3, #17 
$70 0 siio potessi dona (Berchem) 
#71 Qr inrtrio ie penso nl mart ire=l546/ 27, #3 
XY6 Ver irtfenzo al n ~ i o  petto=1560/3, #14 

1564! 1 Bakfark, Valentin. Prenlier Lime de Tmbelrrttire lie Ltlth. French lute tab. 
Paris: Le Roy & Ballard. 

#8 Si p n d r  in pietn=1553/ 1 
ii9 !I ciel C ~ E  md0=1553/1 
#10 CIze pr~i for nl mio feco=1553/1 

1564/7 Viaera, Frederic. Nova et Elegnntissima in Cythara. French cittem tab. 
Lowain: Phalese (RISM 1564/21 lists two Arcadelt works) 

#30 LA pmtorelln mia 



1564/8 Ruffo, Vincenzo. Capricci in rnzisica. Inst. ensemble a 3. Milan: Moscheni. 
#2 Qunn~la'io polso nl martire 
#8 0 felici occlli mei 
#17 Du bei ranri scendea 

1565 / 1 Bakfark, Valentin. Valentini Grefi .  Italian lute tab. Cracow: Andrea 
#10 Emltnbo fe Domirre ? 

15651/4 Lupacchino, Bemardino, and Joan Maria Tasso. Il prinlo librir o note izegr?. 
Mensural notation a 2. Venice: Scotto. 

#2 Ancidetenzi pur 
#6 Pr~rzgrlz te dnrdo (Berchern) 
# 12 Rngio 11 ' 2  be11 (Berchem) 
#I4 I1 bin~ich ' b dolce Cigro 
#23 Voi -den'n~.rcht'nl Cielo 
#24 Ocslri nliei lossi 

Of the 35 pieces in this collection, only six are not by Lupacchino and 
Tasso. A11 six intabulations are texted. Four are of Arcadelt works and two are 
works brr Berchem appearing in Arcadelt's Libro Primo. It is likely, depending 
upon the source for these madrigals, that these pieces were believed by 
Lupacchino, Tasso, andlor Scotto to be by Arcadelt as well. Brown is equivocal 
on whether these are "intabulations" or parodies. 

1566/ 7 Franceso da Miiano and Perino Fiorentino. intnbolatum di lnrrto. Italian lute 
tab. Rome: Dorico. =1547/2 (apparently contents were the same - copy lost). 

it14 Qiin~ltn beltn di F. hIilnnrse 
#I7 0 felici ochi nlci dr P. F. 
#20 Q~rnnti tranngli di P. F. 
g21 Qzrond'io peuso nl mnrtir ~ f i  F. Milanese 

1566/2 Newsidler, Melchior. 11 primo libro intnbolntzlm di liilito. Italian lute 
tab.=1573/1 Venice: Gardane 

#? 0 sio potessi do~znn (Berchem)=1571/6, #I01 
li4 Colr leifitss'io =1571/6, #I07 
#10 Srispirs ardans =I571 /6, #73 

1568/3 Le Roy, Adrian. A briefe and easye ittsfru[c]tion to Zearne the tnbleture. 
French lute tab. London. 

t 5  Ce n'est bien ne plnisir =1574/2, #17 

1568/6 Vreedman, Sebastian. Noun Longeqlie Elegantissimn Cithara. French cittem 
tab. Louvain: Phalese 

#30 La pastorella min =1570/3, #10, 1578/4, #10 



1566/7 Phali.se, Pierre (publ). Lltculentum Theatntnz Musicztm. French lute tab. 
Louvain (RISM 1568/23 only indicates single Arcadelt piece). 

#60 Qunndo io penso nl nmrtire=1546/ 17, #3 
#65 0 sio potessi donna (Berchem) 
#66 Ln pnstorelln mia =I571 /6, #I11 
#O Sollspirs nrdnns 
#91 Si la ~lzirezrr Orlando 
#99 A'i trrpida 

1569 ,'3 Kargel, Sixt, and Johan Domir~ico Lais. Canning Italica, Gallica & 
Grrl~rnnicn.. Italian 6-course cittem. Strassburg: Jobin? Lost: probabIy=1575/3 

X6 Les [/ells [qui t11e scerlrenf] 
#7 Dr in11 L peinr 
#8 Qlii Ve~rlt Lill ciel 
#15 Os, io potessi do~zltn (Berchern) 

Brown states: "This may be a first edition of 1575/3," probably based upon 
the simple fact that this publication was for the cittem (cythara) as was 1575/3 
and because of similarities between elements of their titles. 

1569 / 4  Kargel, Sixt. Nozn 8 elrgntztiss. Italian lute tab. Strassburg: Jobin? Lost: 
prob~bl1~=!574/ 1 

$17 Si gmrzdr l n  pirtn 
Brown believes that this was an earlier edition of 1574/1 because of the 
sirnllaritv in their titles. 

1569 ,'5 Kargel, Six t. Rrnoontn Cytlmra. 4-course cittem (Italian tuning). Strassburg: 
Jobin? ~ost :~~nssiblv=1578/1 - 

Brawn suspect; the source for this publication is mistaken in assigning the 
year 1569 since the dedication of 1578/4 refers to a 1575 edition. It has not 
beer? inc!uded in any statistics. 

1510!3 PhalGse, Pierre, and Jean Bellere (publ). Hortrillts cyilrame. French Ccourse 
cittern tab. Louvain 

$10 Ln pnstorelln min=1568/6, #30 
d28 A~rrolrr $st iln p 1 7 d  nmistre =1582/5, ii31 
r i j O  Si st 1 1  'esf mrozrr qn'rst-ce 
#I61 De t12esn 11iii=1578.4, #lI, ("De mes ennuis") 



1570 /1 Phalese, Pierre, and Jean BellPre (publ). SeZecfissinia elegntz tissirnnqli e...in 
pli itenzn. French guitar tab. Louvain 
C 

#11 Ari temps hezire11~=1553/3, #16 
#22 Qlin~zd uiendrn in clnrtP=1554/4, #5 
#23 Qlie te sert amy dbf re  ninsi=1554/4, #7 
#21 \e ize spy qrle c'est qlr 'il rne=1554/4, #6 
#25 C? n'est bien ny plaisir=1554/4, #10 
#26 I'ny ta~zt bon credit qrc 'on voucim=1554/4, #8 
#27 Si ce n 'est amour qrl'est se 1554/4, #13 
82s Antour ha yoaoir szir les dieus=1554/4, $11 
$30 Norls iroyorzs que les honzmes=1554/1, #15 
#3l Ln pnstorelln min=1554/4, #16 
#37 M~zrgot Znboclrez les vipes=1554/4, #17 
#34 A ~ ~ l o l r  r lze sqouriez  oris is nprendre=1554 /.I, #19 
#A3 \r ne 1 7 2 ~  cotlfrSsern~ point d'azjoir nynlP=1554/4, #3 
#45 Qzri polrrra ' f ire in ;io1ile1lr=1554/4, #12 

1571 /6  Phalkse, Pierre, and Jean Bellere (publ). Thentntm mcisiclint. French lute 
tab. Louvain 

# i 3  Souspiers arlin1zs=1566 /1, #I0 
$101 0 sio potessi don~rn (Berchem) 
$107 Cc711 lei friss'io=1566/2, #4 
Xlll La l~astbrrlln min=l568/7, #66 
$115 CIlr p i ~ i  foco =1553/ 1, #17 
#lU ~ r i o ~ t d ~ ~ r ~ z s ' i o  el nznrtir =1553/9, #6 

1572/'1 Jobin, Bemhart. Dns Erstr Biich. German lute tab. Strassburg: Jobin 
n"6 (3 siu potzssi cionrln (attr. Arcadelt) 
#7 Qr~llrzli lo pens n lo nlnrtirr 

1573 1 Newsidler, Melchior =1566/2 German Iute tab. Frankfurt: Eichorn 
#2 0 sio yotrssi ~iorzr~n (Berchem) 
H Cor~ ieifirjs'io =I571 /6, ti107 
#lO Slrspirs ~ r d n n s  =I571 /6 ,  #73 

This was another edition of Newsidler's I1 primo libro (1566/2) except 
that Benedikt de Drusina had transcribed it from Italian to German lute 
tablature. 

1573,/3 Waissel, Matthaus. Tabzilafzim. German lute tab. Frankfurt: Eichorn 
#I9 0 sio potessi donnn (Berchem) 
#21 Qunlzd, iu pense 

1573 / 5 Teghi, Pierre de. Cnn fion tin1 GaIIicnnin1.=1547/9 Des CJzi~lnnsons b Motet= 
Redti tctz French lute tab. Louvain:Phal~se. 

#13 Ainle ni~ne (Ahime, ahime dov'e'l be1 viso) 



1573/9 Phalese, Pierre, and Jean BellPre (publ). Thesanrtls rnlisicus. French lute 
tab. Xntwerp. Lost=1571/7? 

#31 Azi tenzps heureux=1562/10, #13 (de Rippe) 
#33 S i  ymnde pieta=1553/1, #15 (Bakfarc) 
$34 11 cizl che rado=1553/ 1, #I6 (Bakfarc) 

1574/ 1 Kargel, Sixt. Novne efegantissimne. Italian lute tab. Strassburg: Jobin 
#I7 Si grnnde la pieta 

1571/1 Le Roy, Adrian. A briefe nlzd plnine 1nstniction. French lute tab. London: 
R o ~ \ ~ b o  tham 

1574/5 Newsidler, Melchior. Tmtsck Lnzitenbiich. German lute tab. Strassburg: 
Jobin.=1576/2,1595/7,1596/10. 

#17 Qzlnirrlo io Per150 (11 rnnrtire 
#I8 NOH so per qrtnl cagio~z 
#I9 11 ciel clrr rrr~io zirfzi 
#20 0 felici oidli nriei 

15741 7 Phalese, Pierre, and Jean Bellere (publ). Thesnlirus musiczis. French lute 
tab. .-\ntwerp.=1573 /9? 

#3l All t r n ~ p ~  liez~rez~s=l562/ 10, #13 (de Rip pe) 
#33 S I  yrn~~rie pietn=1553/ 1, #15 (Bakfarc) 
ti34 11 siel she mdo=1553/1, #16 (Bakfarc) 

1375/'1 Ammerbach, Elias Nicolaus. Eijz N e u ~  Kzrrlsflich Tabzrlntllrb~rcll. German 
keyboard tab. Leipzig? or Nuremburg? 

#N Driw cornple~erl tzlr dies Pr~ltncostes 

1575 /2  Kargel, Sixt. Renoi~atn Cytlram. +course cittem (French tuning). 
Strassburg: Jobin. Lost =1578/4 

#I1 De ntr snnrri=l570/3, # E l ,  (De mes ennuis Arcadelt) 
$19 La Pnsforelln rnia=1568/6, #30 

1575/3 Kargel, Sixt, and ]ohan Dominico Lais. Nova E q u e  Artificzosa et Valde 
Cor~tnloiinrn t io Ludencine Cy tharae. Six-course cittem (Italian tuning). Strassburg: 
Jobin.=l569/3?, 1578/5? 

86 Les ye1l.x [pi me scettrent] 
#7 De tnnt ~ i e  peirze 
#8 Qlti Vrtilt ~111 ciel 
#15 0 5 ,  io pnfessi do~znn (Berchem) 



1576/2 Newsidler, Melchior. I1 primo libro intabiilatzlra di liuto. Lost. Venice: 
Gardane. Reprint of 1574/5 in Italian lute tab.=1595/7 

#17 Qzlnndo io Penso a1 mnrtire 
#16 No11 so per qunl cngion 
#19 11 ciel clze rtldo z~irt~r 
#20 0 felici oiclzi miei 

1577/6 Schrnid, Bemhard. Zruaj Biicher: Einer Nezien Kuns tlichen Tabitltitirr azrff 
Orgel ~rnd  instrztnlent. German keyboard tab. Strassburg: Jobin - 

#35 Qlrnnd io pens nl mnrtire 
#36 Osio Pofessi Dotzr~n (attributed Berchem) 

In a large section of intabu-lations, Quand'io pens is one of the few pieces not to 
have the composer named. 

1578/4 Kargel, Sixt. Rerlorwtn Cythnm. 4-course cittern (French tuning). 
Strassburg: Jobin=1569/5?, 1575/2,1580 /2. 

#11 De nze snn ui= 1570 / 3, #161, (De rnes enn liis Arcadelt) 
#I9 Ln Pnstorelln nzin=1568/6, #30 

157S/S Kargel, 
C~lr7r1tz~7~ir.zriltio L 
Jobin=2575/3. 

Sixt, and Johan Dominico Lais. Noun Enqzie 
lldeizdne Cytlznmc. Six-course cittem (Italian 

Art Fciosn r t Vizlde 
tuning). Strassburg: 

#6 Lrs tleztx [rpi  me j ~ e ~ i r ~ ~ ~ t ]  
#7 Dr inrz t de peirle 
#8 Qui Veult lizi ciel 
#I5 Os, io potessi ~ io~znn  (Berchem) 

1580 ,'2 Kargel, Six t. Rr~locnta Cyt/mm. +course cittem (French tuning). 
Strassburg: Jobin =1575/1,1578/4. 

#I1 Dz rlir sa1zzii=l570/3, #161, (De  mes rrz~tllis Arcadelt) 
#19 l.17 Pasturt'lla nlin=1568/6, #30 

15S2/ 1 Barbetta, Giulio Cesare. Noz?ae Tablilne. Italian lute tab. Strassburg: Jobin. 
#21 Gioz~enefa renl 

1 SS2/ 5 Phalese, Pierre, and Jean Bellere (publ). Hort~tlus Citlmme. French cittem 
tab. Louvain 

#31 Atnotlr est 1411 grande nlaistre=1570/3, #28 (c.f. #40 below) 
#4O Die lieb ist ien nrnister 



1583/3 Ammerbach, Elias Nicolaus. Orgel odm Instntment Tabuhturbzich. German 
kevboard tab. Nuremburg. 

#84 Ossin potessi dona (Berchem) 
#93 Qziantio pens 

This is a revised and expanded version of 1571 /1 which did not include 
the one (or two) Arcadelt intabulations listed here. Ammerbach 
included the Arcadelt arrangement within a large new section of 
intabulations of pieces by such antico composers a s  Josquin, Clemens 
non Papa, and Berchern, none of whom are named in the print. 

1583/4 Paix, Jacob. Ei11 Scldn Nzrtz zinnd Gebreiidllich Orgel Tnblntlrrbuclz. German 
kevboard tab. Laugingen: Reinmicl~el 

#53 Da bei rnnii Cltnl de Bozirges 04 

1583/6 Ruhling, Johannes. Tnbrilntzirblrch, Allff Orgel11 lrnd instrument. German 
keyboard tab. Leipzig: Beyer. 

#54 D iint conrpleren tli r dies pen tecostes 

1586/5 Kargel, Sixt. Lnzlteltbiich. German lute tab. Strassburg: Jobin. 
#26 Lrs Yrux q l i  i me scelrre~rt 
%27 Q~t i  twit dll ciel 
#3S Corl 1c.i fzlsjio 

1595/7 Newsidler, Melchior. I1 prinlo libro intabrilntlirn di lilito. Lost. Venice. 
Reprint of 1574/ 5 in Italian lute tab (originally German lute tab). 

#I7 Qlinlz~lo io P e ~ ~ s o  ol mnrtire 
#18 Xoiz so per q ~ i n l  cogiorz 
#19 11 ciel sllv rndo ';tirtrr 
#20 0 filici oiclli miti 

1396,'lO Newsidler, Melchior. Terltsclt Lnutenbzich. German lute tab. Lost= 1574/5 

1637 Frescobaldi, Girolamo. 11 second0 libro di toccntte, canzone, etc. Rome: Nicolo 
Borbone. 

f 12 A~icidetemi yur, Mndrignli drArchndelt passaginto 



Appendix C - Anthologies 
Printed Sources of Arcadelt in Collections 
other than the Five Books of Madrigals 

Each item indicates the number of Arcadelt compositions within the collection 
and, in the case of madrigals, the titles of the ~ r c a d e l t  pieces. Other composers 
within the collection are listed selectively. RISM, LG, BSc, etc. should be consulted 
for complete contents listings. 

1532 
1532/ 11 Srcrrndzis liber clini q~ in t~ tor  uocib~ts, Motteti del fiore - Lyons: Moderne, 

hrcadelt 3, Gombert 6, Verdelot, WilIaert 
1533 
1534 
1535 
1536 
1537 

1537/4 Tiers I i ~ ~ r e  contennnt XXX. chansons vieilles et esleues de p[nsiers livres - 
Paris: Attaingnant and Jullet. 

Arcadelt 
[1537/6] [1Mndrignli de diwrsi nlitori] 

Arcadelt, Festa 3, Anon 21. 
iSY/  7 Delli mndrignli n tre voci - Venice: Scotto. 

Arcadelt, Festa 13, Anon 13. 
1537/11 11 t e c o  libro de nladrignli de Vrrrlelotto insiemr cull alcrini altri bellissi~ni 
r~rndriynl i ~ l i  Costnnzn festn, et altri eccellentissimi aw ttori, nomrnente s tampa ti, et c o ~  
jornnla diligentin conetti. - Venice: 0. Scotto. 

Arcadelt, Festa 3, Verdelot 8 
!LIIIL~~JH 1 2 ~ 1  oinz2 

1538 
153S/2 Trr-tilts liber nlottetorum nd qllinque ct sex voces. - Lyons: Modeme 

Arcadelt 4, Festa, Gombert 4, Verdelot 2 
1538 / 5 Liber cn~ltus trigin ta nowm motetos - Ferrara, Buglhat. 

Arcadelt 3, Willaert 8 
1538/ 13 Qltnrt liore contennnt X X V I I  chanson nouuelles - Paris: Attaingnant. 

Arcadelt, 
1536/ 16 Le Paragon des chansons. Second livre contenant XXXI chansons - Lyons: 
Moderne 

Arcadelt, Gombert 2, Layolle 3, Mouton, many others 
1538/17 Lr Paragon des chansons. Tiers livre contenant X X V l  chansons - Lyons: 
Moderne 

Arcadelt 2, many others. 
[1538/20] LG assigns this print to 1554 



1539/5  Qunrtrrs liber mottetonim ad qlrinqizt et sex voces - Lyons: Modeme 
Arcadelt, Gombert 6, Jacquet 2, Layolle 4, et al. 

1539/6 Secii~tdirs liber cum quinque vociblrs Fior de mottetti tratti dalli Mottetti del 
Fore - Venice: Gardano. 39 titles 

Arcadelt 3, Gombert 4, Lheritier 4, et  al. 
Dunz conlplerent ztr 6 
Congrepte sztnt inimici nostri 7 
Gardent in celis anime sanctomm 12 
1539 / 7 Moteti dr in Simin- Ferrara: Buglhat, Campis, and Hucher. 

Arcadelt 2, Berchem 3, Gombert 3, et al. 
1539 /5 Can tiones qzt inq~le voczt m select issimae - Strabourg: Schoffer 

Arcadelt, Gombert 9, Jaquet 3, Verdelot, Willaert 3, et al. 
1539110 Tertilis liber czrm qllatrror vocibzrs. Motteti deljore - Lyons: Modeme. 

Arcadelt, Fouchier 3, Gombert 2, Pieton 3, e t  al. 
1539 ./ 11 Prim its liber cllnl qrlntiror vocibzls. Fior de mot tetti tratti dalli mottetti del fiore. 
Venice: Gardano. 47 titles 

Arcadelt 3, Lupus 4, Pieton, Verdelot 2, et al. 
F:lie lerilsnlcnz z~e~~ite'/'Quoninrn corlforfai7it 6/7 
Br~:rdi.sit ~lriis Nue'/Ecce ego sstat~tuam 24/25 
Hcc dies qzmnr fecit domir~ris 29 
1530 11 3 Prinlits librr czlrn qrlntuor vocibzls. Mottetti del f iz~t to a qrlntro - Venice: 
Garciano. 

Arcadelt, Berchem 2, Gombert, Maistre Jhan 2, Lhiiritier 4, Verdelot 2, 
Domille ~~srrltrt trr mnnns tun '/'Possederztnt nos domine 
1535, ,' 15 Siwirsnlr liare co~ltenant X X V I I  c/zansons nouvelles R qnatre parties. Paris: 
Attainpant.  

Arcadelt, Certon 5 ,  Clemens non Papa, Mittantier 1, et al. 
143c),'16 = 1539,'15 

1540 
1540 1'6 Srlectissinmrrlm mlr tetnrli rn partint quinzre pnrtirn voczlnz tornzis primus. - 
Niirnberg, Petreius. 

~ r c a d e l t  3, Jacquet 9, Latolle 3, Verdelot 2, Willaert 2, et al, many 
German. 

1540 / 7 Selestissirnne necnoll fnmiliarissirnae cantiones, ultra centurn vnrio idiomate 
ooczlnz. .. - Augsburg, Kriesstein. 

Arcadelt, Courtois 6, Josquin 8, de la Rue, Mouton 4, Verdelot 4, 
Willaert 7, et  al. 

15-10 / 11 Qllnrt liore co~zterlant XXVM chansons nozivelles - Paris: Attaingnant. 
Arcadelt, Certon 4, Sermisy 3, Villiers 5, et al. 

1510 / 15 Le Paragon des chansons. Second livre con fennn t XXXI chansons. - Lyons: 
Moderne. 

Arcadelt, Gombert 2, Layolle 2, Serrnisy 3, Villiers 6, et al. 



1540/18 Le dotte, et eccellentecomposifioni de i madrigali a cinque ooci dn dizlersi 
yerfittijsimi mz~sici  fatte. - Venice: Scotto. 43 titles. 

Arcadelt 8, Barre 4, Festa 4, Verdelot 11, Willaert 1, et al. 
Se'l foco in  cui sempr' nrdo 16 (attr. to Verdelot as well) 
~ z i d '  lror nt ' ~ s s n l  ' Amore 17 
CIze POSS ' io piil 18 
Non nzni semprefortzinn 19 
CrzideI' crcerb' inesorrzbil ~norte 20 
lo che di z~ie~er sciolto 21 
D o ~ ~ n n  per nmanli io pill c l~e  me stesso 33 
1540 / 19 Mndrzgnli n qlinttro i~oci di messer Clnudio Veggio, con in pon tn rii sei nltri di 
,4 rcntiel f lr ~ielln tniszr rrr breve. - Venice: Scotto. 44 titles. 

Arcadelt 6, Veggio 39. 
Sold r pensoso 20 
Do17 ' itu sol1 21 
Her -,led' nnlor 28 
Merltre yli nrdellti mi 29 
,4nrrzlzfi, o lief '  anznlrti 30 
Ujz d i  lieto ginmni 31 
15-10/20 Di Vrr~ielotto tutti li nradnkali rlel primo, e f  secondo libro a qzrntro ooci. - 
Ver,ice: Sco tto. 68 titles 

Arcadelt 2, Festa 4, Verdelot 48, Willaert 8. 
.-\ ~-;i:~a f i r  f f 'n  x i  p rrsso 5.1 
Cor 1 l!zsi~rir~t ' r sospir 55 (not a ttr. in this ed.) 
[1340] Escrcifiil~~r Sernficlrnr ... hiindriynli d i  M .  Hubert Nnich. Rome: Blado. 30 titles. 
PIT i;ll!i bowhi r per alpestre orzlle 15 

1541 
1541 ; 15 11 pr-irlro liltro dr i rnadrigrrli iii Mnistre Illan - Venice: Gardano. 32 titles 

Arcadclt 7, Corteccia 4, Festa 7, Maistre Jhan 5, Layolle 2 
PO; ;ll 'c~glli jptII1 ' ~ I O  6 
Git tr .;osyir d o l r ~ t i  lie1 nlio be1 nrno 9 
lo )lor1 ~lrrlisco di  lrznr pilr 17 
Fclici nl~tnrzti z?oi she d'nrnor 22 
V i i t n c ' o ~ n ~ r .  she negli'nffanni cresce 23 
Se rr t .1  ?rzi~-ctrs?i con dolce conten fo  28 
Nz ~ i c l r ~ l  t 'occlz 'D  tlell 'aspett 'nppnre 31 
1541 i 16~1516 119, 1561 / 16 - VerdelotLa pill dioina, et pirr bella mzrsica, che se udisse 
g i o ~ ~ t a i  ~ieeleli presenti rnndrignli, a sei - Venice: Gardano. 31 titles 

Arcadelt 2, Verdelot 19?, et al 
Con1 'rsser plio te omore 14 
Dell prrche nolz e i11 voi tantn 22 



1541 / 17=1540/ 18 (Scotto) Le Dotte et eccellente compositioni de i madrigali i Verdelot. 
Venice: Gardano. 45 titles 

Arcadelt 7, Bane 4, Berchem 4, Festa 4, Verdelot 11, Willaert 2 
Che poss ' io pic 18 
No11 mai sempre fortiinn 38 
Se'l foco in  clti sempr' ardo 20 (att. Verdelot) 
Crrtdel' acerb' inesorabil nlorte 39 
Q z d '  [lor m 'assal' Amore 40 
lo che ~ i i  ~ i z ~ e r  S C I O ~ ~ O  43 
Donnn per amami io pill che nze stesso 44 
1541 / 18 Di  Verdelot tlit t i  ii  maiirignli del primo et second0 lib YO, n quatro voci - Venice: 
Gardano. 63 titles 

Arcadelt 2, Festa 3, Verdelot 45, WilIaert 8 
Corr lngrinz'fi sospir 47 
Arilrn !lilt 'n zjoi presso 52 

1542 
1547/4 =I539 /4, 1538/2 Tertizls liber rnottetorllrn ad quinq~ie  et sex voces. - Lyons: 
Moderne 
15-12! 14 U~iziesnir lii~rr corl tenant X X V I I I  cha,tso~ls no~~ve l les  a p a t r e  - Paris: 
.I\ ttainpant. 

Arcadelt, Certon 6, Mornable 4 
1542/15=2542/14 
15-12/16 D. mitori if  prin~o libro ri'i madregali de diversi eccellentissimi autori n cinqile. - 
Venice: Gardano. 40 titles 

Arcadelt 2, Amoldo 2, Berchem 3, De La Viola 1, Ferabosco 3, Festa 6 
Gifc rime ~ioleriti 24 
Sz ' I  slzinr 'almo splendore 38 
1542/17 I1 print0 iibro d'i mndrignii de tiioirsi ecceilentissinli aiitori a mislira d i  breve - 
Venice: Gardano. 39 titles. 

Arcadelt 6, Corteccia 5, Naich 6, Verdelot, Willaert 
Drr ttei rmri  sienden 5 
Qilel si gmile dolore 8 
COSZ nli yltid'amore 9 (Att. to Arcadelt in tenor and bassus only) 
1Vui.o pincer cke neili human 'ingegni 26 
C'ostrn nzel-ce madonna 32 
Fil tempo gia 39 
1542/ 18 Primo libro di madrigali d 'Arcadelt a tre voci, insieme alcitni di  Const. Festa. 
Venice: Gardano. 

Arcadelt 7, Festa 1, Jacotin 1, Sermisy 4. 
Grmi  pene i n  nmor 1 
[rzgiiistissirn 'nmor 2 
Conre donna poss'io 3 
Dornrrmio wr giorno 4 
S 'io ~i potessi dire 5 
Voi m i  po~lesti in foco 6 



1543 
1513 /7 Dolczieme liure con tellant XXX clzansons nozivellles n qua ire parties - Paris: 
Attaingnant. 

Arcadelt 2, Certon 7, Sandrin 4 
1543/8=1543/7 
1543/13=1538/17 Le Pnrngo~r des chansons. Tiers liore contenant XXVI chansons - 
Lyons: Modeme. 
1543 / 17#1542/ 17 De diversi au tori il primo libro d 'i rnadrigali ... a misura de breve. 
(Venice: Gardano). 39 titles. 

Arcadelt 8 (7 listed below), Naich 10, Vento 5, Verdelot, Willaert 2 
Dn bei rrznti scenden 5 
Qtwi s i  graze dolore ch 'io sentiro 8 
Cosi nzi gzlid'amore 9 
Naz~o  pincer dze nelli izllmnn 'ingeyni 26 
Vos t r~~  nrerce mndonna 32 
Con lei f i ~ s  'io 36 
Fir tenlbo gin 39 
1513 / 18 11 srcondo libro lie li mndrignli de diversi eccelol fissimi azitori n misllra di 
bl.ttz,e- Venice: Gardano. #1552/ 19. 38 titles. 

Arcadelt 2, Corteccia 1, Gero 11 
Per folti boschi e per nlpestre 1 
Vnyki ye~~sirr i  che cosi pnsso 2 (anon, but follows Per folti, listed in Seay, Arcndelt) 
i c o r ~ l i  t? le perle 26 
1543 / 21 =15-42/ 18 Primo libro di mndrignli d'Archndelt a tre voci con la giontn di dodese 
cl~rt=or~ifmrzcrse rt sei niotteti tzovissirni. - Venice: Gardano 

Arcadelt 6, Jacotin 4, Sermisy 4. 
Grnai perle in nnlor 1 
lrlyillstissirll'nnlor 2 
Conre tionrtn poss 'io 3 
S 'io oi potessi dire 5 
Voi nzi porzest i irt foco 6 

1544 
15M/17 Di Cipriano il secoltdo libro de rnadregali a cinque voci insierne alcztni di M. 
Adrz'ntzo et altro a ~ r  tori - Venice: Gardano. 38 titles. 

Arcadelt, Naich 7, Rore 8 Willaert 3 
S 'irzfinifn bellezn 30 
1544/22 Dinlogo della mzrsica di M. Antonfrancesco Doni fiorentino - Venice: Scotto. 
28 titles. 

Arcadelt 3, Parabosco 4, Rore, Veggio 5, Willaert 
S'nmnnte fic pnrnai 4 
11 bianco et dolce cigno 5 (five voice) 
Amorosetto Fore 26 

1545 
1545/2 Co~zcenius octo, sex, quirzqiie G. qtiatozir vocum - Augsburg, Ulhard. 

Arcadelt and Bruck 



1545 / 4 Nos porzlrn prim 21s Ziber czinr quat uor vocibus. Mottrti del For  - Venice: 
Gardano. =1539/ 12 

Arcadelt 3, Gombert 2, Lupus 4, Verdelot 2, Willaert. 
1546 

1516/ 15 11 primo libro d 'i madrigali de diversi autori a mislira breve - Venice: Gardano. 
Arcadelt 4, Berchem 6, Festa 2, Naich 8, Verdelot, Willaert. 38 titles 

Cosi mi guid 'amore 6 
Qztel si grave dolore 24 
Da bzi riii~ri scetrden clolce 26 
N O ~ I O  pincer che nelli human 'ingegni 32 
15461 19t1561/16 Madrigali di Verdelot et de nltri autori a sei - Venice: Gardano. 29 
ti ties 

Arcadelt, Festa, Gornbert, Maistre Jhan 2, Verdelot 15, Willaert. 
Co~lr 'rsaer pztot 'amore 17 

1547 
1547/ 12 Virlgtcinqies~ne lizlre co~r tenan t XXVII I  chansons - Paris: Attaingnant. 

Arcadelt 6, Janequin 5. 
1517/ 13 11 primo libro di rnndrzgnl i di dioersi eccellentissimi alltori a miszirn di breae. - 
Venice: 0. Scotto. 

Arcadelt 7, Corteccia 4, Naich 10, Verdelot, Willaert. 
Dn bei rnnti scelrden 3 
Q1te1 si Lgroz*e dolore 6 
Cosi ttzi gl~id'i~nzore 7 
Niiooo pincer che negl 'hmnnn 'ingegni 24 
C'clstra nlerce t~rncfonnn 30 
Corz lei f i i j j  'io 34 
Fu ter~rpo gin 37 

1548 
15-18 / 3 I'iilgt sixirst?ze liorc contennnt X X X V I I  clznnsans nort'~e1les - Paris: 
Atta inpant .  

Arcadelt 2, Belin 3, Certon 3, Sandrin 5. 
1541 ,/ 6=1546/ 15 11 primo libro d 'i nzadrigali dr dizersi azitori a misttrn breve - Venice: 
Gardano. 35 titles 
C ~ s i  mi giid'nmore 6 
Qrlr! si prctcv dolore 21 
Dn bei run1 i scendea dolce 26 
Noi~o pincer clre neIIi hrtrnan 'ingegni 32 

1549 
1549/6 Mzlsicn qriinque aocltm matema lingria motefn vocnnizir a6 optimis et varijs 
nzitlzoribzis elaboratn - Venice: Gardano. 37 titles 

Arcadelt, Cambio 3, anon 20. 
Rtrcordnrr Domine testamenti tzii 26 
1549 / 10 Excellentiss, iuitonlm digerse rnodzllationes que sub titzilo Fructus vaga~ztur 
per orbenl- Venice: Gardano. 39 titles 

Arcadelt, LhGritier 3, Verdelot 2 



1549 / 12 Electiones diversorum mo tetonim distincte qua tztor - Venice: Gardano. 38 
titles 

Arcadelt, de Silva 3, Verdelot 8 
Hodie bento zyirgo 37 
1549 / 18 Second l i zw  contenant X X I X  clransons - Paris: Attaingnant. 

Arcadelt, Belin 2, Certon 5, Sandrin 8, Sermisy 3. 
1549 / 20 Vingtnellfiesme (livre) contennnt X X I X  chansons nouvelles a qlratre - Paris: 
Attaingnant. 

Arcadelt, Boy~in 3, Certon 3, Morel 1. 
1519 /21 Tre17tirsme livre contenant XXVIII  chansons norivelles a quatre - Paris: 
Attaingnan t. 

Arcadelt. Du Tertre 4, Ebran 3, Gardano 3, Janequin 6, Morel 4 
1549 / 22 Tren te dezixiesme liore conte~znn t XXII I I  cl~ansons no~iuelles n qnntre - Paris: 
A ttaingnant. 

Arcadelt 2, Certon 5 ,  Decapella 3, Symon 3. 
1549/28 S e c o ~ z ~ i  liort ifzi Rrcueil, contennnt XXVll chansons nntiqrtes - Paris, N .  du 
Chemin. 

Arcadelt. Certon 5, Sandrin 5. [Why antiques? Same stuff as Att] 
1549 /30 Libro trrzo dr d. nzr tori eccelle~~tissinli li  mndrignli n qlitro voce n notte negre - 
Venice: Scotto. 30 titles 

Arcadelt 4, Ruff0 13, Schaffen 5. 
S t ~ ~ l ~ l ~ ) ~ ? l i ' l l ~ i  gionzo so10 12 
Co~lle puryitreo fior z~into 13 
Flc plrr fero desiino 21 
1 i ~ ry l l i  6or.i 22 
~ o ~ p o  i dl ' io oiddi 27 
131?/3l l l x r o  term libro di  nrndrigali dr diwrsi  nlttori a rlote tiegre - Venice: 
Garclano. 29 titles 

Arcadelt 3, Festa 3, Nasco 3, Schaffen 4. 
X.frr:trc yl 'nrdenti m i  1 
Co~rrc plii ~ n m r  potrri 2 
Tm fr.eiidi nlo~l t i  27 
1914/'32 Lr dotte, rt eccelle~lte compositioni de i rnacfrigalli di  Verdelot, a 
ci~rq:~L~...&i~)ztozli nncorn alczi~zi Mndrignli d'Archndelt nolri 6 non piu stampati. 
Venice: Gardano. 29 titles 

Arcadelt 5, Berchem 3, Verdelot 10, Willaert 3 
Sel foc 'ill czri sempr 'nrdo 15 
Crtldel 'ncerbn i~lessornbil morte 23 
Qutd'kor m 'nssnl'amore 28 
Altri sire voi so be11 29 
Perch 'a1 s~iso d 'amor 30 

1550 
1550/2 Cnrminn zere divinn, a praestantissinlis artificibzrs ad singula anni festa cinque 
zqocibus - Niirnberg, Montanus & Neuber. 

Arcadelt, Crequillon 2, Gombert, Jachet , Pionnier 2, Sermisy 



1550 / 5 Trelrte ci~zcqrciesme l i n e  con tenant XXIIII charzsons nortvelles - Paris: 
Athingnant. 

Arcadelt, Certon 2, de Marle 6,  Symon 4 
1550/6 Tiers l ime contenant XXVIII  chansons eslries pour les rneillerlres el plus 
f iq l i c~ l  tes es corirs des princes - Paris: Attaingnant. 

Arcadelt, Certon 4, Janequin 2, Lupi 2, Sandrin 3, Sermisy 5 
1550/8 Tiers l i n e  d1c Recueil contenan t X X I X  chansons antiques, a quatre - Paris, du 
Chemin 

Arcadelt, Certon 4, Gombert, Janequin 3, Sandrin 4, Sermisy 5. 
1550 / 15=1546/ 15 11 prinro libro d'i madrignli de diversi arc tori a miswm breve - Venice: 
Scotto. 38 titles. 
C m i  nzi yrlid'a~trore 6 
Q ~ L J I  s i  groiTe itofore 24 
D ~ I  Sci rmri scerzdea liolce 26 
i?iooo pincer che nelli hilrnnn'ingegni 32 

1551 
1551 i 6  Srcolld liore dzl reclceil, cantennnt X X V I  chnnsons anciennes - Paris, d u  
Chemin. 

Arcadelt, Certon 4, Maillard 3, Sandrin 5 
1551 / 7  Qicnrt f i ~ r r  drc recrceil, c o n t e ~ l a ~ ~ t  X X V l I  clmrzsons anciennes a qrtntre - Paris, 
d u  Chemin. 

Arcadelt, Certon 2, Sandrin 3, Sermisy 11 
f .& C;=7 - . .' 5 Clr.:r.f l i i lr~~ rec~itil, cor~ te t~a~l t  X X V I  chnnso~zs nnciennrs n qicntre - Paris, 
du  Chemin. 

Xrcadelt, Certon, Sandrin 3, Sermisy 11 
1551 / 9  Scrcfies~rw liirre, contenn?lf XXVII  chor~son nozrz~ellrs, a qitatre - Paris, du 
Chemin. 

Arcadelt, Crecquillon 4, Goudimel3 
1 53 1 / 1 C) .Lln~irigrrli n t re zoci de distersi eccellentissitni autori.. .libro yrimo. Venice: 
Gardzlno. 30 titles. 
T 
1 ~ P I ; I L I  rerr 'n~lcor forse 24 
1551 / 15= 1541/ 17 Di Ciprinlro il srcondo libro de rnndregnli n cinqiie ~ o c i  insieme nlcci~li 
d l  1211. Adl-inno et nitro arctori - Venice: Gardano. 38 titles. 
S 'i!lfi~zitn brller=n r lryyilrdrin 30 (att. Naich in Tavola, Arcadelt in C, T, B) 

1552 
1551/4 Dhiesrne liore, contenant XXVI chansons nortvelles n qunfre - Paris, d u  
Chemin. 

Arcadelt 3, Goudirnel3, Janequin 5. 
1552/5=1552/4 
1551/ 17=1546/15 De diversi aritori, 12 prirno Iibro d' i  madrigali a note negre - Venice: 
Gardano. 
Cosi ini gtiitj'amore 6 
Quel si g r ~ w  dolore 24 
D17 bpi rnlrli scendra dolce 26 
Nooo y incer dle nelli hzrmo~r 'i~lgegni 32 



1552/18=1552/17 (Scotto). 
Cosi mi guid'nnzore 6 
Quel si gmae dolore 21 
Dn bei rnnz i scentiea dolce 26 
Koilo pincer c l ~ e  ,zelli hunznn 'ingegni 32 
15521 19=1543 / 18 De diz~rsi alltori eccelerltissimi li rnndrignli a Quatro uoci a Notte 
Nrgw - Venice: Scotto, orig. Gardano. 33 titles. 
Per folti bosclli e per alprstre 1 
V~lylti pemieri che cosi passo 2 (anon, but follows Perfolti, listed in Seay, Arcndelt) 
1 comli r lc perle 26 (att. Corteccia, C4153) 
1552/20=1549/30 De dirersi nutori eccellentissimi li mndripli n qrintro aoci n notte 
11gr e... libro terzo. Venice: Scotto. 30 titles. 

Arcadelt 4, Ferro 3, Ruffo 11, Schaffen 6. 
Stn~ldonri'~in giorno solo 12 
Conze pll yzrrrofior i~i~zto 13 
F L ~  pzr r frro tiesti~lo 21 
I i ? ~ g k i f i ~  ri 2.2 
Doppoi dl 'io ciddi 27 
1552/ 21=1544/ 17 Di Ciprintlo il second0 libro de madregali n cinque ooci insiemc nlczini 
~ i i  hl. .4ririrr11o c.t altro ntitori - Venice: Gardano. 38 titles. 
S ' i ~ z f i t l i t n  b~( l '~ :n  t* les~gi~drie 30 (no att. in Tavola, but C, T, B att. Arcadelt) 

1553 
1553 / 19 Tiers liwe iic char~jor~~ spiritnelles, composkes ri qlintre - Paris: Le Roy et 
Ba liard. 

Arcadelt, Certon 2, Maillard 3, Villefont 2. 
1553/72 Tiers Zi~ire de clmnsons, cornposies a trois - Paris: Le Roy et Ballard. 

Arcadelt 4, Sermisv 3, WilIaert 2 
1553,"13 Qrrnl-t iiz~re de chn~zso~~s, cornposies ii qzlntre - Paris: Le Roy et Ballard. 

Arcadelt 4, Certon 3, De Bussy 4 

1554 
1354 / 20 Disic.si~ze lii~re, colt telinrzt XXllll dzansons noliirelles n qrlnt re. - Paris, du  
Chemin. 

Arcadel t 3, Goudimel1, Janequin 5 
1554,/25 Prenlirr recued dc chansons, cornposies a qzlatre - Paris: Le Roy et Ballard. 

Arcadelt, Gombert 2, Mailliard 4, Sandrin 9 
1554/26 Srcoil~l lisre dr c~~ci~zsons, nouvellernent mises en miisique d quatre - Paris: Le 
Rov et Ballard. 

Arcadelt, Certon 10 
1554 / 27 Tiers 1 ivre de c/zanso~zs, nouvellemen t mises en mlrsiqrle 6 quatre - Paris: Le 
Roy et Ballard. 

Arcadelt 16, De Bussv 2, Entraigues 2, Leschenet 2 



15S?(RISM 1538 /20)=1549 / 32 Le dotte et eccellente Cornposit ioni lie i Madrignli n 
Ci~rque. Venice: Gardano. 29 titles. 
Se'l foco in crli sempr'ardo 15 
Critdel 'acerba iriesorabil nrorte 23 
qud  'hor m 'assnl'Anrore 28 
Altri clre voi so ben 29 
Perch 'a1 viso d 'arnor porfa 30 
1554/28 De diversi alltori il quarto libro dr madrigali a qzlatro voci a note binnche - 
C'enice: Gardano. 30 titles. 

Arcadelt 4, Bodeo 2, Ferabosco 2, Palestrina, Willaert 
1 iTo pinngendo'i miei 5 
Ll~lrlrn min ~hnrz'e belln 9 
Girr riesirzi clt 'ai bei aostr 'occhi 11 
Felice nlnte colz trrrde 14 

1555 
1555 / 10 Secrrlzdns tornzis E w~~geliontm, qllator, qrliaqzie, sex, et plliririrn - Niimberg, 
Montanus & Neuber 

Arcadelt, Phinot 7 
15551 11 Trrtizrs t o ~ ~ u r s  Eonngeliorrtnl, qz~nfor, quilzqlie, sex, et plririrlrn - Niimberg, 
hlontanus & Neuber. 

Arcadelt, Clemens non papa 4, Comes 3, Gombert 2, Lupino 3, Phinot 3 
1553/ 15 Moteti de ln fnme Libro prinzo n quntro uoci, composti da loanne Lheritier - 
Venice: Scotto. 

Arcadelt, Lheritier 13 
1555 / 16 Lr srcor~d l i v e  des Psearrlntes et Sentences - Geneva, Du Bosc & Gueroult. 

Arcadelt, Gindron 1, Goudimel6, Le Be1 4 
1555/17 Tiers liz~re, ozi sont contenries plrisiers chansons - Geneva, Du Bosc L 
GuProult. 

Arcadelt, Sermisy, anon 36 
1555 1'25 11 prinzo libro de le Miise R cinqrte voci - Venice: Gardano. 

Arcadelt, Barre 3, Berchem 2, Ruffo 
Cliinrr ,ftescll 'L' ciolci acqzie 

S'egiir ptlr mio destirro II 
Tenzpo orrr h~lchor III 
Dn bei rnmi scenden IV 
Qunnte ~ o l t e  diss'io V 

1555/26 Prirncl libro delle muse a cinqrte voci madrigali de diversi aztthori - Rome, 
Barre. 
Cliinre fi2sclr 'e dulci acqzte 

S 'eglie pltr mio destino II 
Tempo veen'nnchor El 
Da bei rnmi scendea N 
Qrinrzte volte diss'io V 
Arcadelt, Barre 2, Berchern, Ruffo 



1553 / 28=1551/ 10 &fallriynli a tre uoci de di-~ersi eccrllen tissimi ali tori..libro primo. 
Venice: Gardano. 30 titles. 
Tempo sjerr'ancor forse 2-1 
1555/31 Di ~ i n e n z o  Ruff0 jl terzo libro di rnadrignli a cinque - Pesaro, Cesano 

Arcadelt, Ferro 3, Ruffo 20 
Qlrnl ntni piic z~og'fz e bella ? 
1555/32 = 1555/31 

1556 
1556/15 Sixiesme l i t m  de chansons norizellement compos~es en rnlrsiqlre d quaire - 
Paris: Le Roy et Ballard. 

~ r c a d e l t  5, Certon 3, Janequin 5 

1556/16 Septirsme livre dr clznnsons nozioellernent cornposies en mzisiqzre ii qzmtre - 
Paris: Le Rov et Ballard. 

~ rcade l t ,  Certon 2, Janequin 3 
1557 

1557/7 Piissinme nc sncmtissimae Inme11 tntiones - Paris: Le Roy et Ballard. 
Arcadelt 3, Carpentras 2, Mvin 3, Sermisy 

1557/S Cnntis~tm bentea Mnrine Virgi~lis - Paris: Le Roy et Ballard. 
Arcadelt, Certon, Goudimel, Sermisy 

1357/11 Dozlzirsnre liare confe,lnnt X X V  chansons nouz~elles a qziatre - Paris, du 
Chemin 

Arcadelt 2, Crecquillon 3, Du Tertre 4 
1557/ 13 Tiers lizre dr chnllsons nozcaellement cornposies en rnrrsiqtie ii trois & d qzratre 
- Paris: Le Rov et Ballard. 

~ r c a d e l t  17, De BUSSV 2 
1557/ 14 = 1556 / 16 septit.snk l ine  de dmnsons nozrztellernent corn posies en mzrsiqzre ri 
q~i7t1.e - Paris: Le Roy et Ballard. 
1557/13 Hlritiesnte l i z w  de cllnnsons noliaellenle?~t conlposies en nlzlsiqrie ri qzlatre - 
Paris: Le Rov et Ballard. 

~ r c a d e l t  6, Certon 2, Janequin 2, Rore 
1557/ 16=1546/ 15 De diz~ersi n~rtori il primo libro de ntadrigali n qzmtro zwci a note 
?legre - Venice: Gardano. 

Arcadelt 4, Berchem 6, Ferabosco 3, Naich 4, Verdelot, Willaert 
Cosi mi yirid'~~rnore 6 
Qllel si gmcte ~folore 24 
Dn bei ~ n m i  scenden dolce 26 
NOZO pincer clle nelli iztcrnnn 'ingegni 32 
1557/ 17 Mndregnli Ariosi ... Libro primo della Muse a Quntro. Venice: Gardano. 30 
titles. 
Lner gms?nto e 1 ' importuna nebbia 5 
First pubished by Barre in Rome in 1555 



1558 
1 j58/11 11 primo libro de rnadrigali, a qriatro ~ o c i  de diversi nutori a notte negre - 
Venice: Scotto. 41 titles. 

Arcadelt 3, Berchem 7, Ferabosco 3, Verdelot, Willaert 
Cosi mi plid'nnzore 6 
Quel si graae dolore 24 
Dn bei rami scendea 26 
1558 / 12 Madrigali Aierosi.. . Libro primo della Muse a Quatro. Venice: Gardano. 30 
titles. 
Lner groanto e l'importri na nebbia 5 
1558/13 Secondo libro delle muse, a qrint tro. Rome, Barr6. 
S 'irzfinitn bellein ? 

1559 
1559 / 8 Sirirsmr liz~re de chnnsons nolivellemen t composkrs en mzrsiqrre ri trois b 
tpntre - Paris: Le Roy et Ballard. 

Arcadelt 8, Certon 3, Janequin 4 
1539 / 9  = 1557/ 15 Hziitiesnze livre de chansons nouvellement cornposies ell mzisiqzie ii 
quatre - Paris: Le Roy et Ballard. 
1559 / 10 Nezfiesrne l i v e  de d~nnsons  nouvellement composhs en musiqrie ri qrin tre, 
iirlq, G. six - Paris: Le Roy et Ballard. 

Arcadelt 6, Goudimel5 
1559/12 Dotlzirsnte livre de chnnsons norivellement compost!es en mrrsiqlre li trois, 
rlztnt~.r, cirzq - Paris: Le Roy et Ballard. 

Arcadelt 4, Lassus 8 
1559 / 14 Le premier troplzie de nzztsiqlie - Lyon, Granjon. 

Arcadelt 4, Maillard 3, Sandrin 3, Villiers 2 
1559/ 15 LC srconrl trophie de mrisiqtle - Lyon, Granjon. 

Arcadelt 5, Maillard 4, Sandrin 2, Sermisy 
1559 / 18= 1557/ 17Madriynli Aierosi ... Libro prinro della Muse n Quatro. Venice: 
Gardano. 30 titles. 
Lmr gvrliinto e 1 'importrlnn nebbin 5 
1559: 19 N second0 libro de t.il1otte delfiore allu padonna con alcztne napolitnae e 
nmiirignli n quntro - Venice: Gardano. 13 titles. 

Arcadelt, Azzaiolo 8 
Perilre In nit 'e breve 11 
1559 / 20 Modrignli a tre voci de diversi eccellentissirni azittori ... Con la nuova Gion ta 
d 'nlczini Madrigali d 'Archadelt a tre voci, Sparsi in diuersi libri. Venice: Scotto. 30 
titles. 
Tenlpo aerr 'anchor forse 19 
Gmor pen ' in amor 26 
[ngiust issm 'amor (no ati.) 27 
Cortre donna poss'io 28 
Dome~td'z in  giorn 'a baia 29 
S 'io ili potessi dire 30 



1559 /21 I1 pril~zo libro di mndrignli D 'Archodelf a tre itoci - Venice: Gardano. 30 titles. 
Arcadelt 6, Certon, Dubois 2, Festa, Jacotin 4, Sermisy 4 

Grnz~i pew in anror 1 
Ingillstissinl'Arnor perclze 2 
Come dorlr~n poss 'io 3 
S 'io o i  pofessi dire 5 
Voi  lrr i porwst 'in foco 6 

1560 
1560:3a Qtratorsiesmc lir.rc collfennlzt XVll dmnsons nozlzrelles ii qzlatrc - Paris, du 
Chemin. 

Arcadelt 2, HPrissant, Maillard 2 
1560/9 =1557/16 De rlicrni nutori il prinio libro dc madrigali a qztatro aoci a rzote nrgw 
- Venice: Gardano. 
Cosi m i  y~ii~l'nnzore 6 
Quel si grnoe tiof ore 21 
Dn bei rnnri scenden dolce 26 
Naro pincer clre nelli h~rrnnr~ 'ingeyni 32 
1560/ 10 Mndregnli nriosi n qltntro - Venice: Gardano. 

Arcadelt, himuccia 3, Lassus 2, Palestnna 2 
5 'in f i r  r it0 lvflern ? 

1561 
1561 / 3  Tiers lic~re de dmltsons no~lz~ellernmt composi en rnzisiqtle n qliatre parties pnr 
M .  l ~ t ~ ~ e j  Arcndrf - Paris: Le Roy et Ballard. 

Arcadelt 17, De Bussy 2, Maillard 3 
1561 /'3 Qur7r.t l i x e  lie c l i n ~ l s ~ r ~ s  rlorrz~ellmrenf composi m rnrisiqlre a q~ratre - Paris: Le 
Roll et Ballard 

Arcadelt 6, Certon 3, De Bussy 4, Maillard 4 
1561 j 4 Cirlrlzlirsrlzr l i n e  de clznnsons nonoefle~tzr~lt conzposi en rnrlsiqzre n qzlofre - 
Pnris: Le Rov et Ballard. 

~ r c a d e l t  9, Certon 2, De Bussv, Maillard 8 
1561 i 5 Dollziesl~le liore de cha~rsolzs nbtiz~el~enzrrlt conzposi en niztsiqtle a qtrntre G. cilrq 
- Paris: Le RGY et Ballard. 

~rcadel t  2, Lassus 12 
156 1 / 6 Qrintorsiesnre linre de chansons notivellement compost! en mrlsiqlte n quatre, 
ci~rq, O six par-ties par M. Iaqlies Arcndet - Paris: Le Roy et Ballard. 

Arcadelt 14, Certon, Lassus 2, Nicolas 3 
1561 / 701554 /25 Premier reczteil des recueilz de chansons ri qlratre - Paris: Le Roy et 
Ballard. 

Arcadelt, Certon 2, Crequillon 2, De Bussy 2, Festa, Gombert 2, Sandrin 7 
1561 /8  = 1555/25 I2 prin~o libro de 1e Muse  a cinque voci - Venice: Scotto, orig. 
Gardano. 
Chinre fresch 'e dolci acqlre 

S'egZie plir mio destino II 
T r l ~ p o  ~jeerr'anchor ID 
Dn bei rnmi scenden IL7 
Qunizte zolte diss'io V 



1561 / 11=1551/ 10 Mndriglrli n tre ;loci de diversi eccellentissimi azrtori ... libro primo. 
Venice: Gardano. 30 titles. 
Trnlpo iierr'anor forse 24 
1561 / 16 Mndregnli di Verdelot n sei insieme altri mndregnli de Diversi - Venice: 
Gardano. 28 titles 

Arcadelt, Berchem 2, Festa, Gombert, Verdelot 5, anon 7 
COIH ' esser pltot' arnore 17 

1562 
1561,/2 Motetti delfilltto a qlrntro z*oci.libro pr im - Venice: Scotto 

Arcadelt, LhGritier 4, Verdelot 2 
1562 / 3 (Vogel)= 1557/ 17Macfrigali Aierosi.. .Libra primo della Muse a Quntro. Venice: 
Gardano. 30 titles. 
LIL-r grnanto e 1 'importlr lzn nebbin 5 
1561 /20=15U/ 17 Di Ciprinlzo de Rore li n~adrigali n cinque voci libro srcon~lo - Venice: 
Scotto* 

Arcadelt, Naich 6, Rore 8, Willaert 
S ' i ~ t f i ~ ~ i f a  brllez~n ? 

.. - 1563 
~363i8a=1546/ 13, De tlii~ersi n u  tori il primo libro dr madrignli n qzintro zoci n note 
Izqre - Venice: Rampazetto. 
CL):~ 1711 6 q l ~ i ~ f ' ~ ~ ~ ~ o r e  6 
Qiid 5 i  ynwe dolure 2-1 
En i?ci !-rrt?r i scerr~itlrz dolcr 26 
Sor7~1 pinczr clze rztdl i lur nun 'ingryni 32 
1563 /' 14= 1544 / 17 Di Ciprin~zo il seco~zdo libro de nladregali J cinque goci itzsirrnr nlclrni 
lii &I. ,-llirirr~lo 3f nltro crritori - Venice: Gardano 
S'ij~flrzitn t:ellez:n ? 

1564 
156.1 / 1 nzesorirtls rnzlsiclls contirzenes sefectissimns octo, septem, sex, qlrinqzre et 
q i i d t ~ ~ ~ r  ; 7 ~ ~ z i ) t ~  - Niirnberg, Montanus & Neuber. 

Arcadelt, josquin, Lassus, Mouton 3, Phinot 5, Scandello 3, anon 11 
1 561 .;2 Thanu ri musici tontlls secli ncilrs con tinens op timns septem voclim - Nurnberg, 
hiontanus & Neuber. 

Arcadelt, Clemens non papa, Lassus 2 
L.5 large nrtthologies by Montnrzzis L Nelrber in 15641 

15641 6 iLIoitrt ti deel Fiore a qunttro - Venice: Rampazetto 
-4rcadelt 3, Gombert 2, Lupus 4, Verdelot 2 

1564 i 9 =I559 / 10 Nezifirsme l ine  de chansons nortvellement cornposies en musique li 
qllntrr., cilrq, G six - Paris: Le Roy et Ballard. 
1561/10=1561/6 Qttatorsiesrne Zivre de chansons nouvellement compose' en mwique a 
q m f  re, cirrq, G. six parties par M. hques Arcndet - Paris: Le Roy et Ballard. 
1561/ 11 Quinsieme lirw de chnnsons ri qlintre cinq b six - Paris: Le Roy et Ballard. 

Arcadelt 6, Lassus 4 



1564 / 12 Second reclieil des reczieils composi b qua tre - Paris: Le Roy et Ballard. 19 
titles. 

Arcadelt, Lupi 2, Maillard 5, Villiers 3 
Qlinnd jo prlzs'al martire 15 
1564 / 15 11 second0 libro de villotte nlla padoana, a quattro - Venice: Scotto. 13 titles. 

Arcadelt, Azzaiolo 8, Briaco, Calderino, Ganassi, Lambertini 
Perclze In ztif 'e breve 11 

1565 
1565,'5 Sstieme !izrz de cl~anso~l a quatrz - Paris: Le Roy et Ballard. 

Arcadeit 3, Grouzy 3, Janequin 4 
1565/6 Dolizienrr l i n e  de chnnsons a qlrntre b a cinq - Paris: Le Roy et Ballard. 

Arcadelt 2, Lassus 13 
1565 /7 = 15641 11 Qninsieme livre de chnnsons d qziatre cinq B six parties par C;.!ande 
~ t e  LLZSB~LS- Paris: Le Roy et Ballard. 
1565/8 Srsieme liirre de cllansons n qztntre G. cinq parties par Orln~lde de Lnsszis - 
Paris: Le Rov et Ballard. 

~ r c a d e l t ,  Lassus 12, Rore 
1565/10=1557/ 17h/Ic1drignli Aierosi ... Libro prinrn delln Mtise n Quatro. Venice: 
Gardano. 30 titles. 
Lacr yn~zv to  r I'irrzportn~zn mbbin 5 

1566 
1366/27~1542/ 18 Musicn libro primo tre voci d i  Adrinn Wiglinr, Ciprimlo de Rore, 
.4rtlzndelt, Ilrcrrt Gero .... - Venice: Scotto. 

Arcadelt 6 ,  Gero 5, Rore 2, Ruffo 2 
Crnzv' pme in nmor 4 
1 ) z ~ i ~ t s f  issi??l 'amor 5 
CLIIIILJ 'lolttln poss 'io 6 
l?nr?uzrdfirr1 giorlt 'n 7 (anon, art. Arcadelt in 1559/20) 
S 'io ; y i  pntrssi dirr 8 
hi tui porlesti in foco 9 
Ttpc.,rrpo ilerr 'nncor forsr 11 

1567 
1567 /1 Ticrs l ime cle chnnsons nort nellement compost! li qziatre parties, par M.Arcndelt 
& ~ 7 l l f r r ~  - Paris,Le Roy et Ballard. 

Arcadelt 20, DeBussy 2, Maillard 
1567/5 Qrmtrieme livre de chansons nouvellement cornposl ri quatre parties, par 
M.rZrcndelt & nrt tres - Paris,Le Roy et Ballard. 

Arcadelt 6, Certon 3, De Bussy 4, Godard 2, Millard 5, Momable 
1567 / 6 Cinqieme li~1re de chansons nouvellernent composi d quatre parties, par 
M.Arcaiielt b mitres - Paris,Le R o y  et BaUard. 

Arcadelt 10, Certon 2, De Bussy, Maillard 8 
1567/8 Qrintorsienze livre de clzansons d quntre & cinq parties, d'orlnnde de lasszts 6 
alrtrrs - Paris: Le Roy et Ballard. 

Arcadelt 7, Lassus 7, Nicolas 2 



1567/9 =1365/8 Sesieme livre de chonsons a qliatre b cinq parties par Orlande de 
Lnsszrs - Paris: Le Roy et Ballard. 
1 5 6 7 / 1 2  =1561/7 Priemier reczieil des rectieilz de chansons ri quatre - Paris: Le Roy et 
Ba llard. 
1567114 11 prinlo libro de madrigali de diversi alltori a notte negre a qrtarto - Venice: 
Scotto. 25 titles. 

Arcadelt 3, Naich 8, 
Cosi mi p i d  'amore 6 
Qrrel .ii grnzle dolore 23 
Dn bei rnmi scendrlr 25 
1567/  15 11 second0 libro rlr rnndrignli de diversi alltori a notte negre a qriarto - Venice: 
Scotto. 

Arcadelt 5, Berchem 5, Ferabosco 2, Naich 2, Verdelot 
Norn pillcrr clre nrlli 5 
A~rrorosetto fiore 16 
Dolit rime ieggindrr 19 
Hor t r e p  'hnzlmn 'i nliei 20 
Ddlfilggit? o nlortnli 21 
Si grn11tf'2 in yietri 24 

1568 
1568/9 Lr premier liore dr dlansons spiritilelles - Lyon, Rigaud. 

Arcadelt 2, Janequin 2, Lupi 15 
1569 

1569/13 Sisienie licre de clznnsons a qltatre G. ci~zq parties de 1. Arcadet b aritres- 
Paris: Le Rov et Ballard. 

~ r c a d e l  t 12, Certon 2 
1569 / 11 Nezifieme l ime dr slznnsorzs a qrlatre 8 cinq parties tie I. Arcndet 8 aiitres- 
Paris: Le ROY et Ballard. 

~ r c a d e l t  10, Certon 2, Goudime13 
1569/ 15 =1565/6 Dol~zirnie l h r e  de chnnso~ts n qiratre 6 n cinq - Paris: Le Roy et 
Ballard. 
1569 / 16 =I 56.1/ 11 Qlrirlsieme livre de chn~lsons i qriatre cinq 8 six - Paris: Le Roy et 
Ballard. 
1569 / 21 =I5571 17Mndrignli Aierosi ... Libro primo deUa Mzcse a Quatro. Venice: 
Gardano. 30 titles. 
Larr grnitnto e l'importunn nebbia 5 
1569 / 22=1551/ 10 Madrigczli a ire voci de diversi eccellentissirni au tori ... libro primo. 
Venice: Gardano. 30 titles. 
T e ~ n p o  z~en'ancor forse 24 
1569 / 23 Madrigal i a ire voci.. .Venice: C. da Correggio 
Tempo verr' anchor ? 

1570 
1 5 7 0 / 1 1  =1565/8 Sesieme livre de chansons a quatre 6 cinq parties par Orlande de 
L~rssrrs - Paris: Le Roy et Ballard. 



1571 
1571 / 1 =1567/8 Quntorsieme livre de chansons li qltatre B ci11q parties, d'rlande de 
lnsszis b azttres - Paris: Le Roy et Ballard. 
1571 /2 =1564/ 11 Qztillsielrle liure de chansons ti quatre cinq G. six - Paris: Le Roy et 
Ballard. 

1572 
1572/2 Mella~zge de chansons tnnt des vieux azrtheurs que des modemes, a cinq, 
six,sept et hzcict parties - Paris, LeRoy et Ballard. 

Arcadelt 2, Crecquillon 8, Josquin  8, Mouton 6,  Verdelot, Willaert 24 
1572/3 =1565/5 Setieme liz~re de clzanson a qrratre - Paris: Le Roy et Ballard. 
1572/1 =1565/6 Dolcieme liore tie clm~lsons n qziatre b a cinq - Paris: Le Roy et 
Ballard. 

1573 
1573/5 =1567/4 Tiers liare de chnnsons nouvellentent compose' ri qzlntre pnrties, par 
hl.Arcnde/t 6 nzltres - Paris,Le Roy et Ballard. 
157316 Quntrieme livre dr chansons ri qlrntre pnrties, de la. Arcadet 6 autres - Paris: 
Le Roy et Ballard. 

Arcadelt 5,De Bussy 4, Maillard 6 
1573 /7  =1567/6 Tiers liore rie chnnsons ~torivellenze~zt compost li qlratre pnrt ies, pnr 
M.Arcn~ielt & alttres - Paris,Le Roy et Ballard. 
1573/8 =1565/5 Setienre lizre de clra~lsorl n qlratrr - Paris: Le Roy et Ballard. 
1573111 =I565 /8  Sesie~ne livre de cltansons a qriatre 6 cinq parties par Orlande 'it? 
Lasslls - Paris: Le Roy et Ballard. 
1573/ 14=1561/7 Premier rec~tril des recrreilz lie chnnsons ci quatre - Paris: Le Roy et 
Ba llard. 
1573/15 Cllor~sor~s a troys parties de M. 1~qtles Arcadet - Paris: Le Roy e t  Ballard. 

Arcadelt 22, De Bussy 3 
1574 
1575 

1575/'4 Liiire de Mesln~lyes contennnt f in recueil de clransons a qrratre - 
Louvain / Antwerp, Phalese & Bellere. 

Arcadelt, Castro 19, Comet 15, Costeley 14, Rore 5 
1573 /5  Hliitir~lle liore de chnrlsons li quatre pnrties, de lac. Arcndet - Paris: Le Roy et 
Ballard. 

Arcadelt 6, Goudimel2, Janequin, Rore 
1575/7 Dousielne liore de chansons ri qziatre b cinq parties d'orlande de Lasstis - 
Paris: Le Rov et Ballard. 

~ r c a d e l t  2, Lassus 13 
1575/8 =1567/8 Qztntorsierne livre de chansons d qtiatre 6. cinq parties, d'orlande de 
lassris O nzrtres - Paris: Le Roy et Ballard. 
1575/9 =1564/11 Qrtinsienle Zivre de chansons ci quatre cinq 6. six - Paris: Le Roy et 
Ballard. 
1575110 =1565/8 Sesiente lizv-e de chansons a quatre 6 cinq pnrties par Orlnnde de 
Lnssus - Paris: Le Roy et Ballard. 



1576 
1576 / 2 Cnntiolzes sztwissimae quatztor voctlrn, ante hac in  Germania n ztnqztnrn aeditne. 
- Erfurt ,  G. Baumam. 

Arcndelt, Cn~tzbio, Donnto 7, anon 16 
1577 

1577/2 Prenzier lizlre dzr nreslange des pseazdmes et cantiqztes a trois - (Geneva)? 
Arcadelt 2, Castro 1, Crecquillon 3, Fa ipen t  4 

1578 
157Si-L S ~ . i o ~ l r i  liz~re ' i t s  i~7rlti~7iles rt skarlsot~s spirititrllrs a yuatrr - La Rochelle, 
Hnrrltirz. 

Arcadelt 2, Certon 4, Maillard 3, Sandrin 3 
1578/6 Sisir~ne liore l i e  clzanson d qziatre parties d'Arcadet 6. azttres - Paris: Le Roy et 
Ballard. 

Arcadelt 9, Certon, Janequin,Maillard, Verius 2 
l578/7 Nrzlfiesr~ze linre de chn?zs& ii quntre parties d'Arcadet 6 aittres - Paris: Le Roy 
et Ballard. 

Arcadelt 5, De Bussy 2, F. Roussel12 
157S/IO Quntorzierne livre de chansons ri quatre & cinq - Paris: Le Roy et Ballard. 

Arcadelt 6, Lassus 7, Nicolas 2 
1578/11 Q~ii~l=it.nze lizrre de cllnnsons ir qlratre, cinq & six - Paris: Le Roy et Ballard. 

Arcadel t 6, Lassus 4 
1578 / 12 =I563 / 8 Sesie~ne l ime tie dra~isons n qltntre 6 cinq parties par Orlnnde de 
L ~ S S Z ~ S  - Paris: Le Roy et Ballard. 
1578 i 20=1557: 17hfadrigali Aierosi.. . l ib  ro primo dellu Mztse a Quatro. Venice: 
Gardano. 30 titles. 
Lnrr y m i ~  to r 1 ' importu na nebbia 5 

1579 
1579 .i 1 =1565/8 Srsielne liz~re dr cllansons a qztntre 6 ci~nq parties pnr Orln~ide de 
L~isrrs - Paris: Le Roy et Ballard. 

1580 
1581 
1582 

1582/ 7=157/  l7Mndrignli Aierosi ... Libro primo della Muse a Quatro. Venice: 
Gardano. 30 titles. 

Arcadelt, Barre 2, Lupacchino 2, Nasco 
Lner ymzuto e l'bnportzrnn nebbin 5 

1583 
1583 / 6  Dolisienle livre de chansons t i  quatre B cinq - Paris: Le Roy et Ballard. 

Arcadelt, Lassus 13 
1583/15  Musicn diaina d i  X IX  airtori illustri, a MI, V,  VI et VII - Antwerp, Phalese 
et Bellere. 

Aracdelt, Ferretti 6, Lassus 2, de Macque 7, de Monte 9, Striggo 4, Wert 
1584 

1581/3 Sesieme livre de clia~zsons n quatre G. cinq parties, d'Orlande de Lassus - Paris: 
Le Roy et Ballard. 

Arcadelt, Lassus 13, Le Jeune, Rore 2 



1584/6 = 1557/ 17 Madrignli ariosi n quattro - Venice, Vincenti et Amadino (orig. 
Gardano). 
Lner paunto e l'importrtlzn nebbin 5 

1585 
1586 
1587 

1587/ 2 = 1578/ 11 Qriinzieme liz~re de chansons ii quntre, cinq b six - Paris: Le Roy et 
BalIard. 
1587/8 =1542/ 18 Primo [ibro di rnadrigali d 'Archnde!t a tre zwci con la gionta di dodese 
snnzonifiancese et sei nzotteti noaissimi. - Venice, herede di Scotto, orig. Gardano. 
Grnoi prnr in antor 1 
I~~giztst issin1 'anlor 2 
Come dorzl~n poss ' i o  3 
5 'io r i potessi dire 5 
Voi nli po~resfi ill foco 6 

1588 
1586/ 16 = 1583115 Mzisicn diaina di XIX azitori illustri, a 1111, V ,  V1 et Vl! - 
Antwerp, Phalese et Bellere. 

1589 
1589/5 Liiw septirnze d2s chn~~sons a quntre parties - Antwerp, Phalgse. 

Arcadelt, Clemens non papa 8, Crecquillon 7, Sandrin 8, Sermisy 2 
1589 /' 12 1LI llsicnlz essercit io tii Ludooico h l b i  - Venice, A. Gardano. 

Arcadelt, A. Gabrieli, Lassus, Marenzio, Merulo, Palestrina, Rore, 
VerdeIot, Wert, Willaert 

1591 / 4  = 1578/10 Qltntorzierne licre de c/lansons ri qlintre G. cinq - Paris: Le Roy et 
Ba Ilard. 
1591 / 11 = 15831 15 Mlisicn diuina di X I X  nritori illrtstri, a IIII, V, VI et VI1 - 
.Ant~%?erp, Phalese et Bellere. 

1592 
1592/ 8 = 1589 /5 Liure srptirme des chansons a quatre parties - Antwerp, Phalese. 

1593 
1594 
1595 

1595/4 = 1583/15 Musica diuina di XIX arcton' ilhrstn', a IfII/ V, VI et VII - Antwerp, 
Phalese et Bellere. 

1596 
1597 

1597/9 = 1589/5 Livre septieme des chansons a quntre parties - Anhverp, Phalese. 
1598 
1599 



1600- 
1601 /a = 1589 /5  Lizrre septirrne des chansons a qtiatre parties - Antwerp, Phalese. 
1605/5 = 1589/5 Lime septieme des h n n s o ~ ~ s  n qztatre parties - Antwerp, Phalese. 
1606/7 = 1583115 Musica divina d i  XIX autori illustri, a 1111, V ,  VI et VII - Antwerp, 
Phalese et Bellere. 
1609/ 12 = 1589/5 Livre septieme des chansons a qziatre parties - Antwerp, Phalsse. 
1614/13 = 1583/15 Musicn divina di  XIX azitari illustri, a IIII, V ,  VI et VII - 
Antwerp, Phalese et Bellere. 
1623/7 = 1583/ 15 Mlisicn dizlinn di XIX nrcton' ill~tstri, R I I I I ,  V ,  VI et VII - Antwerp, 
Phalese et Bellere. 
1634/6 = 1583 / 15 Musiin dizlil~n d i  XIX nzitori illilstri, n 1111, V,  V I  et V11- Antwerp, 
Phalese et Bellere. 
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